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Abstract 

Zero to One in Participatory Development 

Participatory research methodoIogy was utilized to integrate families with 

disabled children into the d e c i s i o ~ ~ - ~ g  process of an organhation working in an 

impoverished community in Colombia The research delineates four spheres of activity: 

mothers of disabled children who participated in capacity building exercises; challenges 

faiced by their children; organizational capacity building with Board members of the 

panner organization; and the researcher's role. Uajor themes discussed are participation, 

identity, relationships and leadership. Themes identified for funher investigation were 

gender and development, play and learning, sad home environment and learning- 

Implications of participation and transformation on individual and collective identities are 

studied A process of organization from the ground up, the Zero to One Framework of 

Organizing, presents six stages from the unformed group to the stage of achieving 

organktional identity and sustainability. Documentation and analysis of process 

variables and p~ticipant's responses are provided to enhance understanding regarding 

complexity in participatory development 
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Prologue 

I often characterize myself as a physiotherapist with over 20 years of experience 

in neurological rehabilitation and an interest in intercultural exchange. My first 

international experience took place from 1972 to 1974 in Nigeria where I worked under - 

the auspices of Canadian U~venity Services Overseas primarily in the area of spinal 

cord rehabilitation This experience swed to cement my life-long interest in this field A 

community development component was added to this initial experience in 1994 when I 

supervised two six-week practicum sessions ia a post degree diploma course in 

Community Rehabilitation and Disability Studies being offered by the University of 

Calgary to 15 Palestinian students in the Gaza Strip. This experience demonstrated the 

effect of mobilizing human resources to achieve integration of people with disability even 

in difficult economic circumstances. A volunteer experience with 3-D Projects in Jamaica 

in 1995 exposed me to the Community Based Rehabilitation model and I saw the value of 

training local community members as rehabilitation workers. 

Armed with these experiences, I entered into life in Colombia in 19%. That year 

found my husband and I in Bogota where he was part of an international consortium 

working on an oil pipeline project and I accompanied him as his wfe. I italicize the word, 

wife, because it was my first international experience as a spouse rather than a 

professional. It was uncomfortable for me to be just a wife when I was used to having my 

own identity as a physiotherapist. My determination to become involved led me to 

volunteer, initially with established volunteer groups engaged in charity, and later as a 

volunteer physiotherapist. These experiences gave me confidence in the language and the 

courage to bridge cultural gaps. I was enchanted by Colombia, our new home. and the 

people with whom I worked. 

A move fiom our first home in Bogoti to Bucaramanga, a much smaller city, was 

initially distressing for me as it meant starting again "fiom scratch". As my imerest was 

working with people with disability, I began by searching out groups formed by this 

population. I literally "hung out" with an association dedicated to encouraging sport and 

competition for disabled adults in Bucaramanga 



As I got to know some of the club members better, relationships and confidence 

grew. One club member started to ask me questions regarding disability and how disabled 

children in his wmmunity could be helped After several weeks of to-and-fro 

conversation we decided to meet witb the 

children and their mothers to clarifL the situation. Thus I took my first step on a very 

exciting journey that was partly mpoasible for my retum to imivenity. 

The Overall Research Plan and Methods section of the thesis will introduce you to 

an organkttion called FANDIC, F d c i o ' n  Arnigos de ios Nifios DiSc4pacitados para su 

Integrucidn a la Cornmidad or Foundation, Friends of Disabled Children for their 

Integration into the Community. This non-profit organimtion was the outcome of that 

initial step. In less than one year my Colombian colleague and I had an established this 

organization dedicated to helping children with severe disabilities to attend school and to 

receive therapies. A small group of community volunteers had received basic training, we 

had a board of directors and we received donations from local pipline companies. It was 

a good beginning. But there was something lacking - a more complete application of a 

key word in our title, integration. FANDIC began by comecfing the h i l i e s  with other 

services and helping them utilize them by providing financial assistance. The families 

were happy with the service. But they were not an integral part of the decision-making 

process. Our mission of integration required Mer exploration. 

The concept of integration broadened as the influences of family and community 

on the child's life were considered, for example nutrition, financial stability within the 

Wi ly ,  security in terms of housing, disability awareness in the community. We began to 

contemplate the question of how one could enhance organization within the family and 

community so that dependence on outside agencies could be reduced or eliminated The 

emerging question was, "How does one teach a person to fish?" My previous training and 

experience did not give me the answers but they did give me the directive to go back and 

find out. 

My thesis details that exploration. I returned to university to find the answers to 

complex questions in a concrete context. I was not comfortable with using quantitative 

research as I instinctively felt it would not advance us toward the goal of integration. 



Partkipstory Research (PR), with its emphasis on full participation, eqdization of 

p w r ,  and cross-fcrtilizaticm of kbowlodgc was chosen as a philosophical b e  because 

enhanced self-m was seen as essential to the goal of capacity building. 

The e f f i  of this sady on tht lives of the participmts, on strategic direction of 
FANDIC and on my own life has been -fornative. The experience has opened my 

world d offad me reward beyond measure. I see myself in a space in which obstacles 

are mere constn#:tions; they can be gently pushed to give way. There is  a wonderfid 

interpiay between theory aad Laowledge aad understanding, reflection and 

action. My hope is that you will get a sense of this interplay and be engaged by its 

potential. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The title of this thesis, "Zero to One in Participatory Development" was chosen 

after some deliberation. The term "zero" offers an amorphous image of random 

behaviors. It referr to the stage of b"unf~rrned" organization It is the very beginning of 

something. "'One" signifies the organization of random behaviors into pmposefid 

movement. "One" suggests unity and collectivity; it suggests a degree of maturity in 

organizing. The word "'one" holds emotional charge in phrases such as "'we are one in the 

spirit7'. When "one" has been mhed,  a group has .Iready waked a fair distance 

together. Zero to One is a fiamewodc consisting of the phases oforganizing, beginning 

with the engagement of people at tbe individual level, progressing through a process of 

change that challenges self-identity, and emerging as a sustainable group. The framework 

is based on the experience of this thesis. 

Participation is a word I believed I knew and understood, only to find that there 

were qualities and degrees of which I knew little. I assumed that meant 

authentic involvement of participants in all aspects of the project. While this was the 

ideal, it was more likely to be fowd in a group at 'one' than at 'zero'. Facilitating 

participation is part of the process of organizing. It may begin at a very low level and 

build by degrees to end with complete control. That is the ideal. The question is how to 

get there. 

The word development carries a lot of historical baggage. Putting this baggage 

aside, development in the context of organizing refers to building ability, knowledge, and 

experience on both the personal and the group level. The word development was utilized 

in the title because it places one in the context of un&rdeveloped communities. 

'Underdeveloped' is an apt descrimr for the community of this study in tenns of limited 



social pograms for and isolated people. 'Undndeveloped' is also an apt 

descriptor for those not realizing their fbll potential. 

In sum-, the title "Zero to One in Puricipetory Development" refers to a 

process of organi~ng that encourages the participation of individuals with the aim of 

developing group capabilities. It is a fhmework that identifies elements in the growth of 

groups from lrnformed to sustainable. Zero to one is the story of this thesis. 

In a way it could be said that the story of this thesis began in August 1997 in 

Colombia when a Colombian colleague and I first met four mothers and their disabled 

children. I entered the university the next year with the desire to learn something very 

practical and that was how to help the organktion we created move beyond a service 

orientation to a development orientation A service orientation encouraged the 

beneficiaries of that service to remain in a depdent role. Tbe aim was to ellcourage a 

higher level of participation and the development of abilities, Lnowledge and experience 

in the beneficiaries. We desired a Mler integration of families of children with disability 

into the organization. The objectives of this study, broadly stated, were for the 

participants of the research to develop a greater mcktanding of the issues of disability 

and poverty, to develop skills in organizing and wmrnunicating, and to form a social 

network or support group that would identifl issues of concern to them and take action to 

resolve them. 

Participatory research (PR) was chosen as the research method most appropriate 

to the aim of raising selfdeem and developing capabilities in the participants. Due to 

my previous experience living in Colombia, I felt that theory developed in my world 

might not have much applicability in the world of the fieldwork. For this reason, I sought 

out authors who had developed methodology based on experience in low-income 

countries. I began by studying Orlando Fals Borda, the father of Participatory Action 

Research (PAR) in Colombia and Latin America, and the literature of his contemporaries. 

As time and the study progressed, I added literature on Popular Education (PE) from 

Latin America, and Community Development (CD) h m  the Southern Hemispha. The 

last piece was literature on organizing, by authors with a variety of experiential 



backgrounds in North America The movement fiom one area to another followed my 

d e s k  to read about collaborative experiences and for the answers to questions raised by 

my experience. It was an attempt to broaden my understudiag by looking at an issue 

from several diffixent viewpoints. 

Looking back, I was poorly prepared at the beginning of the study and this caused 

me some anxiety regarding the process, the outcome, and the! shortness of time. In 

retrospect, further theoretical study may have helped to prepare me but it also may have 

hindered. It could have helped by giving me more understanding of the issues. It would 

have hindered had it provided me with more material with which to fonn theoretical 

assumptions; assumptions that would later have to be broken when confronted with 

reality. In many ways, practice was my teacher and theory was a mentor whose concepts 

were woven into the practice. 

In addition, I was unsure about my role in the research. Was I a researcher with 

practical skills or a practitioner with research skills? Upon reflection, I was a practitioner 

with research skills throughout the entire fieldwork experience. When it came to writing 

the thesis, this orientation presented difficulty in that it was hard to assume the expert role 

required for thesis writing. This difficulty challenged me to shift my self-image to that of 

a researcher, giving me the authority to present the lessons learned from the experience. 

The observations made as a result of practice developed awareness on a broad 

range of issues. Many questions wen raised. Some m w e m  were forthcoming and some 

were not. Some of the issues that became important to me were: 

The quality of participation; 

The process of transformation; 

Organizing and the role of facilitation and leadership; 

Self-identity and relationships 

These issues and others, addressed first within the Discussion of Literature, are later put 

into the context of the Experience. There is an attempt to draw thematic threads 

consistently throughout the thesis. With the dominant threads, I was more successful in 



achieving coherence. The less dominant threads remain to be picked up again on another 

occasion 

The organization of this thesis did not lend itself to division into the neat 

categories of methods, investigation, results llnd discussioa hsted, these components 

have become meshed together- Part 1 of The Experience presents the Mother's Group, 

the group most central to this investigation The documentation of their process and 

outcome is quite detailed combining elements of -on and analysis. Part 1 concludes 

with an examination of outcome, a discussion of lessons learned, identification of issues 

requiring a deeper un-ding, and a review of the objectives of the study. 

Part 2 addresses the children. The children, although central to the mission of the 

partner organization, were not central to the investigation. Yet, considerable activity on 

behalf of the children was carried out This activity involved a variety of players h r n  the 

family members to outside agencies. Part 2 provides an account of issues revolving 

around learning, home environment, and housing Themes requiring M e r  investigation 

are also identified in Part 2. 

Part 3 briefly presents the second group in the study, the Board of the partner 

organimtion. Although the Board was not thought to be central to the study, it became 

evident later on that they formed a parallel group worthy of separate observation and 

analysis. The description of process in this section contains much less detail than Part 1 

with the emphasis being on the outcome. Part 3 contains the Zero to One process of 

organizing, a collation of the experience of both the Mother's Group and the Board This 

empirically derived framework could be considered a guide to the process of organizing 

in the community. 

Part 4 completes the presentation of study participants with an examination of the 

role of the outsider. Reflections regarding the researcher's role as facilitator, leader and 

researcher are followed by contemplation of the influence of process on outcome. Part 4 

addresses the issue of sustainability and induces levels of complexity in reaching the 

god. It ends with a contemplation of unexpected outcomes that, in the end, are viewed as 

part of the search for deeper understanding. 



The remain& of the thesis surrounds a d  supports the Expi-. Chapter Two, 

A Discussion of Literature, examines themes that were i m p o m t  in framing the 

Experience. It is an e m o n  of the themes using literaturr from di-t disciplines. 

Chapter two begins with an examination of my initial theoretical orientation kfore 

moving to the themes of orgmization and attitudes toward gender and disability. 

Chapter Three, Overall Research Plan and Methods, is a composite of 

methodological issues. It begins with a brief examhation of qualitative research methods, 

followed by an introduction of the partner or-on, and the goals and objectives of 

the study. The pre-research plan is presented followed by a general outline of the 

implementation of the research plan. 

Chapter Four, The Country Context, is intended to immerse the reader in the 

cultural context that bathes the experience. This c-r was written with information 

from country profiles and newspaper accounts. It is an attempt to provide an idea of 

'macro' conditions influencing the 'micro' environment or the community setting of the 

research. 

Chapter Five, The Experience contains four parts as already described. It provides 

greater detail on the methods utilized and their outcome. Analysis and discussion are 

provided in a timely and relevant fashion. Disquiet with theoretical concepts that clash 

with reality is exposed for viewing and M e r  discussion., whether in the context of this 

thesis or in other forums. 

Chapter Six, the Conclusion, is a synthesis of the themes of the thesis. Using the 

metaphor of 'weaving', major themes are presented as dominant thnads that provide 

strength and structure to the interpretation of the experience, and loose threads are themes 

that require funher investigation. Process and product are interwoven as woof and weft. 

The design of the weaving is altered by the act of weaving. So it is in participatory 

development where the inter-play of relationships brings structure and design to each step 

of the process and clarity to that which will be the final result. 

The Introduction has presented a sense of initial beginning as well as movement 

as time progressed The actors in the investigation remain shrouded for the moment only. 



Their &cs will be giimpsed Pad their words heard once the pqmmtions for staging have 

been completed The first cornerstone to be laid is the Discussion of Literature!. 



CHAPTER TWO 

A DISCUSSION OF LITERATURE 

The literature pesented in this chapter is a reflection on topics that became 

meaningful as a result of the research. Consistent with the qualitative research approach, 

the reading of books and articles was susrainsd thmugbut the en- process of fieldwork 

and thesis preparation- I came to the Literature on a need-to-know basis and have included 

inforation found to be helpful from various disciplines. Ratkr than an extensive 

literature review on several pertinent topics, I have presented a discussion on themes 

relevant to the research. This dialogue with the literature fkquently provided me with a 

sparkle of understadhg or illrnninaDion towards a new direction. 

The discussion begins with Orlando Fals Borda because he was my theoretical 

mentor. His status as a Colombian and Wcr of Participatory Action Research in Latin 

America gave him authenticity and credibility in my eyes. My respect for his work has 

not diminished despite my effort to look for gaps in the methodology. His philosophy and 

that of his colleagues fonns the foundation of this thesis. 

An examination of terminology constitutes a major portion of this chapter as I 

found it necessary to deepen my understanding of concepts. Terms such as participation, 

knowledge, empowerment and tmmformation are explored not only from the viewpoint 

of those engaged in participatory research, but from authors with other orientations. This 

has been helpfid in broadening the application of pticipatory research. 

Two topics that receive inadequate attention in this chapter are self-identity and 

relationships. The relationship between these topics and development is one that I believe 

requires greater analysis still. I have made a start with an exploration of change and 

relationships within a group, in the home, and between groups and society. More work 

remains to be done in this area. 



P a r t i c i ~ y  Research 

Participetory Research (PR) fits under the umbrella of social action research or 

research of a participatory nature tbat is intended to fkcilitate social change. PR was 

begun largely by disenchanted academics who wanted to transform their world. There 

was rejection of the quantitative approaches b research and a move to holistic viewpoints 

and qualitative methods. Carl Maor and Antonio Gramsci were theoretical fither figures 

up until 1977 (Fals Bods & Rahmaq 1991). PR gradually took on a social action 

h e w o r k ,  as praxis became the ideological wmmitment. The first academic 

presentation of PR occurred in 1982 at the 10" World Congress of Sociology in Mexico 

City where it moved from peasant issues to complex urbau, economic and regional 

issues. PR researchers began to use the comparative approach and to expand it to fields 

such as medicine, economics, history, and anthropology (Fals Borda & Rahman). 

PR has been used extensively in developing countries and has many proponents 

(Chambers, 1998; De Konig & Martin, 19%; De Row, 1998; Fals-Borda, 1985; Fals 

Borda & Kemmis, 1989; McTaggsrt, 1997; Rahman, 1993). These proponents have 

developed separate but related methodologies to address community participatory 

development in their local environments. Some of these methodologies are: participatory 

action research (PAR), participatory nual appraisal (PRA), rapid rural appraisal (RRA), 

participatory learning methods (PLM), and participatory learning and action (PLA). 

Proponents of PR meet at Convergence, a congress held every four years. The 1997 

Convergence held in Cartagem de hdias, Colombia, signified the convergence of sister 

trends and the agreement to use the term 'participstory research' in the W e ,  thus 

acknowledging the diversity of methodo1ogy and the context in which social action 

research is carried out (Fals Borda, 1998). In keeping with the decision made at 

Convergence 1997, the term PR will be utilized as the term of choice except in cases in 

which the use of the term PAR is more consistent with the author's usage. In these cases 

the tenn PARER will be used. 



Fals Borda's Co- of P M R  

The writing and thinking of Orlando Fals Borda, a Colombian sociologist and 

i m p o m  developer of PAWPR in Latin America, will be given prominence in the 

following discussion as his writings formed my initial orientation to the philosophy and 

methodofogy of community participation and activation. Fds Borda defines PAWPR as a 

combination of vivemia and authentic commitment. Vivencia refers to "inner life- 

experience " which helps us rmderstand ourselves in a broader context. Authentic 

commitment refers to the melding of two types of knowledge: that h r n  academia and 

technology, with that which resides in tradition and culture. Commitment is termed 

"'authentic" when there is a leveling of the power relationship normally existing in 

empirical research and resulting in a true interchange of knowledge in which all the 

participants, researcher included, engage in the process of learning (Fals Borda & 

Rahman, 1991). 

Praxis, the never-ending cycle of reflection, investigation and action, forms the 

basis of the PAWPR process. Praxis, which leads to the dtvelopnent of self-awareness, 

is a core tenant in the practice of PAWPR for it links knowledge production with action 

as a means to transform d i t y .  Techniques used in the development of self-awareness 

are: collective research, critical recovery of history, valuation of folk culture, and 

production and difhsion of new knowledge (Fals Borda & Rahman, 1991; Fals-Borda 

1978, 1985). 

Collective research is the gathering of group data. Group data achieves the 

objective of social validation of information and is collected in meaings and assemblies, 

and through drama etc. The critical recovery of history refers to the "'remembering" of 

historical accounts and legends, which may have a bearing on the situation at hand. 

Common techniques used are storytelling and recall of legends and parables. Several 

elderly individuals may be used as principal informants and also serve to conoborate 

information. 

The valuation and application of folk culture is a rediscovery of core cultural 

values or essential beliefs whose swce lies in oral tradition. Three processes emerge: 



feelings, imagination, and ludic tedencies (games and play). Mective logic, or falings' 

permits us to understand the primal forces of people's culture and symbols. Imagination 

is expressed creatively, through painting, designing posten and banners, rmlpnue, 

theater, puppetry, pantomime, masquerades, dancing, the cinema, audio-visual aids, and 

other cultural expressions. Games end e n w e n t  remind people how to hove a g o d  

time. It is important to get people involved in a process where they can show their skill 

and suspend their "melancholyn of today in order to take action. Besides the techniques 

mentioned above, valuation and application of folk culture may be expressed through 

story-telling, tales, legends, parables, fables, anecdotes, riddles, and puns (Fds Borda & 

Rahman, 199 1 ; Fals-Borda 1985). 

Production and diffusion of new knowledge refers to the devolution or rehlm of 

processed i n f o d o n  to its rightful owners. New knowledge refers to the melding of 

expert or technical lcnowledge with common knowledge raising the knowledge of 

common people to a new, capacity-building level. It is an intrinsic part of participatory 

research as it leads to the goal of social change. The form taken in the diffusion of 

knowledge should be consistent with the literacy and education of the people for whom it 

is intended. The outpuf should not be limited to books or pamphlets but may include 

other methods such as graphic maps, films produced by the communities themselves, and 

informal adult education techniques (Fals Borda & Rahrnan, 1991; Fals-Borda 1985). 

The following account provides an example ofthe use of PAR/PR in a small 

Colombian community. This delightful story called, Together against the comwter: PAR 

and the m l e  of Afio-Colombians for wblic sewices by Gustavo I. De Roux (Fals 

Borda & Rahman, 1991, pp. 37-53) is about a community who were being "scarnmed by 

the regional electric company, took civil action, and reversed the course of electrification 

history in their region. The story is summarized briefly under headings. 

Introduction: It was emphasized that research is not always about just the creation 

of knowledge, but can be stimulated by a practical problem. The process and the 

timetable were &terminad by the people, that is, they did not wait for the researchers to 

get there before starting. 



History: The history of the black people, fiom the area m u d  Cauca and more 

specifically from Villarrica, h r n  colonial time onward, is presented. This lays the 

fknework for tbe future action that is to be taken and was derived through a collective 

research process in which there was a &tical recovery of history. 

Statement of the Problem: The proMan was multi-factorat, but came to a head 

when the electrification company faced a financial crisis, and started to 'kook the books". 

Individual complaints accomplished nothing, and even formation of a committee brought 

only the response, "The bills are generated from the computer, and computers don't lie". 

Methodology: The Villamca Users Committee (with outside help) began the 

process of generating knowledge for the purpose of discovering which course of action to 

take. They organized a March of Lights, children and adults walking down the street with 

candles, to sensitize the public to the topic. They orgamzed cultural events in which 

songs, for example The Sound of Darkness, were written especially for the occasion, and 

plays and poems were presented. They held assemblies to emurage collection of 

personal histories. The following techniques were used: 

1. Mirror-like Narrative: There were two aspects: the socialization of individual 

experiences in collective contexts, usually presented in the form of denunciations; and 

expanding knowledge of the electricity issue (in which bills were collected in a 

receptacle and graphs were made of electrical consumption, cost per kilowatt-hour 

and cost of monthly use). 

2. Strategic Codes: Detecting and reworking the strategic codes for action had two paris: 

Collectively reviewing the history of the black population's struggles in the region 

and earlier organizational experiences, and analyzing previous successes and failures; 

and evaluation of how the task were being implemented through periodical 

assemblies and meetings. 

3. Developing a Pensamiento Propio (or alternative ideology): Represented a 

consolidation of knowledge, i-e., it developed through airing of complaints, discovery 

of wrnmon ground, and the union of those willing to take action. 



Results: 

1. The information gained and the publicity received throughout the process facilitated 

successftl negotiation witb the company. 

2. There was a recreation of civil society. It stimulated the rise and strengthening of 

popular organizations and the networking between them. This has been cataiytic in 

tenns of revitalizing community life. 

3 An improved position for common people in local power relations. The new 

philosophy became, "go maight to the source if you want something to be done". 

4. It contributed to people's ability to do research, to reflect, criticize, deliberate, 

negotiate and cooperate, that is, to participate. 

This nanative was presented to provide an example of PARPR in practice, of the 

techniques used to gather infomation, and the outcome of the process. It also provided an 

example of the descriptive documentation style typical of P M R .  

Examining Kev Conceuts of PR 

The previous section was intended to put the reader into the Colombian context 

both ideologically and practically. The concepts presented could be said to be applicable 

in other settings but they may not be well understood due to terminology and language. 

The intention of the following discussion is to view key concepts of PR in the tight of 

literature from other PR sources and community development (CD). 

Particimtion 

Fals Borda & Rahman (199 1) speak of participation as being from the bottom up, 

where the people define the objective and the process. An example of this level of 

participation was given in the story about the computers (de Row, 199 1 ) where the 

external agent was invited in by the community to help meld technological and practical 

knowledge. This model of participation is  promoted by other authors of PR Femandes & 

Tandon (198 1) state that a genuine participatory process "is a healthy combination of 

knowledge and action in which the people are the real actors" (p. 82). McTaggart (1991) 



considers !be methodological process in his statement that perticipation means hat 

people set the agenda for the inquiry, they participate in the data wllection and analysis, 

and they controi the use of outcomes and the whole process (19%). A working defi~tion 

of People's Participatory Process is, 

"a just and empowering social process in which the poor and marginalized are 

democratically involved in collective action, strive to articulate and k i p  the vision, 

g d ,  objectives. path, direction, content, magnitude and process of a holistic social 

transformaton in their favor, recollecting and analyzing the past experiences, 

focusing on the present situation and projecting the funue.. . ." (Bloem, Biswas & 

Adhikari, 19%' p. 143). 

Thus, participation in PR is people driven with control of both the process and the 

outcome. The questions are, bow likely is this level of participation to occur in reality and 

are all participants ready to participate at this high firnctioning level? D'Abreo (198 1) 

addresses this question with statements regarding mdhes ,  saying that people at the 

grassroots level are not prrpared to think and control what and how they learn, and that 

they do not know how to analyze and evaluate. Fernandes and Tadon (1981) state that a 

"dominant characteristic of the underprivileged is their inability to and feat of 

participationn (p. 33). Fais Borda (1985) c- participants as passive stating that 

participation breaks up the asymmetrical relationship of submission and dependence 

implicit in the subject/object binomial. These statements, although in the minority in PR 

literature, demonstrate a cmck in the theoretical utopia of total participation. 

Amstein's (1 969) ladder of citizen participation bas eight levels ranging f b m  

'manipulation' at the bottom rung to 'citizen control' at the top. The first two rungs, 

manipulation and therapy, are levels of non-participation that enable power holders to 

"educate" or "'cure" the participants. Rungs three, four and five are degrees of tokenism 

that allow the have-nots to hear and to have a voice. At the level of citizen power (rungs 

six to eight) participants have increasing power to make decisions and to manage the 

project There is ref- to the levels of participation in community development 

literature (Morrissey, 2000, Oakley & Manden, 1984, Watt, Higgins & Kcndrick, 2000), 



but it receives little mention ia PR lhatwc. The community in de Roux's (1991) story 

appears to be at level eight. In orQr to gauge the occllmacc of this level of participation 

in community projects, we turn to articles on oommunity development. 

Momssey (2000) finds little agreement on the meaning of the tenn 'participation' 

and states tbat tbe issue of quality had been largely ignored in the libmtwe. Participation 

from an instrumental perspective is seen as a means to an end; it focuses on project 

outcomes. Participation itom a developmental perJpaive is seen as an end in itself and a 

means to selfdevelopment promoting new values, attitudes, skills and knowledge. 

Participation from the development perspective seems to be promoted by Buckland 

(1998) who views it as a contribution that involves the voluntary commitment by 

community members to an external agency. Watt, Higgins & Kendrick (2000) support the 

developmental perspective with tk statement that pople need to fie1 confident and 

skilled enough to participate, especially if they are to control and own tbe process. They 

go on to explain that the progression from disempowerment to empowerment is slow, 

reflective and action-oriented and may take years. 

Oakley & Marsden (1984) in their study of approaches to participation also found 

these two contrasting interpretations: people are mobilized to implement activities 

decided by outsiders; and the empowering of people to play an effective role in 

development. They state that participation is equated with power and point out that 

joint organization between men and women often means that tbe interests of women are 

re-submerged. Divisiveness due to power is more prevalent in heterogeneous 

communities where "people are often less likely to participate due to divisions of 

language, tenure, income, gender, age or politics" (Botes & van Rensburg, 2000). 

Kamara & Kargbo (1999) refer to the perceived benefits of pticipation in that 

individuals have to be convinced that they will benefit personally in order to participate. 

Botes & van Rensburg (2000) look at the selectivity of participation stating that there is 

poor community penetration by organizations and a limited attempt to identify the less 

obvious partners. They maintain that "it remains one of the biggest challenges to ensure 



that the people who neither have the capacity, nor the desire to particijmte, are involved 

in the development process" (p. 46). 

These perspectives raise interesting points. P-ciption can be sem as a means to 

an end or as a process but is ideal if boa aspects are considered (OaLley & Marsden, 

1984). It can be manipulative or capacity building- Particiption can be a mechanism of 

power in which a certain gender or group can be seen to benefit- The selection of 

participants, a key point t h a  will &termine both the process d the outcome, is 

fkquently limited in scope and definition. The 'participation' in PR is not clearly defined 

in the literature and fails to adequately address key issues such as gender and selection. 

Not only is the composition of the target group or ''community" unclear but also the 

relationship between the participants receives little commentary thus limiting the 

undmtadhg of the process and the outcome of the methodology. Gender, selection, and 

level of participation are fmon  that affected the process and outcome of this project; 

they are factors that will be raised throughout. 

Knowled~e . 

The word 'knowledge' also conjures up different definitions depending on one's 

context. In PAR/PR, the melding of technical and common sense knowledge results in a 

new knowledge that is liberating (Fals Borda & Rahman, 199 1). The process of 

developing new knowledge is hiiitated by the researcher leaving hidher CCexpert" role 

and by the other participants breaking their role of submission (Fals Borda, 1985). This 

melding of two types of knowledge leads to a transformation of the researcher/researched 

(subjectlobject) liaison and the conversion of common sense to "good" sense (Fals Borda 

& Rahman, 199 1). Marino ( 1997) explains the dittkence between common and good 

sense: 

What is called ''common sense" is ofien oppression so deeply embedded in a 

culture that it is assumed to be natural and inevitable. "Common sense" tells us 

that social problems are utterly complex, that change is extzemely difficult, that 

experts are the only ones who know, that ordinary people have no ability to 



uadentlnd or no power to influence. So ''good sense" often comes about when we 

lwk at these assumed interpretive habits and ask questions about power or 

disempowerrnent (p. 127). 

Good sense appropriation of knowledge was demonstrated by Gaventa ( 199 1 ) in 

his application of PR to North America Citizens involved in the acquisition of 

knowledge regarding the influence of industry on their community developed a thrill by 

moving into a domain that was formerly in control of the expen The result was a 

demystifjing of knowledge, where they found that science was subject to fallibility and 

conflicting viewpoints. It also resulted in an examination of "popular knowledge" or the 

knowledge they held The result was the owning of one's own knowledge and a 

strengthening in the sense of its value. They became empowered not only by the 

acquisition of knowledge but also by their participation in the process of acquisition. 

Knowledge is defined by Berger & Luckman (1966) as "the certainty that 

phenomena are real and that they possess specific c ~ s t i c s "  (p. 1). 

Knowledge is knowledge from a certain position and is related to the social 

context from which it arises, that is7 knowledge is socially wnshu*ed Since this 

is so, the study of knowledge must first of all concern itself with wbat people 

"know7' as ''reality" in their everyday lives. In other words, commonsense 

knowledge must be the central focus for it is precisely this "knowledge" that 

constitutes the fabric of meanings society (Berger & Luckman). The 

exhortation to concern oneself with the reality of everyday life is extremely 

relevant in community work as will be later demonstrated. 

Knowledge is not static but a dynamic process that takes place through 

action and interaction (Cornwail, 1996) and it becomes progressively clearer with 

the accumulation of different perspectives on it (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Thus 

knowledge has the potential to be clarified, broadened, and altered depending on 

incoming information. New information has the potential to transform in the sense 

that a new apprehension of the world is adopted. It is adopted by reason of the 

world being perceived differently, and on the basis of this new perception it is 



possible to acquire the disposition to change it (Freire, 1994). Therefore7 

knowledge has power - power to transform reality, to broaden perspectives, and to 

clarify concepts. 

The impect of information on a person's pmeptions of the world stimulates an 

examination of the 'location' of knowledge. According to Thompson (1988) there are 

two ways of knowing. There is received lolowledge where one silently listens to an 

authority, and there is subjective Laowledge or an inner knowledge that reflects multiple 

truths. Received knowledge does not always accord with subjective knowledge and 

therefore may be mistrusted. The language used plays an important role in whether or not 

received knowledge finds correspondence with subjective howledge. Marino ( 1997) 

finds that the "production of lolowiedge is a many-layered process that includes the 

power to express and interpret accurately and wktetltly, as well as construct new ways 

of knowing and relating" (p. 107). The concept of expression and interpretation as 

important elements in the coustmction of knowledge is key in this definition. These two 

authors present a concept of knowing that speaks to the knowledge of the heart (Fals 

Borda & Kemmis. 1989) a type of knowledge that is in a different sphere than logic and 

rationalism. Wilber ( 1 996) expands upon the ways of knowing with his presentation of 

the eye of the flesh or empiricism, the eye of the mind or rationalism, and the eye of 

contemplation or mysticism. Each way of knowing must be valued in PR for the process 

to be authentic. Marino speaks about layers, about expression and inteqmtation, Wilbur, 

Thompson and Fals Borda view the dimensions and scope of knowledge. Based on these 

contributions to our understanding of knowledge it is supposed that knowledge 

production must be multi-dimensional and multi-experiential in order to be holistic. This 

statement speaks to the methodology of knowledge production. 

At this point in the discussion, it is useful to look back at the methods proposed 

by Fals Borda Bt Rahrnan ( 199 1 ) as presented in the initial pages of this chapter. What do 

some of these terms mean and how do they produce knowledge? Vivencia, a Spanish 

term meaning inner life experience, speaks to the process of understanding ourselves in a 

broader context. This understanding begins with self-awareness or being c'conscious of 



one's character, &lings, motive (Thompson, 1995, p. 1254). Self-awareness is 

deveiopd as a pan of praxis, which consists of the essential components of reflection, 

investigation, and action Knowledge building in praxis, therefore, relies largely on 

empiricism and contemplation. Self-awareness is also developed as a result of the process 

of coIlective research in which a target group gatthem to share information and their 

feelings about that information. Collective research is about giving public voice to 

information, listening to different hqxetations and proassing them together with the 

result that the infomation becomes amplified (Wheattey, 1992). Self-awareness is further 

generated by the examination of values, beliefs, and culture through the critical recovery 

of history and the valuation of folk culture. These three techniques release affective 

knowledge or knowledge of the heart, imagination and ludic tendencies. Ludic refers to 

games, play and celebration. Fals Borda & Rahman (199 1 ) are the only authors 

encountered to date who have drawn attention to the importaoce of play and celebration 

in the "business" of community work The value of play, especially in children, mains 

underrated in PR and CD literature. The last tenet of PARPR refers to the production of 

new knowledge and its diffusion. The knowledge produced as a result of praxis needs to 

be documented in some fashion whether it be through words, art or drama. It is the last 

piece that helps one understand and learn from praxis and appeals to the eye of the mind. 

Max-Neef (199 1 ) finds there is a propensity to describe and explain at the 

expense of understanding. He says, 

While the language of one discipline may suffice to describe something, an 

interdisciplinary effort may be net- to mptain something. By the same 

token, to understand something requires a personal involvement that surpasses 

disciplinary frontiers, thus making it a transdisciplinary experience (p. IS). 

Understanding is the beginning of selfhowledge. Eiliott (1999) states that "we 

manufacture ow undemanding of the past and change that understanding according to 

circumsrances and needs of the moment" (p. 34); that "we construct history not just out of 

remembered hcts but also in response to where we are now" @. 35). Thus knowledge is 

based on understanding that is constructed not only from the past but is also based on the 



prcsent It is contextual, dynamic, and has muty layers. Uodastaading is developed 

through intimacy with one's beliefs, with practice and by strong relationships @eRee, 

1989). We grow in understanding, not by knowing dl the answers- but by living with 

ambiguity (DeRee). We give expression to Lwwledge based on interpretation and using 

particular language patterns. In all, we are exhorted to be passionately aware that we 

could be completely wrong (Marho- 1997). This speaks to humility and respect to 

leaving bebind the expert role to engage in the eadeavor to u m h t a d ,  a basic premise of 

P m R  

Lanwme and Coacer~~ 

The methods described by Fals Borda & Rahman (1991) appear to be multi- 

dimensional and multicxpiential and should be successful in building knowledge if 

applied as intended. Where their methods fall short is in their failure to adequately 

address the issues of pomr and relationships. Although power is sddressed, it is 

addmsed from a Gramiscian perspective of power and countewailing power, the 

oppressor and the oppressed. Although the language of empowerment is used PR and 

CD literature do not provide an adequate understanding of the influence of power on 

relationships in the home, with neighbors, and between the researcher/facilitator and the 

research participants. It is the quality of relationships that gives power its positive or 

negative charge (Wheatley, 1992) and our identity that governs our actions and loyalties 

(Sen, 1998). 

The tendency to group people together to refer to them as the base groups (Fals 

Borda, 1985), the oppressed (Freire, 1994), the common people (Esteva & Prakash, 

1998), and the powerless (Sadan & Churchman, 1997) promotes the assumption that 

people within a community are not individuals with differing levels of bowledge a d  

power. It is a denial of reality. Not only is a group affected by differential of power from 

within their community, they are also aff& by the class structure of the larger society. 

Freire's (1994) words that race and gender cannot be adequately addressed without 

reference to the division between the classes was very true in my experience in 



Colombia One's social position was the key fktor -ng accepnce or 

marginalization. Race, gender and disability played a secondary role. 

One reason for the failure to adequately address power and relationships from the 

individual m v e  may be that authors became locked into a particular use of 

language. The use ofan elaborated language pattern may failitate the dissemination of 

information, but it also runs the risk of contradicting one's theoretical stance. To speak of 

a group as being powerless suggests a view that believes that 'macro' power srmcturrs 

are the most significant fmors in the life of an individual as promoted by Dependency 

Theory (Harrison, 2000; Oakley & Marsden, 1984; Wade, 1997). This may or may not be 

true. The assumption that all poor people are powerless because they lack financial 

resources is to see the world from a singular perspective. It fails to address the social and 

political inequities existing within a country. Addressing communities as powerless is to 

subtly acknowledge one's personal power as an outsider, a contradiction with the ideal of 

leaving the expert role. 

Emmwennent 

One is often confronted by words that are used frequently and sometimes 

interchangeably. Empowerment is one of these words. Closely related are the words self- 

reliant, capacity building and sustainable deveiopment. A brief examination of these 

words and their implidon to development will follow in this section. The word, 

transformation, will be singled out for a separate analysis. 

Empowerment simply means "to give power to or to make able" (Thompson, 

1995). Empowerment reflects the change that has occurred as a result of effort to gain 

control over one's life, destiny or environment (Sadan & Churchman, 1997). In this 

sense, empowerment is very close to transformation. Empowerment is generally 

considered to occur as a result of a process such as the process of organizing (Fernandes 

& Tandon, 198 1 ), through acting and implementing (Wheatley, 1992), and through 

development (Fussell, 1996). Organizing, acting and implementing are action words that 

conjure up the image of people coming together to achieve a common purpose. 



Development, a word that caries with it years of historical baggage filled with positive 

and negative overtones, is linked with the words, sustainable, capacity building, and self- 

reliant. 

Development is considered to be sustainable if there has been a transformation 

leading to self-reliance as explained in the following definition: 

Sustainable development is seen as a process of holistic transformation of the 

society for self-reliance and the well being of all. This holistic transformation can 

take place by minimizing the gap between the existing level of knowledge and 

knowledge needed for appropriate sustainable society" (Bloem et al., 1996, p. 

142). 

Korten ( 1990) provides a definition that includes capacity building: 

Development is a process by which the members of a society increase their 

personal and institutional capacities to mobilize and manage resources to produce 

sustainable aad justly didbuted impovernents in the quality of life consistent 

with their own aspirations" (p. 67). 

Wheatley (1992) presents sustainability from a non-development point of view. Her view 

is that fieedom from environmental pressures is dependent on a clear sense of identity, 

that is values, traditions, aspirations, competencies and culnue. The reference of self to 

identity, of who we are and were, is the foundation for orderly change in a turbulent 

environment. This view is helpful because it could apply to both an individual and a 

group- 
Self-reliance is '?he possession of a sufficient combination of mental and material 

resources to be able to resist the dictates of others on one's own course of action" 

(Rahman, 1993, p. 150). Self-nliant development is stimulated by two steps: the 

development of awareness about one's realiv, and development of confideace that one 

can change one's reality (Tilakaratna, 1991). The process of self-reliance is more likely 

to become sustainable if there are local facilitators who can assist the other participants in 

bmadening their contacts, if there is regular self-review, if there is growth beyond the 

initial small project, and if there is a move to a total development e m  (Tilakamtm). But 



self-reliance does not nesewarily mean self-sdicieney in that timds may still be required 

in terms of assistance (Rahman). Self-reliance changes the way people perceive their own 

potential aud capabilities. It permits a more complete satisfiwtion of fbdamental human 

needs, fosters participation and creativity, reinforces cultural identity through self- 

confidence, gives people a better lmdmEaading of technologies when they are capable of 

self-management (Max Neef, 199 1 ). In this sense, selfkliance encompasses 

empowerment and cepacity building. Thus the terms sam to be iaterchangeable and are 

used according to pemd preferrace. 

Emmwerment Indicators 

There is a move to become more results oriented in CD and to have the target 

group lead the effort to define the results of a given intervention (Jackson, 1998). Projects 

will be increasingly viewed in terms of output, or the immediate, tangible results of an 

activity; outcome, or a medium-term result that is the logical consequence of the 

intervention; and impact, or the long-term result that achieves a combination of outcomes 

and outputs (Jackson). Definition of indicators is part of a results-oriented plan of 

development. 

Empowerment indicators encompass both personal and organizational 

empowerment as indicated by these themes developed by CIDA (1995): 

A personal change in consciousness involving a movement towards control, self- 

confidence and the right to make decisions and determine choices; and an 

organization aimed at social and political change" (Momssey, 2000, p. 67). 

Empowerment outcomes at the personal level have been reported to be (Ellis, 1998; 

Purdey, Adhikari, Robinson, & Cox, 1994): 

Increased self-confidence. 

Development of local leadership skills 

Development of a self-sufficient attitude toward solving problems and mobilizing 

skills, knowledge, and resources 



Ability to express one's opinions without hesitation, and participate in decision- 

making. 

Improvement in the way people relate to each other 

a Broaden@ of horizons and aspirations 

Change in rnalelfemale relations 

a Greater motivation to pursue personal goals 

Increase in awareness and knowledge 

a Change in quality of life 

Change in attitudes 

Empowerment outcomes at the community level have been reported to be (Ellis, 1998; 

Purdey et al., 1994): 

A sense of ownership and control over their situation 

Transferability of skills for organizing, planning, problem solving, inclusion of 

marginalized groups, accessing resources 

Development of a positive attitude toward the practices of mutual assistance among 

community members 

Achievement of organizational and educational capabilities 

Greater community spirit 

More effective use of community resources 

Emergence of common goal 

Indicators and outcomes are useful tools that can be utilized during periods of 

reflection and analysis. They make perfect logical sense (the eye of the mind). The use of 

indicators, however, calls into question the process of their determination. Are they pre- 

determined by "developers" or are they determined by the target group as Jackson (1998) 

suggests. The former would tip a development project toward a product orientation. The 

latter, to a process orientation that would require a significant amount of experiential 

capacity building in novice groups unaccustomed to activities requiring analysis, 

interpretation and expression. Thus issues such as the level of participation and the 

degree of knowledge building desired, always important to the outcomes of 



empowerment and sustakbility, need to be cammy considered in the strategic planning 

stage of community projects. 

Transformation 

Strategic planning would be facilitated by a clearer concept of the 'reality' of 

process. Amstein's (1%9) ladder of citizen participation is usem in tbat it clarifies the 

variability existing in the levels of participation A similar model for empowerment or its 

closely related cousin, traw$ormation, would be usefirl. These words hold almost a 

mystical quality. It is clear that 'change' must have occumd for wansfonnation to have 

taken place. However, neither the nature of that change nor its process is clear. Praxis, 

presented as an upward spiraling process (Fals Borda & Rahman, 199 1; Smith & Wilims, 

1997) could be considered a model of transformation in which "spacey7 is provided for 

new learning and change in direction. This concept has been adapted by various authors 

to demonstrate process (Purdey et al., 1994; Robinson & Cox, 1998). And yet something 

is missing in that these spiral models deal with transformation from the perspective of the 

group or the organization and not that of the individual. 
. 

Change, if it is to occur, occurs first at the individual level - it begins with self 

Gardner (1983) states that the sense of self is an emerging capcity; that this sense will be 

interpreted and possibly remade by an individual's relation to others, knowledge of 

others, and by one's inteqxetive schemes as supplied by the culture. Wheatley (1992) 

proposes that we are changed by relationships; that relationships reveal us and evoke 

more fiom us. Shanna (1998) says that awareness precedes change. Thus it appears that 

self is an identity that is formed by one's relationships to others and can be remade by 

relationships. Change is preceded by awareness and awareness, according to our previous 

discussion, builds new knowledge. Transformation is  linked to relationships and new 

knowledge, but what is the process? 

The Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA) has developed a model of image change 

that may be useful in this dirwioa This model of seven phases (ICA, 1997) bas been 

empirically derived but finds its theoretical basis in the writings of Kenneth Boulding 



(1956). Bodding states that subpctive knowledge is our image of the world; it is what we 

believe to be true. This image is built up by past experience and results in behaviorai 

patterns- A new image will inevitably result in a change in behavior. Image change is 

initiated by incoming messages or information. However, information does not always 

result in a change in image. The may remain or the incoming message 

may simply add to the knowledge already contained in the image. But information has 

the poteatid to radically change an image in a way that could be described as a 

conversion. This radical change results in a re-organization of the image and a change in 

behavior. The sudden nature of the mrganization may be due to the fact that image is 

gewrally resistant to change. When we receive information that is inconsistent with our 

image we have our doubts about the information, we seek to clarify it and we seek to 

compare it with reliable knowledge. We screen the information through a value screen. 

The value screen has a scale related to bettemess or wonmess, that is, whether one 

would be better or worse off if one accepted this idormation as tme. The ensuing 

struggle takes place at the intellectual, emotional and volitional level. Acceptance of the 

truth of the information causes a change in the operating self-image which results in a 

visible transformation and behaviorai change. 

In review, the seven phases of image change are as follows (ICA, 1997): 

1. The Situation. The right time or the teachable moment. 

2. Message Iatrudes. The message pierces to the core of awareness. 

3. Driven to check the value screen. How does this message fit with my deepest values 

and beliefs? 

4. Going through the struggle. Intellectual, emotional, volitional offense. 

5. The "yes" to change or, a "no" to change. If "yes" the truth of the message is 

accepted and the decision to change is made. 

6. Taking on a new image. Changing the operating self-image. 

7. Behavioral change. Visible transformation. 

This model of image change is potentially quite useful in community work. It 

provides a possible strategy for transformation and capacity building at the individual 



level. Whereas a community worker could prepare the ground to fdlitate the teachable 

moment and provide new messages to the participants, the remainder of the process 

would be dominated by the individual. The concept of "spacen provided by the process of 

praxis would be essential in the model of image change in that individuals need to have 

the time to go through the process at their own rate and the f'kedorn to come up with their 

own result. This model provides for a high level of participation where participants have 

control, the M o r n  to alter, to move quickly or slowly, or to stop. 

The concept of image cbange resulting in behavioral change is supported in CD 

and Popular Education (PE) literature. Fussell (1996) states that "when beliefs and values 

fail to meet the challenge of experience-knowledge a new insight is born which is 

manifested in a revised theory of how the world operates" (p. 46) and a new social reality 

emerges. If the new information is outside the social reality, in introduction may fail 

because it does not interfhce easily with existing knowledge but where new insight is 

brought to bear on the situation it will lead to an adjustment in beliefs about the situation 

(Fussell). Robinson & Cox (1 998) support this view saying that changes in knowledge, 

skills and attitudes lead to change in behavior and where changes b e  

institutionalized they lead to sustainability. Leis (1989), speaking from his experience in 

PE, says that transformative knowledge results in a change in manual skills, intellectual 

capacity, values, and behavior. Marino (1997) speaks about a point of resistance or a 

moment when we understand things differently and have ideas of how to do things 

differently. Jara (1 989) presents a view from the standpoint of a practitioner and 

researcher when he states that to transform reality means to also transform ourselves as a 

person, our ideas, dreams, will and passion. We are at the same time researcher and 

subject. This is a reminder to all workers, whether we call ourselves facilitators, 

researchers, or educators, that transformation touches all those authentically engaged in 

the process. 

Reframing appears to be important in transformative cbange. Using the 

Appreciative Inquiry model (Elliott, 1999), deficit thinking is r e h e d  to 

accomplishment thinking and dependency thinking to what we can achieve in the future. 



(1997) re-g occurs when "poblcms or experiences are npcsenrod in ways hat  

both retain the realities of existing relationships and transcend them by opening up new 

. . . and real opportunities ..." (p. 108,9). Dc Oliveira R & de Oliveira M (1 982) suggest 

that understadng of the proass of change enables the group to redefine and deepen 

their scope of action. 

The model of image change (ICA, 1997) supports the idea that new knowledge 

results in transformation but the question mnains as to the importance of relationships in 

this process. Boulding (1956) links the two together. He maintains that knowledge is an 

organic structure that follows principles of growth and development similar to that of 

complex organizations. Knowledge is organized by an internal organizing principle that 

is responsive to outward messages as well as an inward teacher. The business of teaching 

or fwilitating is not about breaking down defenses but of cooperating with the 

participant's inward teacher. The inward teacher can ody be accessed by establishing a 

relationship. Building a nurturing, growing relationship is part of facilitating a process 

( WheatIey, 1992). 

A discussion of relationships limited to facilitator/teacher and partkipadstudent 

misses a significant challenge in PR and CD, that is, the challenge of fjlcilitating 

relationships between group members. Whereas there is documentation on the 

mechanism of how things should be done (Fals Borda & Rahman, 1991; Femandes & 

Tandon, 1 98 1 ; Horton & Freire, 1 990; Rahman, 1 993) this information does not address a 

bdamental challenge of organizing, that is the development of relationships between 

group members, the topic of the next section. 

Groups and Relationships 

Just as the process of personal transformation seems clouded by mystery, so is 

also the transformation process fiom individualistic, non-rmning individuals into 

cooperative and coUaborative group members. Cooperrider and Srivastva ( 1987) declare 

tbat there "are no organizational theories that can account for the lifegiving essence of 

cooperative existence, especially if one delves deeply enough" (p. 162). They go even 



fisrther to say '%bat o w i n g  ir a miracle of coopative human -on, of which 

there can never be final explanation" (p. 162). Gardner (1983) postulates that there are 

two types of society. Firstly, there is the pticulr society where the locus of the self is 

the individual. The individual has considerable autonomy and is in control of his own 

fate. There is a fascination with the isolafed, lone, heroic individual. This individualistic 

type of society is fairly familiar to those living in North America and is likely that of 

Cooperidge and Sri- Secondly, there is the field society where the locus of 

attention, power, and control is in the hands of other people or in the society as a whole. 

The focus is on the environment in which the individual finds himself (Gardner). This 

collective type of society may continue to exist in relatively obscure regions of the world, 

but seems to be rare in the world known to many of us today. Wheatley (1992) proposes 

that individualism was raised to its gmatest heights in America with protection of 

boundaries, assertion of rights and isolation. She encourages us to stop focusing on fa*s 

and to focus on relationships as the basis for all definitions. 

One factor in relationships is socialization. Social relations are marked by the 

typification schemes that we apply to others. These typifications are negotiable. From our 

early years we learn to categorize people and we interpret an individual's behavior in 

light of this categorization (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Some of these categorizations 

may be private or limited to one's family members or they may be shared by the society 

in which one is r a i d  as public knowtedge. Thus public knowledge is a sbared image of 

the world (Boulding, 1956) that is never static, fixed or unalterable (de Olivera R. & de 

Oliveira M, 1982) and has a substantial influence on customary behavior or norms. That 

is to say, socialization deeply affects how we relate to one another but it can be altered. 

The concept of social capital provides an explanation as to how relationship 

affect the way society works. The concept of social capital "originated in the fields of 

sociology and political science to explain how citizens within certain communities 

cooperate with each other to overcome the dilemmas of collective action" (Lochwr, 

Kawachi & K e ~ e d y ,  1999, p. 259). Social capid "exists in the refatiom among 

persons" (Coleman, 1988, pp. S 100,l) and is built on trustworthiness and trust. 



Tnsbvosthkss of the social environment ref- to obligations or "aedit slips" - the 

extent to which obligati011~ are held within the community and the assurance that 

obligations will be repaid (Coleman). Co1em~ continues to explain that ". . . without a 

high degree of trustworthiness among the members of the group, the institution could not 

exist.. . " (p. S 103). Social srmctures that f.Cilitate social capital are norms d closure. 

Norms may constitute a powerful form of social capital especially if they are effective but 

they may not come into existence if then is a lack of closure in the social structure 

(Coleman). Closure refers to the inter-relations within a group that cause norms to be 

implemented. If there is no direct lidcage between actors A and B to produce external 

conditions on behavior of actor C, they will fail to provide coUective sanction. Closure is 

important for trustworthiness in that it pennits 'WK proliferation of obligations and 

expectations" (Coleman p. S 107). Social capital helps create human capital in the next 

generation, as measured by parents' education and potential for cognitive development. 

Social capital witbin the family depends on the presence of adults in the fmily and the 

attention given by the adults to the child (Coleman). Other important factors to social 

capital are a supportive climate within one's neighburhood, safety for children undw the 

age of twelve to play outdoors, visitation between neighbors, and the desire for 

involvement in community based organktions (Tholittle & Macdodd, 1978). It would 

appear that we have a fairly high degree of social capital in Canada despite our 

individualism given that we adhere to norms and conventions such as aoftic laws. We 

have a fairly high level of trust that others will also adhere to these conventions. There is 

an understanding that it is advisable to adhere to the laws because we know that if we do 

not we will have to pay a price, and we postulate that if the majority disregard the system, 

chaos would result. We adhere to the rules because we recognize the personal benefit of 

doing so (Brown, 1995). 

One wonders whether such a thing as negative social capital exists, for just as 

trust and reciprocity may facilitate proliferation of obligations and expectations, so might 

the opposite occur in an atmosphere of mistrust or injustice. Buckland (1998) speaks to 

this condition saying that social capital may be limited in communities characterized by 



physid impoverishment, politid and eoommic marghmlizatio~~ Existing social capital 

in these communities is the result of destructive historical forces and contemporary global 

forces. There is a breakdown of the social net due to a break down of trust beyond the 

extended family. Trust breakdown occurs "in the fitce ofnon-reciprocity diminishing the 

ability of people to work within extra-hniIliel networks- Extra-fdilial normative 

behavior become untrustworthy, presenting an obstacle for any type of cooperative 

dwelopment effort7" (Buckland, 1998, p. 241). This rather discowaghg view is supported 

by Harrison (2000) who states that: 

Where the radius of identification and trust is d l ,  there may effectively be no 

operative ethical system. If the members of a society expect injustice, the ideas of 

cooperation, compromise, stability, and continuity will be undermined. 

Corruption and nepotism will be encouraged @. 8). 

On a more positive note, Harrison finds that the values that foster progress are 

identification with others, trust, cooperation, oornpromise, seIfkiiscipline, justice, dissent, 

creativity, planning, bard work. These ate the values required for organization and 

development of a social net. 

Cordero & Gamboa ( 1990) in their article called, "Survival of the poorest" 

(translation), address the development of social nets. Contrary to Buckland (1 998), they 

state that poverty generates solidarity; that there exists a form of solidarity in the 

community that assures survival. They go on to say that the social sectors characted 

by low wages need innumerable ways to form solidarity to reach subsistence level and 

this is tied to the h v d  of the group as a whole. They form social nets of mutual help 

that are composed of the extended family and neighbors; that they help each other by 

exchange of goods, donation and by living together. But quotes from women in the their 

article seems to contradict their thesis that social nets are indeed formed, instead 

providing support to Buckland's findings. These quotes are as follows: 

"True fiendships are m e ;  I don't believe in frendships". (p. 71) 



"I don't have confidence in anyone- Msny times one wants to be nice but being nice 

results in failure and I have experienced many failures as a result of being nice" (p. 

71)- 

Perhaps individualism has made its way into Central America as well. It is 

questionable that people living in impoverished communities engage in collective action 

spontaneously. It would seem that community members with confidence and experience 

in collective action would be more likely to engage spontaneously but it is not a given. 

Socioeconomic status is not really a determining fmor either although it would affect 

one's level of education and perhaps one's openness to new information and strategies. It 

appears that trust and reciprocity, as suggested by the concept of social capital is the most 

relevant to encouraging collective action Important personal qualities to building trust 

are respect for other people's gifts, understanding value systems, understanding the role 

and relationship of agreements, and unckrstanding the importance of relationships 

(DePree, 1989). Empathy and investing oneself in the pemn communicating with you by 

listening with the intent to understand sets the tone for cooperation (Sharma, 1998). The 

question remains as to how growth of these qualities can be fwili~ted within groups. 

Om-q 

Trust and reciprocity can be developed through the process of organizing. 

Organizing assists the development of relational skills through the broadening of the 

socialization experience. Building relationships is fscilitated by a process in which we 

step back from the fragmentation of describing tasks to view the whole. It is facilitated by 

focusing on qualities such as rhythm and improvisation (Wheatfey, 1 992). 

Mena Calvopiire (19%) is more structured in his approach. He defines a group as 

(translated): 

A complete social formation of a group of people who possess a common 

objective which in turn establishes inter-t relationships. It possesses an 

internal organization and distributes hctions amongst its members (p. 9). 

He finds six stages in the life of a group: 



1. The pre stage where pople with different histories arr motivated by a cummon 

interest. 

2. A beginning stage where the group seeks a facilitator to help them deal with fcelings 

of k u r i t y  and fulfill the desire for knowledge d action. 

3. A crisis stage in which the group experiences the ups and downs. 

4. The commitment stage where the maturing group seeks a common meaning to define 

their objectives in the most realistic way possible. 

5. The maturity stage in which new groups are created fiom the old group. 

6. Old age w h m  the group is no longer growing or achieving their objectives 

A mature group is characterized by frank and d a p  communication, cooperation not 

competition, and participation of all members. It is interesting to note that in the pre-stage 

there is sufficient communication between people to decide on a common aim. It is 

further interesting to note that the group realizes they have limitations and is therefore 

stimulated to seek a hilitator. These two stages are very similar to the example given by 

de Roux ( 199 1) regarding the computers and the Electrification Company. They are not, 

however, entirely consistent with Buckland's (1998) typification of an impoverished, 

marginalized community. There appear to be at least two realities in regards to the 

question of spontaneous formation: one in which people are motivated enough to come 

together; and the other where mistrust is an obstacle to gathering with those outside of the 

familial network. 

A study on community life in Barranquilla, Colombia (Usandizaga & Haven, 

1966) supports Buckland's view in that community members were reluctant to become 

involved even though involvement could have addressed their aim of improved quality of 

life for their children. The authors believed that on arrival to the city, uneducated 

immigrants entered into a bbculture" of poverty from which there was little escape. Their 

study seems to support the proposition that collaboration does not occur spontaneously. 

Usandizaga & Haven spoke about the residents' difficulty in expression and analysis in 

that they were not able to express their aspirations in concrete terms. They also spoke of 

diminished involvement in community and government affairs. This might be anitributed 



to complacency, poor seifkstecm, mistrust, or poor identification with both the local and 

the larger communities. It is interesting to note that this study, published in 1966 alludes 

to a similar condition as that descrikd by Buckland in 1998. It seems likely that 

organizing in communities with diminished social capital is Ml of challenges and ripe 

with complexity- It also seems likely that facilitation or even visionary leadership would 

be required to give the process of organizing a boost start. The question is whether 

facilitation or leadership is coosistent with PR7s philosophical stame that the whole 

process, data collection and analysis and documentation, should be controlled by the 

participants. 

Leadership 

It is of value at this point to briefly examine what is meant by leadership. DeRee 

(1989) speaks about a visionary leader as a person who has a clear vision of what ought 

to be and a well-thought out strategy. A leader maintains momentum, ensures that the 

right thing is being done, and fostm environments in which highquality relationships 

can be developed. Wheatley (1992) concurs with this view adding that the leader's task is 

to comum~cate and to keep ever present the guiding visions, values and beliefs of the 

organization. Nanus & Dobbs (1999) add to the discussion by pointing out the difference 

between leaders and managers. They maintain that managen are chiefly responsible for 

processes and operations, are mostly interested in what needs to be done and how it can 

be accomplished. A leader, on the other hand, is concerned with strategies and direction, 

with where the organization should be headed and what can and should be done in the 

firture. 

Freire (Horton & Freire, 1990) speaks of leadership fiom the educator's point of 

view saying that an educator must 'start' but not 'stay' fiom the level at which people 

perceive themselves, their relationships with each other and with reality. The task of the 

educator is to "provoke the discovering of the need for knowing and never to impose the 

knowledge whose need was not yet perceived" (p. 66). He goes on to say that in the 

process of organizing, one needs to fiom time to time to stop with the leaders in the group 



to think about the spece aIready walked. This 'stopping' povides space for reflection on 

the action of organization and is a prime time for teaching something. 

These comments speak toward the process of orpizing- 'Starting where people 

are' is similar to the fint step in the image change model (ICA, 1997) preparing the 

situation for the beachable moment. This is the first step in trust building 'Provoking the 

discovering of the need for knowing' is similar to the second step where there is intrusion 

of new messages that pierce to the core of awareness. The 'stopping' to provide space for 

reflection could correspond to the third and fourth stages of image change in which new 

information is driven through a value screen and the struggle ensues. Freire's reference to 

leaders in the group suggests that some participants have already said 'yes' to change and 

have taken on the operating image as leaders. It seems possible, therefore, that the 

transfonnation of individualistic, non-trusting individuals into cooperative aad 

collaborative group members could follow the same transformative process as that of an 

individual. It also appears that visiormy leadership is recommended to kilitate the 

creation of a suitable environment that supports the development of relationships and 

nurturing of trua 

Monissey (2000, p. 68) provides indicators of personal growth in the area of 

relationships and networks: 

a People are brought closer together 

a They develop cultural awareness and sensitivity 

There is an expanded network of relationships (discovery that we are not alone) 

a People learn the importance of networking in community development 

Carroll ( 1992, p. 95) indicates that the indicator of group capacity is the ability to act 

together, not once but consistently, to "get ahead collectively". Max Neef (1991) believes 

that self-reliance changes the way people perceive their own potential and capabilities, 

sense of worth and values. Fals Borda ( 1985) states that transfonnation results in a 

modification of social attitudes towards outsiders and insiden. Relationship building 

within groups, therefore, has two requirements: the transformation of the identity of 'self 



within the group; and of the identity of 'others' within the group. Transformation 

modifies leaving the way open to the building of trust. 

Change in Pttiade toward self and others resulting in a chsnge in behavior is a 

common theme of nansfonnation. It is interesting to note, however, that the rhetoric of 

transformation is largely limited to the oontext of tbe community or defined group. 

There is little reference to the traasformation of reIationships within the home. This 

relative silence regarding an issue w basic to self-identity is curious and warrants some 

examination. At this point, relations within the home will be examined only fiom the 

standpoint of gender relations and community development. 

Gender Relations and Development 

A review of the models put forward to address women and development is helpful 

to provide an orientation to the topic. Rathgeber ( 1990) provides such a review dividing 

the topic into three categories: women in development (WID); women and development 

(WAD); and gender and development (GAD). 

WID is a model fiom the 1970's that was closely linked to modernization 

paradigm or the "trickle down" effect of economics. In this model, it was assumed that 

the norm of male experience was applicable for females. It accepted the existing social 

structures focusing exclusively on the productive aspects of women's work. In her 

critique of this model Rathgeber states that "when women's income-generating projects 

do prove to be successfid and become significant sources of revenue, they often are 

appropriated by men. The women-in-development/liberaI-feminist approach has offered 

little defense against this reality because it does not challenge the basic social relations of 

gender" (p. 492). 

WAD is a model that focuses on the relationship between women and the 

development process. The attempt to integrate the two serves only to sustain existing 

structures of inequality for, although the model recognizes that men without elite status 

suffer as well as women it does not analyze the social relations of gender within classes 

(Rathgeber, 1990). Therefore, although WAD focuses on the impact of class it tends to 



lump all women together without analyzing the effca of class, race, or etbnicity. One is 

reminded here of Freire's (1 994) comment that %e questions of race and gender requiRs 

a comprehension of class division in that culture as well" @. 156). WAD also fails to 

analyze the relationship between patriarchy in society, different modes of production, and 

women's subordination. Botb WID and WAD fhil to take into account the time burden 

placed on women by production in addition to reproduction. 

GAD emerged in the 80s with foots in social faninism that links production to 

reproduction and takes into account all aspect of women's lives. Its primary focus is the 

examination of why women have been assigned inferior or secondary roles. It is 

concerned with the social construction of gender and the assignment of specific roles, 

responsibilities and expectations. GAD welcomes the contribution of men who share 

concern for social justice and equality. GAD leads, inevitably, "to a fimdemental 

reexamination of social structures and institutions an4 ultimately, to the loss of power of 

entrenched elites, which will effect some womm as well as men" (Rathgeber, 1990, p. 

495). Rathgeber acknowledges that the GAD approach does not lend itself easily to 

integration into development programs as it would require an examination of the s e d  

division of responsibility as well as the division of labor thus increasing the level of 

complexity and the time aecessary to engage in the process. 

P W R  emerged in the 1970's "'as a scientific methodology for productive work 

(and not only research) which included the organhation and promotion of grassroots 

social movements fhctioning as wide-based fronts made up of the working classes and 

various groups in the struggle to achieve stmctwal change" (Tals Borda, 1985, p. 46). 

One can divine fiom this statement that the orientation was toward mass mobilization for 

the purpose of gaining equity of economic power. In this mission women were lumped 

together with men. In facf they are rarely if ever mentioned in Fals Borda's writings. De 

Koning & Martin (1996) look back at the genetalized language of that period and advise 

community workers not to get into talking about ''the oppressed'* but remember that there 

are groups within the group, for example, women. 



Patricia Maguirr (1996) came to PR with a feminist -*ve and found that 

o h  the ''communityW was the male community and that women's voices were being 

excluded She recognkd that thm was inadequate differentiation of pups within the 

group. Parpart (1993) looks at the same lack of differentiation this time fiom a 

norWsouth perspective. She reports that f-sts from low-income countntnes have 

accused scholars of creating women as an undifferentiated 'other' in that they are 

presented as txnifonnly poor, powerless and vulnerable. Cornwall's (1996) reference to a 

political dilemma in PR provides insight into the tendency to keep the issue of gender 

relations within the home at arm's length. She says that due to PRYs empbasis on social 

change, it may go beyond the conventional structure of society causing tension for 

women living in a patriarchal society. She suggests that far-reaching institutional changes 

would be needed for this process to k supported. Her words are a reminder of the 

cause/effa relationship in change and provide a warning to development projects that 

they be cognizant of the wide range of effkct one change can make. This range exists 

within the social, political and economic spheres of life and are dependent upon the 

historical continuities of resources, power, livelihood and interdependence (Wade, 1997). 

Some of those historical continuities in Colombia are presented by Whiteford 

( 1976) and Bohman (1984). Whiteford, who looked at a whole range of attitudes, 

provided a brief commentary on the roles within the family. He found that the father was 

the unquestioned head and he could do as he pleased; he was accountable only to himself 

The role of the mother, on the other hand, was to be hard working and obedient. Her main 

area of authority was in family affairs particularly in the socialiEation of the children. 

Bohman (1 984) presents a very interesting ethnographic study on women in a 

neighborhood close to Medellin, Colombia. The following statements (not quotes) fiom 

the study provide an indication of the attitudes present at the time of the study but are still 

relevant to the present-day context of some communities. 

Women should be confined to the sphere of the house. They should stay inside where 

they are sheltered and may be wntrolld Respectable women do not run around on 

the streets. 



Women are not supposed to work but are to be provided for by their husbands. 

Women are permitted to engage in activities in other homes but these are usually 

homes of relatives on her mother's side. 

A woman would not want her husband to be seen to be doing housework as it is 

considered to be a feminine activity and it would make a man appear to have 

feminine tendencies. 

The role between girls and boys is sharply defined. Girls work in the house and work 

h a d  Boys are told to get out of the way and to go play in the street. Here they 

become acculturated to a street Life that is macho and irresponsible. 

Women are more vulnerable as subjects of gossip than men especially in the reah of 

morality. Immorality on the man's part does not stain the reputation of the house but 

immorality on the part of the woman artainly does. 

Suffering is seen to be an integral part of being female. It is God's will that women 

should suffer, first in childbirth, as a result of sinfdness. The link that is formed 

during gestation and birth induce a mother to suffer for her children. A woman who 

does not show to suffer for her children is abnormal and perhaps mentally 

ill. 

This societal view of the role of women extends beyond Colombia and to a more 

recent time as evidenced by Olam'a & Lcjpez (1989). In their work in rural Chile, 

women stated that they valued the role of submission, acceptance and sacrifice. The 

authors concluded that the women had internalized the roie that society had assigned 

them. Chen (2000) addresses the role of patriarchal society on projects that operate in the 

WAD model. She comments in her study of micro lending projects in China, that 

although many projects have addressed poverty alleviation, they have not recognized a 

women's contribution to the community and bave not led to a change in a gender-based 

system. She relates incidences of how women bore the responsibility as loan borrowers 

and yet the husbands decided how the loan was to be used thus providing credence to 

Rathgeber's statement that men often appropriate successful income-generating projects 

run by women. Chen attributes this lack of voice on the women's part to a faulty 



otpnhfion that did not adhen to the requirement of regular meetings for the women 

She found that in or& to combat gender issues it was important to have women in 

l d r s h i p  positioos who would encourage regular meetings of the group. 

Chebair & Reichmann ( 1995) examine a number of issues affkcthg women 

engaged in micro-enterprise in their comprehensive study of both women's and men's 

micro business in Latin America. They present the dilemma faced by businesswomen in 

juggling their reproductive role, which includes the came of children and the maintenance 

of the home, witb their business role. Their reproductive responsibility limits the time 

they spend in the business, reduces their mobility in terms of location of the business, and 

requires that their economic resources be invested more in the family than in the 

business. Whereas Chebair & Reichmann address the effect of the reproductive role on 

the business, Arvin & Summers (2000) address the e f f i  of working mothers on the 

family and specially, the child's education. They suggest that, in low-inwme countries, 

the effect of increased income on a child's education may be small or mo, as most of 

mother's income must go toward the subsistence of the femily. In countries where child 

rearing is not a shared responsibility, working outside the home work puts increased 

stress on the family and affects the mother's emotional energy to invest in parenting. That 

is to say, for women of low education in a low-income countq earning low wages, 

working outside the home may not be an attractive option. While work for straight pay 

does not seem to be a favorable option, working for an independent income with 

flexibility in terms of work location and hours appears to hold more attraction. 

Chebair & Reichmann (1995) found that women started businesses not only 

because of the difficulty in finding work, but also because they needed work that had 

flexible hours. It permitted them some degree of autonomy and independence. The 

authors explain that in households with a traditional role structure the family income is 

controlled by the man who assigns a portion to the woman of the house. Her lack of 

involvement in decision making regarding the distribution of income often leads to 

"secondary poverty" or the poverty of women aad children whose husbands use the 

household earnings for themselves. In houses where the woman is an independent earner 



she is able to keep part of her income from her hus&and thus maintaining sow autonomy 

in her business and her home. In the mico-businesses surveyed by the authors, 83 percent 

of businesswomen improved the nutrition and education of their children and 75 percent 

reported that the business unified the fivaily. Twenty-four percent stated that their 

communication with their childrrn improved and others stated that thy received better 

respect fiom their friends and their children Fifty-three percent reported improved 

independence and autonomy as a result of their ability to learn the art of business and 

increased economy power. The study states that women were ~ansfonwd fiom a 

subordinate position to men to a position of equal status and a model for their children. 

The study does not refer to the effect of this transformation on the women's spouses. 

Micro enterprise seems to provide a viable option for women wanting to increase 

b i l y  income. The polifbration of Non-governmental Organizations (NGO's) working 

in this field is an indication of its popularity as a development method. The question is 

whether this method adequately addresses gender and development. Regarding fiunilial 

relationships, Korten ( 1990) reminds us -that: 

. . . it is essential to recognize that the goal is to bansform family relationships, not 

to separate the woman from the family -with the disastrous consequences this 

brings for men, women, and the children (p. 1 70). 

It is, at this point, difficult to gauge whether or not NGOs engaged in micro lending are 

addressing gender relations as the documentation regarding the formation of solidarity 

groups does not generafly address the effect of increased autonomy on the part of the 

women on the relationship b e t ~ e n  spouses. 

Rao, Stuart & Kelleher (1 999) provide an interesting study related to the 

transformation of gender relations in a large NGO called BRAC. BRAC, the largest rural 

development NGO in the world, has the dual goals of poverty alleviation and 

empowerment of women. This organization established a gender equality action learning 

program involving female and male staff of BRAC with the goal of 

Increasing women's and men's ability to analyze and reshape socially constructed 

gender relations in order to transform power relationships; (achieving) equitable 



access and control over both public and private resources; equitable participation 

in househoid, community, and national decision making; and reshaping social 

institutions and oqpktions to include women's and men's varied perceptions 

and to benefit both women and men" (p. 38). 

The program was initiated because they found that rural women bad little or no control 

over their loans; that their loans were being hijacked by men. They believed that working 

with men to "bring about changes in the perceptions and valuations of women was 

essential and that men should be included in small numbers in the female village 

organizations'' (p. 43). Including men, however, complicated the building of women's 

self-reliance and solidarity. BRAC started with a program for their staff because they felt 

that most sta f f  were unaccustomed to critical analysis and creative problem solving as a 

result of the patriarchal system- Through an open process, the staff learned, ". . . by living 

the process, that making mistakes was a rich source of learning and improvement" (p. 

56). 

This article provides valuable insight into the reason why gender and 

development is not more frequently addmsed in develojment Firstly there is the issue of 

social patriarchal structure that affects both the staff and the nrral women, It would be 

difficult to promote change in the relationship between men and women at the rural level 

without the staff having developed self-awareness of the effect of culture on their 

attitudes and the attitudes of others. Secondly, there is the issue of complexity. 

Addressing male/female relationships by including men in women's organizations 

complicates the building of women's self-reliance. It becomes a question of how one 

successfully facilitates such a process within the wework of resources and time 

available. This leads to the third point, that learning is achieved by experience in a non- 

threatening atmosphere that values mistakes as a rich source of information. This insight 

has implications for all development workers by imploring an open, exploratory process 

in the endeavor to increase the level of understanding regarding the transformation of 

gender relations in Wcipatory development. 



The dearth of i n f o d o n  in the literature regarding the process of transfornation 

of gender relations leads one to speculate that much of the transformation rhetoric has 

been thee- and diluted with generalizations. Another possibility could be that NGOs 

incorporating the transformation of gender relations into their projects have not published 

their information regarding the process and ouwome. The studies psented in this section 

do indicate, however, that women's authentic particiption hss gained increasing value in 

implementation strategy and that empowawat is the outcame. 

People with Disability and Development 

The htemaltional Year of for Disabled Persons in I98 1 focused on three main 

goals for improving the quality of life of people with disabilities: full participation and 

equality; social integration; and solidarity (Thorbum, 1990). The term 'full @cipation' 

has already received attention in a previous section. Social integration is defined as 

"opening up social structures and attitudes to include disabled people, not changing 

disabled people to fit in an able-bodied society" (Coleridge, 1993, p. 63). Solidarity refers 

to the development of a muhlal confidence that has profound social implications and 

releases people fiom dependency (Bereaback & Gum@ 1993). 

Limited documentation does not permit a historical viewing of the relationship 

between people with disability and society in low-income countries. Yet studies 

performed by three authors (Coleridge, 1993; Leavit, 1992; and Thornbum, 1990) help to 

piece some information together fiom countries in the Caribbean, Africa, Asia, and the 

Middle East. Thorburn's observations after four years of developing a Community Based 

Rehabililtation (CBR) p r o g m  in Jamaica found that most people with disability were a 

"depressed, dependent, inarticulate minority" (p. 18) with the short-term goals of 

improving their living conditions and becoming accepted by their fmilies. Longer-term 

goals involving advocacy needed to be facilitated by the receipt of some services and the 

formation of groups with a common interest. This observation minors that of Oakley & 

Marsden (1984) who found an air of despondency and despair, lack of access to 

resources, and various forms of oppression to be among the indicators of poverty. Factors 



identified with this feeling of powerlessness are economic poverty, lack of i d d o n  

leading to misconceptions, societal prejudice, self-identity, and politics. 

Thorbum (1990) states that disability has an ccolaomic impact on already poor 

fjlmilies in that the presence of a severely disabled person becomes a double handicap for 

those families. The stress of economic poverty is compounded by lack of iafomation or 

misinformation regarding the cause of disability. Societal superstitions or persistent 

misconcepions about disability may cause parents to feel shame or guilt. Igwmce of 

what can be done to help a disabled child may mult in the child being left without 

stimulation. Poor expectations for the child may result in overprotection or isolation - 

both denying the child oppommity. Leavitt (1992) adds the dimension of societal 

prejudice toward people with disability stating that it depends on the rare of 

unemployment, the prevailing notions about the degree of individual responsibility in 

becoming ill, the stigma attached to different physical conditions, the visibility and the 

severity of the disability, and the effectiveness of public relations campaigns promoting 

integration. 

Coleridge (1 993) promotes self-identity as an important factor in integration. The 

testimonies from the disabled people interviewed for his book, led him to make the 

statement that '%he process of attitude change starts with disabled people: their attitude 

towards themselves and their own disability" (p. 36). The first step in breaking out of the 

vicious cycle of negative attitudes is for the oppressed person to make the first move. If 

disabled people see thanselves as victims they will be treated as victims If they claim 

their right to contribute, they will be seen as positive and able to contribute (Coleridge). 

Self-identity is closely bound up in the politics of disability. The politics of disability 

refers to the issue of control people have over their own lives and the decisions that are 

important to shaping their lives. The politics of disability are expressed in the social 

discowse. 

The tension between self-identity and social discourse is exemplified by the 

following authors with disability. Peters (1996) in her paper on the politics of 

disability sought to redefine herself as an individual and to ffee herself of oppression 



that was both self-imposed through self-limiting mihdes, and societal, through 

cultural beliefs. She draws attention to the military metaphors used in sickness and 

disability such as fighting against disability and war on cancer and suggests new 

language metaphors such as physically challenged and alternative learner be used. 

Peters' personal desire is to weave disability into the fabric of life rather than 

nducing it to isolated traits or an innate deficiency. 

Barnes (19%) identifies the following words in the discourse - UIlfortuuate, sick, 

useless if unable to work, and members of a minority who are abnormal and different. He 

believes that the cultural response to disability depends on how achievement is defined, 

perceptions of age and sex, and aesthetic values as in the importance of bodily perfection. 

Abberley (1996) picks up the thread of 'work'. He states that we will have to 

dissolve wodc as the utopia for disabled persons if society continues to tie wodc to 

productivity. An altemative would be to develop a utopia that rejects work as a crucial 

definition of social membership. He promotes the development of a social movement that 

reacts against inequalities and works to change the norms of society. 

Barton, (19%) is also interested in norms and suggests an emancipatory approach 

in research in which biases, taken-for-granted norms, habits and rules are identified. He 

believes that historical understanding is one of the essential preconditions of an e f f i v e  

struggle for change. 

Oliver (1996) follows the history of sociology of disability ending with the social 

adjustment model. This model seeks to determine the meaning that people with disability 

attach to situations and events through consideration of theu life history, their material 

circumstances and their struggle for inclusion. He believes that consideration of these 

factors alone will not lead to social change unless disabled people are active participants 

in the research process. The two key fundamental principles on which an approach must 

be based are empowerment and reciprocity. This is achieved by encouraging self- 

reflection and an identification of the researchers with the subjects. 

The presentation of viewpoints tht began with self-identity and social discourse 

ended with the suggestion for a participatory appoach leading to social c h g e  principled 



by empowemeat and reciprocity. The desire for 'bottan-up' participation where people 

with disability are partners in the creation of programs that affect their destiny rather than 

passive recipients came through strongly in the statements above. The change in 

orientation of society's view of people with disability fiom those requiring charity to 

those who are capeble, is a work in progress that is o c c ~ g  throughout the world. It is 

happening and it begins with the individual. In Coleridge's (1993) words: 

Society cannot change unless individuals change. A change in consciousness 

happens at the individual level, in both disabled people and non-disabled people. 

This change in consciovmss consists ia undemding that it is a social and 

political issue (p. 50). 

summary 

The discussion in this chapter has dealt with topics such as participatii 

knowledge, identity, and relationships. The viewpoints of authors fiom various 

orientations have served to broaden perspective beyond one single field of study. The 

topics mentioned were chosen becaw of their relevance to The Experience. They are all 

inter-related and all are subject to the process of change. The change process, or 

transformation, is a theme important to this study and to the field of participatory 

development 



CHAPTER THREE 

O V E U L  RESEARCH PLAN AND METHODS 

Tbe papose of this chapter is to p v i d e  a brief outline of essential issues such as 

the 'what', the 'whoY, the 'why' and the 'how' of this PR It begins with the 'what', a 

reference to PR and its relation to qualitative research methods. This section was written 

to provide another anchoring peg for PR as a research method. The 'who' refers to the 

organization that was my partner in the research. This section provides a sense of history 

and the purpose of that organization. The goals and objectives of the research are 

provided as the 'why' of this research endeavor. The 'how' is presented in two parts: the 

pre-research planning and the research implementation. 

PR and Qualitative Research Methods 

The methods of this research were modeled on PRPAR as described by Orlando 

Fals Borda (Fals Borda 1998, 1997, 1985, 1978; Fals Borda & Kemm'is 1989; Fals Borda 

& Rahmaq 199 1 ), and literature regarding experiences in the Southern Hemisphere 

(Chambers, 1998; De Konig & W n ,  1996; De Row, 1998; McTaggart, 1997; Max- 

Neef, 199 1 ; Rahman, 1993; Smith, Pyrch, Onrealas, 1993; Smith & Willms, 1997). The 

central principle was the deveiojment of self-awareness through the collection of group 

data, the recovery of history, the re-discovery of core cultural values, and production and 

diffusion of new knowledge. Critical concepts were valuation of c6common" knowledge, 

and praxis or the cycle of reflection, investigation, and action. Due to my limited 

understanding of the language used above, I sought to place PR within a more familiar 

language context, looking for the place of PR within a bmder qualitative research 

context and seeking to appropriate heipful methods described therein. 

Patton (1990) states that PR is a naturalistic inquiry in which real world situations 

are shdied in a non-manipulative manner. It uses inductive analysis in which the 

researcher is immersed in the details of the data exploring open questions through the 



discovery of i-Iaticmship PR takes a holistic pRpcctive that studies the whole as a 

complex system that is greater than the sum of its parts. The need to study the whole is 

also addressed by WheatIey (1992), an oqpimional theorist "The challenge for us is to 

see beyond the innumerable fhgments to the whole, stepping back fiar enough to 

appreciate how things move and cbange as s coherent entity" @. 4 1). In the study of the 

whole, multiple obsewations are made. The data collected is rich with description and 

utilizes direct quotations as well as participant's personal expieaces and perspectives. 

The researcher's personal insights and experiences, gained through direct contact with the 

participants and their situation, are also important components of the data 

The desip flexibility of PR is demonstrated by adaptation of the inquiry as 

understanding deepens and situations change. PR avoids becoming locked into a rigid 

~ e w o d c  that impedes responsiveness to new paths of discovery. PR could be 

considered to be incredibly ambiguous to the newcomer and to those educated in 

quantitative methods. The pros and cans of ambiguity in PR were addressed by L. D. 

Brown in 1982, a time when the tension between the positivist paradigm and the creation 

of alternative research methods was much higher than it is today. Here are his closing 

remarks: 

I have suggested four critical areas of ambiguity for participatory research. 

Ambiguity about objectives offers freedom to innovate but calls for clarity about 

goals of pmcular projects. Ambiguity about the roles of participants and 

researchers poses the risk of reinforcing undesirable stereotypes, but offers 

opportunities for mutual learning. Ambiguity about methods opens a bewildering 

array of options but offers opportunities for invention and synthesis across many 

traditions. Ambiguity about outcomes offers potential for catastrophe or triumph." 

(p. 209). 

Wheatley (1 992) finds ambiguity to be a featwe of innovative environments in which 

infonnation from multiple sources coupled with new insights, initiates journeys in which 

new connections are made and knowledge is generated. Wheatley observes that 

organizations fear ambiguity because they still focus on the parts rather than the whole 



system. These comments from Brown and Wheaticy raise a basic distinction between the 

constructivist and positivist paradigm. Whereas researchers in the positivist fhmework 

fmus on the parts, researchers in the comtmctivist paradigm focus on the discovery of 

reality. The view of reality through a value window, and acknowledgment of interaction 

between tbc inquirer and the inquired-into crratcs a space for the dmlopment of a 

knowledge that is the result of human activity and that is relative to the context studied 

(Guba, 1990). RPbman (1993) supports the collEtruaivist view saying that: 

Social reality does not exist 'out there' in an absolute sense, to be observed by 

standardized techniques. Reality is constructed by the observer, whose own 

perceptions, vaiues and methods of obsmation determine wbat is seen, what is 

absaacted in distilling the observation and what is finally consrmcted (p. 220). 

Validity or trustworthiness of qualitative research refers to the congruency of the 

findings with reality (Merriam, 1998). Merriam argues that qualitative researchers are 

"closer" to reality than if a data collection immment bad been used because the 

researcher is the primary instrument of data collection and analysis making 

interpretations of reality directly accessible through their observations and interviews. 

Wheatley (1992) supports this view stating that reality emerges from the process of 

observation; that people become aware of the reality of the plan by interacting with it and 

by creating different possibilities. 

In qualitative research the investigator may use strategies to enhance internal 

validity such as triangulation, member checks, long-term observation, peer examination, 

participatory modes of research, and the clarification of the researcher's biases (Meniarn, 

1998). Triangulation refers to the use of multiple investigators, multiple sources of data, 

multiple methods or multiple theories to confirm the emerging findings (Memam; Patton, 

1990). Richardson (1 994) prefers the concept of crystallization to validity saying that: 

. . . the central image is the crystal, which combines symmetxy and substance with 

an infinite variety of shapes, substances, transmutations, multidimensionalitia, 



and angks of approach Crystallization, witbout losing stmctwe, deconstmcts the 

traditional idea of 'Widity" (we feel how there is MI single truth, we see how 

texts validate themselves); and crystdization provides us with a d q n e d ,  

complex, thoroughly @al, understanding of the topic (p. 522). 

In PR trustworthbss is gained thn,ugh the collaboroeive experience, the practical 

skills developed by the participants7 and the theoretical propositions that arise irom the 

inquiry (Reason, 1998). The procedures to trustworthines ere praxis, or the dynamic 

process of reflection, investigation and action (Fsls Borda & Rabman, 199 1; Fals-Borda 

1978, 1985), and exploring the authenticity of participation within the group (Reason, 

1998). 

GenedMil i tv  

Generalitability of findings in qualitative research is rekrred to as extrapolation 

by Patton (1990). He describes extrapolation as a clear attempt that one has gone beyond 

the narrow conf'ii of the data to contemplate other applications for the findings. They 

are but speculations regarding the applicability to the findings to other situations that may 

be similar though not ideatical. He argues that qualitative research should 

. . . provide perspective rather than truth, empirical assessment of local decision 

makers' theories of action rather than generation and verification of universal 

theories, and context-bound extrapolations rather than generalizations (p. 49 1 ). 

Mem-am (1 994) presents the concepts of "concrete universals" and "naturalistic 

generalization7' that draw on tacit knowledge, intuition and persod experience to look 

upon one's own experience as well as events in the world around than. Similarities of 

issues in and out of context build a foundation of experience that can guide but not 

predict a person's actions. In the htin  American context of PAR/PR, Fals Borda (1985) 

speaks about the necessity of combining wisdom from several sources. The context of his 

comment is the local situation, but, considering that sharing across experiences is part of 

international congresses of PR, it seems likely that Patton's concept of extrapolation 

would be applicable. 



Particimt Observer 

The researcher in qualitative inquiry is r e f d  to as a participant obsewer in that 

helshe will uexperience being both insider and outsider simultaneously" (Spradley, 1980, 

p. 57). A participant observer ".. . comes to a social situation with two purposes: (1) to 

engage in activities appropriate to the situation and (2) to observe the activities, people, 

and physical aspects of the situation" (Spradley, p. 54). Spradley continues by defining 

four types of complete, active, moderate and passive. Complete 

participatio~ the highest level of pwticipstion, occurs when the researcher studies a 

situation in which he/she is already an ordinary participant. It is the category most 

difficult for the researcher, for the less familiar one is with a social situation the easier it 

is to see the tacit cultural ruks at work. In active participation, the researcher "seeks to do 

what other people are doing, not merely to gain accepanx, but to more fully learn the 

cultural rules for behavior" (Spradley, p. 60). The moderate participator "seeks to 

maintain a balance between being an insider and an outsidcry between participation and 

observation" (Spradley, p. 60). The passive participator, not relevant to PR, is present at 

the scene but does not interact with other pople to any great extent. For Zamosc (1987) 

the role of participant observer is to put oneself in the context directly with the actors and 

to understand them in tenns of their motives as well as their thinking processes. In his 

opinion, empathy, or putting oneself in the others shoes, is an important adjunct to 

rational thinking, 

The language used by Fals Borda (1985) is full of cultural overtones when he 

talks about the role of the observer saying tbat the success of a project depends to some 

extent on the ability of the fwilitators to break the relationship of submission or 

dependence which may exist between the group members and the facilitators. It is 

probable that the facilitators are active or complete participants, the designation 

depending on the length of stay in the community and their W1iarity with cultural 

issues. In PR it is important that the researcher be overt in hidher role, give full 



explanation of the red purpose of tbe MOII to everyone, make multiple 

obsenfations over a long term; and ensure that the focus of obsemations be broad or 

holistic (Patton, 1990). 

Field Notes 

Fieldwork is a data gathering process. Taking field notes is not optional (Patton, 

1990). It is imperative that notes be written as soon after the observation as possible 

(Merriam, 1984). The notes must be descriptive, detailed and concrete. They contain 

wbat people say, the observer's feelings, reactions and reflections, and the "observer's 

insights, interpretations, beginning analyses, and working hypotheses about what is 

happening in the setting" (Patton, p. 242). The beginning analysis seeks to identie 

cultural themes, which are " d o n s  that have a high degree of generality. They apply 

to numerous situations and recur in two or more domains" (Spradley, 1980, p. 14 1 ). Most 

thanes are at the tacit level of knowledge and are not easily expessed even though they 

are used to organize behavior and interpret experience (Spradley). Fals Borda (1985), in 

choosing words such as dependency, submission, authoritarianism a d  paternalism to 

describe characteristics inherited from traditional systems of the past, has identified 

cultural themes that are generalizable within the experience and perhaps to other 

experiences within Colombia and Latin America. 

PR as naturalistic inquiry was presented as a practical adjunct to the theoretical 

tenets of PR as presented in the Discussion of Literature. The following section places the 

research in the local context by means of an introduction to the Partner Organization. 

Context: The Partner Organization 

This section explains who the partner organization is, its history and its mission. 

FANDIC (Fundaciidn Arnigos de 10s Niiios Discapcitados para su lntegmciidn a la 

Comunidad) or literally translated Foundation Friends of Children Disabled for their 

Integration to the Community, is a non-profit organization registered and operating in 

Bucaramanga, Colombia I selected Colombia for my fieldwork because I was resident in 



that colmtry for two and oac-half years and em -liar with the culture and the Spanish 

ianguage. FANDIC was selected because I am known to the organization, its Board 

members, the children afELiated with the o ~ o n  aud their fiuailies. My Boerd 

membership plus my previous involvement with the families legitimized me, gave me 

insider statusy and permitted me to initiate the project immediately. 

FANDICYs work is located in the CizabdNorte or the northern sector of 

Bu-ga, a city of approximately 700,000 people. FANDIC began in August 1997 

as a search for en educational program for children with disabilities after hearing from the 

mothers of four children with severe physical andlor cognitive disabilities that education 

was their greatest priority for their children. A municipal p r o m  of integration for 

disabled children into the regular school system admitted three of the four children, but 

with schooling came the requirement for medical and dental examinations, and speech 

and physical therapy. As the families could not affard the cost of these intewentions, or 

even that of the transportation between home and school, it was decided to form a 

foundation to raise the h d s  required to assist the children In time, seven more children 

were added to FANDIC's roster, not all of whom had potential for schooling. It thus 

became necessary to aain volunteer community workers who would have regular contact 

with the fmilies and act in a supportive capacity. They were given thirty hours of 

training regarding disability using the Spanish version of Disabled Village Children by 

David Werner (1990). The three workers lived in the same pen of the city in which our 

work took place and become Board members. 

FANDIC was registered as a non-profit foundation in the Chamber of Commerce 

of Bucanunanga on June 4, 1998 with me serving as the first president, my colleague as 

the first vice-president and other interested Colombian volunteers taking the remaining 

posts. Board membership did not include any family members of the affiliated children. I 

left Colombia in July 1998, with the stated aim of going through a learning process that I 

would then share with them. My tenure as president ended in the elections held during the 

first stage of my fieldwork and I assumed the position of Revisor Fiscal or auditor, a non- 

voting position. I therefore began the thesis research as President of FANDIC but with 



the Mdrrstsading that elections would be held promptly and this position would move to 

a Colombian. 

FANDK's mission is to help impoverished, disabled Colombian children develop 

their potential and gain acceptance as a valued m m k r  of their tirmily and the society in 

which they live. The Foundation acts as coordinator between the b i l y  and existing 

s e ~ c e s  in ddition to establishing partnerships with other oqpnhations to provide new 

services in the community. FANDIC provides financial assistance to ensure continuity in 

the child's educational and medical program. Home visits encourage parents to follow 

through with suggestions from therapists and teachers. Organized events help the h i l i e s  

unite around the common goal of improving opportunities for their children. FANDIC's 

objectives are as follows: 

a To identify disabled children in the community 

a To work directly with the families to affiliate them with other programs such as: 

medical a d  therapeutic, educational, governmental, and non-governmental. 

a To continue providing assistance until the child has completed primary education or 

an equivalent. 

To instill in the families a sense of the child's value to society. 

To assist the children to discover their potential even as leaders in the community who 

can give help as well as receive it. 

To motivate the mothers to fom a self-help group and to organize hnd-raising events. 

To obtain the financial resources to assist the f'amilies in establishing mitre 

businesses. 

To collaborate with organizations and institutions which provide assistance to children 

with disabilities. 

a To obtain sufficient financial resources to carry out the work of the foundation. 

In its early history F m I C  provided transportation assistance for the children to 

access educational and therapeutic services outside of their neighborhood because the 

services were not available in their community. In April 1999, FANDIC reached an 

agreement with the Faculty of Physical Therapy of the University of Santander (UDES) 



to provide physical therapy senices in the children's' community- The 

w e d  FANDIC's proposal that a practicum site be established in the community with 

the university supplying the studmtp and a professor, and FANDIC providing the site and 

equipment. Physical therapy was thus mde available to all disabled children and adults 

of the community. The agreement has had positive e f f i  in terms of moving closer to the 

mission of integrating people with disability into the community. The community has 

become increasingly aware that disability exists as children, previously isolated in their 

homes, are seen being wheeled or carried to therapy. The place in which the therapy is 

provided, called ''the therapy solon", has served as a clean, bright location for parties and 

recreational events orgawed by FANDIC and the students of the university. The 

students have also benefited fiom this community exprience. Home visits expose the 

students to the difficult circrrmstaacces in which the children live. They are sensitid to 

the issues of disability and poverty. It is an experience that beips bridge the socio-cultural 

gap between diffe~nt social classes- 

The Board is comprised of Colombian (and one Chadian) middle and working 

class people who have come tog* because they care about their community. It is an 

administrative board with no paid The members do all of the work of the 

organimtion including the home visits and the organidon of events. This arrangement 

speaks highly of their dedication seeing that nearly all are employed full time, six days a 

week. Three of the members live in the community in which FANDIC works, providing 

an important point of connection and insight into community life for the organization. 

In February and March 1999, I conducted a Participatory Evaluation with the 

Board of FANDIC as part of my course requirements. The members enthusiastically 

participated in four-hour workshops during which they engaged in activities such as 

discussion, drawing and drama all related to the theme of disability and poverty. The 

material for the activities were obtained fiom material such as Visualization in 

Participtory P r o m  (UNICEF, 1993), Training for Transformation (Hope & Timmei, 

1984), Dinhnicas Participativas (DESAPER, 1998) and Games for Actors and Non- 

Actors (Boal, 1992). The workshops had a favorable result in that the members were 



sensitized to the redity of disability md poverty, gained self-confidence, learned to value 

their own contribution and those of others in the group. They learned to work together 

and their commitment to the orpnhtion was deqmed. This preliminary work proved to 

be quite valuable in tbat it laid the foundation, not only for the thesis work with the 

fiunilies, but for further development of the orgarbtiom It was also imporfant to the 

sustainability of the group, which has had to deal with difficulties in communication and 

cooperation. 

The Goal and Objectives of the Study 

The goal of the research project was to assist FANDIC to move towards a more 

profound interpretation of "integration". The organization wanted to move beyond the 

service orientation of assisting children with disabilities to receive therapy and education, 

towards a development orientation that would emurage increased involvement of the 

children's families in the organhation. The specific objectives as altered through 

discussion with the President and Vi*president were as follows: 

1. For the participmts to develop a critical awareness of the di t i e s  of disadvantaged 

children with disability in Colombian society. This will involve the exploration of 

cultural behavior, beliefs, and attitudes regarding disability and includes exploration 

of the impact of the social class system on children with disability. 

2. For the participnts to work collectively in a group; that they develop the 

organizational and communication skills necessary to present issues important to 

them to agencies and o-tions. 

3. For the participants to develop experience and gain confidence with a research 

method that encourages reflection, investigation, and action; that they learn to 

investigate their realities on a continuous basis and to take action resulting in social 

change. 

4. For the participants to take action leading to greater self-reliance and independence in 

terms of control over their social milieu for the benefit of their children with 

disabifities thereby offering them more options and opportunities. 



5. That FANDIC inegrate the families as working members of the f o ~ o n  to gain 

strength in unity and to a c e  tbe work of the foundation. 

6. That the pnrticipts build awareness in the community regarding disability; that the 

disabled child be accepted as a valuable member of society. 

In simple words as noted in my diary, W e  would like them to come out of the process 

with some idea of their own capbilities; with some realization of how they could work 

together as a group to achieve an end" (August 28,1999). 

The Pre-Research Plan 

Two research proposals were written, one for a CIDA Award and the other to the 

Ethics Committee of the University of Cal$ary. The format of the CIDA award 

application challenged me to think about the development impact of my research. It 

helped me to focus on broader issues. My proposal addresd three of Canada's mcial 

Development Assistance (ODA) Program requirements: basic human need, women in 

development, and human rights. In basic human need, the project would be working with 

people of the lowest socioeconomic class facing daily challenges such as inadequate 

housing, unemployment, and poor integration of children with disabilities. The project 

would focus on bringing people together to work collectively towards addressing issues 

related to their needs. 

Women in development was addressed through awareness of the increased 

responsibility carried by mothers of disabled children, the effect of an institutionalized 

class structure on attitudes toward self, and the perception of options available. The 

project would encourage the mothers of children with disabilities to develop the self- 

confidence and skills required to advocate on behalf of their children. It would support 

the mothers in their efforts toward self&velopment in a manner determined by them. 

In terms of human rights the project aimed to help children with disabilities, 

women and their families, and community members to recognize their rights as citizens 

of Colombia (as stated by the UN declarcltion on the rights of disabled persons, adopted 



by the Gened Assembly at is 3oh session, 2433d plenary meeting, New Yo* 9 Dac. 

1975), and to learn to celebrate them with positive action toward greater liberty of choice. 

The plan was to target the mothers of the children dliliated with FANDIC in the 

first stage (August 4 to October 1, 1999) and the larger community in which the children 

live in second stage (February 12 to April 16,2000) of the fieldwork (See Appendix 1 for 

the Work Plan). During the second visit it became apparent that there was a second target 

group, the Board members of FANDIC. Also, an alteration was made to the timetable 

that permitted a third and follow-up visit to be made b r n  September 25 to October 16, 

2000. 

It was anticipated that the project would lead to a degree of empowerment in all 

the participants (children, parents, community members, and members of the 

Foundation), and a flexible and dynamic host organidon It was hoped that the project 

would result in unity of purpose, awareness of the value of common knowledge, 

reduction of dependency on others, and a rising level in selfanfidemu and self-esteem. 

There was potential for sustained impact in that the skills of reflection, investigation, and 

action have the potential to liberate a person fiom dependency- However, continued 

support in terms of encouragement andbr financial assistance was viewed as a possible 

on-going need thus making links with other agencies and organizations an important 

feature of sustainability. 

The proposal submitted to the University Ethics Committee challenged me to 

think carrfirlly about the ethical implications of the research and the use of 

"understandable" language for the Letter of Inforation and Consent Form to be signed 

by the participants. The Spanish version of these documents is found in Appendix 2. The 

proposal also challenged me to think carefully abut risk. 

The possibility of psychological and emotional stress in the participants exists in a 

process that emphasizes awareness building and examination of beliefs and attitudes. 

There was also a political risk in that PR is a methodology that works toward social 

change. Perhaps some participants would face repercussions in some form or other. As a 

noncitizen, I felt I needed to be very sensitive to the directives from my colleagues in 



malang any decision regar- the process. Fiaally, there was personal risk Doing 

research in Colombia can be a risky business due to the violence and political 

insmection in the country. The knowledge of "what could happen" caused significant 

anxiety within my family. This anxiety was, however, tempered by the knowledge that I 

bad close fiends watching for me aml the f k t  that I knew my way around. This research 

project would not have been possible without my previous e-ence of living in 

Bucammanga and working with the partner or-on, FANDIC. That fjuniliarity 

made it possible to step right into the research without spending time authenticating 

myself as a pan of a community. 

It was anticipated that I would be working together with some FANDIC Board 

members to conduct workshops with the Mothm of the children. The plan was to use 

many of the same dynamic games tbat had been successful in the workshops with the 

Board members in February 1999. The specific ajproacbes to be used and topics to be 

addressed would be worked out on a session-by-session basis with those Board members 

participating in the workshops. The themes of disability, integration, community, friend, 

social class, family, children, and FANDIC would k empbasired 

It was hoped that the participants would contribute to all stages of the research 

process including data collection, analysis, a d  documentation. The direction of the 

project would be flexible to allow for the incorporation of new knowledge and desired 

action The fkquency, timing, and location of the meetings would be made on the basis 

of a group decision. The project would take place in a setting that was familiar and 

comfortable to the participants. The data collected would be subjective in nature. The 

researcher would not be set apart from the research process but would be an active or 

complete jxuticipmt observer. Thus the values and beliefs of the researcher would 

interact with those of the other participants in the process of data collection and analysis. 

Not entirely consistent with PAEUPR (as presented by Fals Borda, 1985) but 

acceptable within a more liberal PR framework, was the fhct that I would not live full- 

time in the environment in which the research took place. I chose instead to break the 



fieldwork into stages. Although the lack of continuous contact appeared to k a 

disadvantage7 benefits were recopzed at the end of the process. 

In summmy, my pre-research -011s of the process were: 

That the participants would participate in an authentic manner; 

That the pticipsnts would coutriiute to all stages of the research process; 

That tbe direction of the project would k flexible to allow for the incorporation of 

new knowledge; 

That I would be an active participant observer; that my values would interact with 

those of the other participants but that I would not ""drive" the process. 

My outcome expectations were: 

That the Mothers would develop the self-confidence and skills required to advocate on 

behalf of their chilclren; 

That the community would gain awareness of their role in removing baniers for 

children with disabilities; 

That the project would lead to a unity of purpose amongst Board members and 

fiunifies with disability; 

That members of the Board would be empowered and the organization strengthened as 

a result of the process; 

That a desire for change amongst the participants would lead to the development of a 

critical consciousness and eventual self-reliance. 

Implementation of the Plan 

Workshops were the primary method utilized in the first stage. Participation of the 

Board was high with the Resident and Vice-president attending all sessions. They also 

assisted with the pre-workshop organizational details such as: making the alterations to 

the Letter of Information and Consent forms; altexation and elaboration of the objdves 

for the research; finding a place to have the workshops; contacting the fiunilies on an 

individual basis to explain the project to tkm; end coordinating the workshops with 

therapy so the Mothers could attend the workshops worry-free while theu children 



reccived therapy. Ten WO- were held between August 23,1999 and September 27, 

1999. Various techniques were used to encourage discussion and to kilitate group 

union: icebreakers, drawing, skits, discussion in dl groups and practice in concrete 

skill development. A tape recorder was used sparingly and always with preliminary 

consent of those preseut. It did not seem to negatively iufluence the process. 

Soon after the first few workshop sessions, the 'method' became a 'process'. The 

p r a w s  initiated by the gathering together of people followed its own course into the 

second and third visits. Each visit was distinct and unique. I kept a journal usually writing 

twice a day, at noon and in the evening. The journal contained information on the 

process, the outcome, recalled statements people had made, observations regarding the 

effkct of the setting and interpersod relationships, pmnd reflections and feelings. In 

the first stage journal information was based on the workshops, minutes of meetings with 

the femilies and Board, documents prrpared by the Foundation, and Wormation from the 

local newspaper. There was some integration of analysis a a h c t i o n  of reflection 

through writing. In the second stage themanalysis component was strengthened through a 

systematic exaise of reflection on several key questions (Hara Holliday. 1998). I did 

this on a weekly basis and it helped to identify emerging themes as well as direction for 

the next week. Records were augmented by increased document production by the 

Foundation and by minutes fiom the meetings held by the Mothers. 

The period between the two fieldwork experiences, provided a "quiet time" in 

which I could step back from a very intense experience and reflect upon it. This interlude 

provided time to gather infodon on emerging themes and to apply an analysis 

technique called systematization (Hara Holliday , 1998). This technique served to ground 

me in the experience, clariw the issues, and provide an action plan for the second visit. 

The third visit was a bonus that was not planned for in the proposals. It was 

instigated by an invitation to a course on Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) in 

Quito, Ecuador but its greatest value was that it gave me the opportunity to have o third 

observation. On this visit, I observed the outcome of the process from a perspective that 

only time could offer. 



summary 
This chapter presenW methodological issues of concern to the PR researcher. It 

introduced the partners in the mearch and outlined the proposals submitted to the 

university and to the awards granting organization. The pre-research plan was followed 

by a brad overview of its implementation A time line of my involvement in the 

commlmity from commencement to current day is offered in Table 1. 

Tabte 1 

Time Line of Involvement 

Date Activity 

August, 1997 First meaiag with mothers end children in the community 

June, 1998 Registration as a non-profit in the Chamber of Commerce 

July, 1998 My ntum to Canada and the begiwiag of my studies 

Feb/Mar, 1999 Participatory Evaluation with the Board 

Aug. 4 to Oct. 1, 1999 Fieldwork Stage I 

Feb. 12 to Apr. 16,2000 Fieldwork Stage 2 

Sept. 25 -30,2000 CBR course in Quito, Ecuador 

Oct. I - 16,2000 Fieldwork Observation of Outcome 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE COUNTRY CONTEXT 

The intent of this chapter on Country Context is to place the research exprience 

within the context of the national situation. This chaper was written in the last months of 

1999, between the first two fieldwork visits. Its purpose is to provide a snapshot view of 

some of the national issues that concern Colombians. Much of the material quoted was 

taken from the local newspaper in Bucaramanga, Vmguarrdio Liberal, from a Bogoth 

newspaper called El Especad'or, and from World Bank and Pan American Health 

Organization (PAHO) reports. This chapter mirrors the despondency felt by Colombians 

regarding the seemingly unsolvable dilemma in which they live. It does not do justice to 

the positive characteristics of the country, such as the warmth of the people and their 

enchanting culture. 

Colombia has a population of more than 37 million people, 74 percent of whom 

live in the urban setting and 17.7 pacent in poverty (Pan American Health Otganiation 

(PAHO), 1999). The economic progress enjoyed in the 70's and 80's went into sharp 

decline in the late 90's. The country's backward slide is distressing to all Colombians 

irrespective of social class or political party. The complexity of the current state of a f f i  

is difficult to untangle, as f8ctors are inter-related. Witbout pnsuming to be an authority, 

I will present Colombia as presented to me through reports and articles. The information 

is submitted briefly and without much commentary. 

Politics and Violence 

Colombia elected the Conservative Party to power in 1997 following decades of 

Liberal Party rule. Participation in the democratic process increased dramatically over the 

last 30 years and voter turnout stood at about 72% in the last election. The increased 

interest in politics can be v i e d  as a reduction of passivity amongst the voters and the 

desire to use their democratic right to shape the fuMe of the country. However, the 



majority of Colombians remain pessimistic believing that there is no solution to 

Colombia's overwhelming problems. 

Involvement in politics increases the risk of experiencing a violent act against 

one's person. Individuals working in the peace and human rights fields are assassinated 

with regularity as are a high proportion of joumahtsts The folIowing excerpt fiom a local 

newspaper helps clarify some of the reasons for the culture of violence that exists in 

Colombia 

In all there are 5 players in the Colombian war: the guemlla, the state, the 

dominant classes, the paramilitary, and the drug traffickers. They have 3 motives: 

make war, advance their interests, d protect themselves from their enemies. The 

war is being fought as a method to achieve objectives, as the most effective way 

of eliminating their enemies and to strengthen their political position. The group 

that is benefiting the most is the drug tmflickers. It suits them to have the country 

at war because it occupies the attention of the state. They have much to lose 

should there be a negotiated settlement, as they know that all of the States' 

strength will then be dimted against them (my translation) (Vmguardia Liberal, 

August 28/99). 

Colombia's problem of "displaced persons" or refirgees is a result of the civil war 

being fought in rural areas. This war displaces people fran their homes, causing them to 

be refugees in their own country with the result of increased unemployment, an increase 

in female heads of the home, injury, and Qath 

Between August 1994 and June 1998,726,000 people were forced from their 

homes. Fifty-five percent of Colombian refirgees are under 18 years of age; 12 

percent are under 5 years, 19.78 percent are between 5 and 10 years, 12.72 

percent between 1 1 and 14, and 9.03 percent between 15 and 18. The causes are 

the territorial war between the guerrillas and the parsmilitary, the link of the drug 

traffickers with subversive activity, and the lack of protection from the State. One 

in 50 Colombians today f- a fbture as a refugee. Fifty-six percent of the 

population that has fled in the last 15 years are women, 3 1 percent of who are 



heads of the home. In the last 4 yeus the numbers of rcfiqps has increased on an 

averege of 50 percent due to an hcrease in armed conflict. The pamilitary were 

responsible for 33 percent of the r e ~ .  the guetrik for 29 percent, the State 

anny for 14 percent, urban militia groups for 6 percent and the drag aaffickers for 

1 percent Sixty-four percent lean  because of threats and 14 prcent because of 

assassinations. The nusl popuiation accounts for the majority of ref'bgees 

accounting for 67.8 percent ofthe total between 1985 and 1994 (my translation) 

(El Espectodor, July 8/99). 

Violence has lowered the life expectancy of males between the ages of 25 and 40 

by 4 years. The delinquency rates c o n ~ u e  to rise with the highest figure being 

kidnapping for extortion (increased by 356 percent) and the lowest, being homicides with 

an increase of 29.7 percent. These statistics were obtained fiom the Center of Criminal 

Investigation of the Police Department of Santander, and presented in Vanguardia 

Liberal, September 26, 1999. 

Economics 

The Colombian eeommy grew constantly during the early 1990s with the gross 

national product (GDP) rising to 5.6 percent in 1994, before falling to 4.5 percent in 1996 

(PAHO, 1999). In 1999 Colombia was said to be suffering the worst recession in 60 years 

and the GNP was expected to fall between 3 and 6 percent (Vanguardia Liberal, Aug 

29/99). Between January and September 1999. the Colombian pso was devalued by 

30.18 percent (El Espectador, Oct 1/99). Inflation was expected to finish 1999 at 9.8 

percent, a decline tiom 23 percent in 1996 ( Vanguardia Liberal, Nov 1 5/99; PAHO). The 

fight against insurrection and delinquency costs Colombia 6.1 million Canadian dollars. 

equivalent to 1.5 percent of the GNP ( Vmguardia Liberal, Sept- 26/99). The insecurity 

and consequent abandonment of the rural areas have resulted in a decline in the 

agricultural sector forcing Colombia to import basic products once produced intenrally. 

Urban unemployment has hit its highest rate in recorded history and stood at 20. lprcent 

in 1999. In 1999 the unemployment rate rose 5.1 percent with women having the highest 



rate of 23.2 percent versus that of men of 17.1 pemmt (El Espectdor, Oct 22/99). These 

figures n p ~ n t  formal emplaymm sectors and likely do not account for the 55 percent 

who are employed infcrmally (PAHO). According to the National Household Survey of 

DANE (National Department of Statistics) nearly 15 million Colombians (40 percent of 

the population) live in conditions of absolute poverty, i.e. their basic needs (food, health, 

education and services) are not met (Vanguardiu Liberal, November 15/99). Note: The 

difference between this figure and the figure prrscaced by PAHO (1999) is an indication 

of the difficulty in establishing =liable measures of poverty. 

Class System and Poveq 

A p t  fiom the Catholic Church, the class system is the oldest tradition in 

Colombia Four hundred years ago it was based on the ownership of land and on race. 

Defined as the grouping of people whose economic, occupational and socio~political 

levels and interests are closely similar (Smith, 1%7), the social class system remains an 

important part of modem Colombian culture. 

In 1983 the social class levels were increased fiom the traditional lower, middle 

and upper, three-class system to the present six strata system in an attempt to relate 

service costs to income levels. Houses were assigned a designation according to location, 

building characteristics, condition, and access to public services. Costs of senices were 

fixed according to the stratum. People with houses in strata six pay a higher rate in order 

to subsidize houses in stratas one & two. Unfortunately, as pointed out by a World 

Bad's study on poverty in Colombia (1994), the subsidies have benefited the relatively 

well to do in stratas three & four. 

Lack of access to water and sewerage was found to be mostly a problem of the 

poor (World Bank, 1994). Urban households in the lowest income brackets spent up to 

nine percent of their income on water and sewage while the population at large spent one 

to two percent. In terms of electricity, the distribution of the subsidy has been regressive 

with the lowest 20 percent of the population receiving a smaller subsidy than the richest 

20 percent. 



The executive summary of a World Bank Study on Colombia's social pograms 

for the alleviation of poverty (1990) states in its executive suuunary that Colombia's 

economy has grown mmarkably since the 1960s but serious problems with poverty have 

continued. Income distribution is skewed with the income of the top 20 percent of the 

population being 6 - 7 times greater than the income of the bottom 20 percent. 

Social Class and Attitudes 

The dominance of social class in every day life heralds back to the conquest of 

Latin America by Spain. A hierarchical system based on race and power continues to 

offer opportunities to some and limit upward mobility for others Disparity between the 

"those who live above" and "those who live below" or those who live at the cooler, more 

desirable elevations and those who live at the lower, hotter and least desirable elevations, 

is very evident even to the causal observer. Also disturbingly evident is the manner in 

which social class has pervaded attitudes and everyday conversation. Those who live 

above are rarely in contact with those who live below. Social classes rarely mix in a work 

group and almost never on a social basis. There is a high power di-ce between the 

upper and the lower stratas of society. 

Colombians in the upper strata believe that those in the lowest strata are resentful. 

Whitefore (1976) in his study of residents living in a neighborhood of Popayan, 

Colombian reported that the residents felt little control over their lives, thought they were 

being held down by the rich, and considered life to be continuous struggle in which one 

must fight to survive. He also made the point that the expression of resentment is kept 

well hidden. 

Colombians, being 'relational' by natwe, take note not only of what is being said 

(or not said) but how it is being said. In fact, the "how" may be more important than tbe 

"what". Thus indirect language such as faid expression, tone of voice and body posture 

are evaluated as well as the words. The words may not be given attention if one does not 

attend to the proper protocol. 



The protocol varies somewhat as a f ~ r  of social class. Those of the lower class 

are called "'mculW by the upper classes. A foreigner may also k uncultured due to a 

lack of h x e s t  or awareaess of protocoi. People from different social chsses ofken find 

that a communication exists between them. They use different words and have 

distinct attitudes and perceptionsIIS 

There is some evidence of attempts to make Colombian society more egalitarian 

in that the government is now instituting minimum wage, health and unemployment 

insurance for people working as maids, for example. Whereas most employers do not pay 

all of the components, they usually pay some of them. It is hoped that with time, an 

increase in wages and social services for the lowest classes will improve their standard of 

living. 

The Church 

The Catholic Church has played a very dominant role in the history and culture of 

Colombia It was the official religion of the country until the new constitution of 1991 

which permitted the h e  orpnhtion of other church groups, some of those being the 

Evangelical, Seventh-day Adventist and Mormon faiths. The Catholic Church supported 

and encouraged the formation of a hierarchical social system in Colombia and it is 

possible that the teaching of acceptance of suffering in the present life in order to gain 

entrance to the afterlife, bar contn'buted to the passivity noted in the general populace. 

The influence of the church on the culture of Colombians is undeniable. 

Colombians remain 95 percent Catholic but if appearances are conect, the people 

in the cities in which I have lived are not strict adherents. There seems to be some 

"elasticity" in their religious values. Many of my fkiends went to mass only on special 

occasions and did not follow teachings considered to be inconvenient. On more than one 

occasion I have been told the story of distorted religious values in which a paid assassin 

attended mass to pray for the success of his murderous mission. 

In Colombia today, there is separation of church and state. I am told that the 

Church still wields considerable power and influence through political wmectiom, 



schools, and imiversities. The Catholic Chusch maintains a comforting peseace in many 

communiies and is responsible for important social programs. It remains a respected 

institution. 

Depression versus Dancing 

It is my belief that Colombians of d l  social stratas suffa fiom poor self-esteem- 

They are deeply affected by the international press that has put Colombia near the top of 

the list of the most violent, crime-ridden countries in the world. They are embanassed 

and feel powerless to fight against this image. They are always apologizing. Add to this a 

deeply rooted coaformity based on traditional values and one is left with a population that 

tends to close its doors on involvement whether it is political or otherwise. This raises an 

interesting question: Don Colombia have a culture of violence due to a tradition that 

values conformity, or is conformity a result of the violence? 

Colombian culture is also one of hospitality. Colombians are noted for their 

personal warmth. They love to introduce the visitor to the richness of their culture and 

while they are intrigued by foreign customs they are eager to present their own. 

Foreigners who demonstrate interest in the people and their culture are welcomed into 

Colombian homes and invited to meet the entire family. They ace included in parties and 

encouraged to learn the Colombian dance steps. Excursions to other towns and villages 

are organized to "show off' Colombia's fine tradition in architectwe and t o w  planning. 

Colombian's are proud of their heritage and so they should be. Their culture has a 

richness that has not yet been completely diluted by Western values. But they are proud 

and distressed at the same time. Dancing helps them to forget at least for the moment. 

Their parties are fairly spontaneous and the volume of music envelops the entire 

neighborhood There are few complaints, however, as if the neighbors recognize the need 

to release tension and engage in celebration. In a way, this section on -ion versus 

dancing characterizes the bi-polar nature of the country. On one hand, Colombia is 



known for its violence and human rights abuse. On the other' it is a country filled with 

very warm and hospitable people. 

Education 

Colombia's educational deficits are still immense despite the government's 

interest in extending the coverage of secondary education (PAHO, 1999). "In 1994,2 of 

every 10 children between the ages of 6 and 11 were not attending primary school, and 5 

of every 10 youths 12 to 1 7 years were not in public school" (PAHO). Only 30 out of 100 

students completed the ninth grade. Colombia has a public and private education system. 

The public system is reserved primarily for the lower stratas and includes institutions at 

all levels fiom primary to university. While the public school education is considered to 

be of poor quality, the public universities, open to all classes, am known for their 

excellence. Only the student's score on the national entrance examination restricts 

admission to the public university. Private universities abound and are of a variable 

standard 

The World Bank report on Poverty in Colombia ( 1994) found that children from 

the poorest 20 percent constitute 40 percent of enrollment in primary and 20 percent in 

secondary. These figures were 32 percent and 17 percent in 1974. In 1974 persons fiom 

the bottom quintiles did not attend university. Although there has been some expansion, 

higher education still benefits the relatively rich. Families in the bottom 20 percent spend 

4.4 percent of their income on education while those in the top 20 percent spend 1 

percent ( WorId Bank, 1994). 

According to the resident coordinator of the United Nations in Colombia the 

current literacy statistics demonstrate that inequities continue to exist within Colombia. 

Five percent of urban midents and 19 percent of rural residents are illiterate. The high 

school desertion rate among those aged 12 to 17 years is due to lack of money (46%) and 

the need to work (36%). This results in the lamentable statistic that 46 percent of urban 

youth and 73 percent of rural youth do not rise above the level of education of their 

parents nor reach a basic level of education (El Espectdor, November 3/99). 



H t l t h  

The move toward municipalization of health began in the 1980s (PAHO, 1999). 

The new Constitution of 1991 set out reforms to the social security system. 

This mandate was culminated in law 100 of 1993, which created the social security 

system in gene& (PAHO). The essence of the system reform was b a d  on a partnership 

scheme "of income redistribution that ensures universal benefits through protection of the 

insured, the spouse, and minor children as well as parents and other relatives (PAHO, p. 

9)- 

Colombia's health system has emphasized curative care over preventative 

medicine and high level institutions over jnimary-level ones (World Bank, 1994). Twenty 

percent of people in need of medical care did not seek it due to cost. Among the poorest 

10 perceut this figure is 36 percent. H d t h  challenges are an increase in non- 

commutlicable diseases (a major contributory factor to death and morbidity of those 

between the ages of 45 and 59), high levels of infectious d i m  and malnutrition (affects 

13 percent of children under five), and high levels of homici& and accidental death to 

people between the ages of 15 and 44 which account for 55 percent of deaths in this age 

group (World Bank, 1994). 

Health and Disability 

Colombia published a national plan of attention to the disabled called "Disability, 

Everyone's Problem" in 1995 (Vice Presidency of the Republic of Colombia). This plan 

was later supported by Law No. 361 of F e b v  7,1997. The pocrpose of the law was to 

establish mechanisms to assist the social integration of people with disability. It addresses 

prevention, education, rehabilitation, labor integration, accessibility, transportation and 

communications. This law is an excellent starting point and it has resulted in the increase 

of awareness among professionals such as teachers. However, scarcity of economic 

resources has limited the I I I  implementation of the plan's programs. 

The United Nations released a report (Michailakis, Part I, 1997) giving the results 

of a s w e y  of member nations regarding their action on disability policy. One of the 



aimsoftbe~~~eywasbDdctamirvwhahcrthcw*perfomKdwascsrriedoutinco- 

operation between national autbrities sad organizations of persons with disabilities. The 

perquisite to succes was the active involvement and genuine participation of persons 

representing disability o r ~ t i o n s .  Regarding Colombia the report states: 

The officially recognized disability policy in Colombia is expessed in law, in 

guidelines adopted by the Government, and in guidelines adopted by the national 

disability council. The emphasis - in descending sale - is on rehabilitation, 

individuaI support, accessibility measures and prevention. There is no emphasis 

on anti-discrimination law. 

The lack of anti4iscrimhation legislation opens the potential for misuse of funds 

allocated to groups of disabled people. There is little recourse for p u p s  who find their 

money has been "lost" or reallocated to other projects- 

Mickailakis ( 1997, Part II) also evaluated Colombia's record of involvement of 

pemple with disabilities in policy development. He found that a national umbrella 

organization representing all existing orjpizations exists in Colombia As well, "there 

are legal provisions mandating the representatives of persons with di-ilities to 

participate in policy development and to work with govemmentai institutions" (p. 2). He 

reports that people with disabilities are sometimes consulted when laws regarding 

disability are being prepared, but that the degree of involvement in legislature, the 

judicial system and in political parties is very limited. The highest involvement of 

disabled people is found in non-governmental organktions (NGOs). 

There are a wide variety of NGOs in Colombia; some are composed entirely of 

disabled people. The most notable group I visited was ASCOPAR in BogotA 

ASCOPAR provides services to disabled people involving preparation for living in the 

community and recreation. They own and operate a printing press that permits them to 

take contracts in graphic design and printing. They also distribute their own magazine 

filled with idonnation of interest to disabled people. They are politically active, and 

m e  their members by d n g  repnsatation to government. ASCOPAR is an example 

of high level participation. 



S- 
This chapter has provided information on some of the areas of interest in any 

society - politics, economics, e d h o n ,  health and nligiw Presentation of these topics 

has b a n  placed within the time fhme of the last decade to provide a sense of cumncy. 

The c h a w  has attempted to set the stage for the actors involved in the research project. 

The next chapter, The Exprience, gives those actors a fhce and a voice. 



CHAPTERFIVE 

THE EXPERIENCE 

The fieldwork to gather the information of "The Experience" was carried out 

during three visits fiom August 1999 to October 2000 (see Chapter three for timetable). 

This chapter presents the players involved, the process of the research and some of the 

outcomes. It is divided into four parts to facilitate the organization of the quantity of 

material that came out of the fieldwork. 

Part 1 tells the story of the Mother's Group. Inherent in the story is my own 

reflection and analysis as I came to understand what the story could mean. The use of 

italic style for m t i v e  mode is intended to assist the reader in making the distinction 

between story and analysis. The sections in italic style in Parts 1 and 2 contain journal 

entries as well as narrative. 

Part 2 addresses the children and the home. Children with disability, central to the 

mission of FANDIC, were a constant concern even though they were not the focus of this 

research. Observations made in Part 2 could be considered directional indicators for 

firrther research. 

Part 3 addresses organizational issues. It begins with a brief account of issues 

within the Board of FANDIC and closes with an organizational framework that is based 

on experience amalgamated from both the Mothers' Group and the Board The 

~ e w o r k  is a product of praxis - reflection on the Experience, investigation of 

literature, and the synthesis of reflection and investigation. 

Part 4 addresses the role of the researcher. Reflections regarding the researcher's 

role raise issues related to the congruency of theory with practice. This section ends with 

contemplation on the effect of process on outcome and the role of experimentation in 

knowledge building. 



PART 1 

The Mother's Group 

The desire to move fiom providing a service to having the stakeholders participate 

fully in decision-making prompted FANDIC to embark on an experimental project with 

the mothers of children with disability. The women selected to participate were affiliated 

with the organimtion and had been regularly consulted in the past regarding the senices 

required by their children Assistance in linking the children to therapy and schools was 

FANDIC's vehicle for entty into the communityfy Board members, including the author, 

had alredy shared many visits in the homes of the children and had organized 

recreational events and parties to the enjoyment of all involved 

Eight mothers of children with disability were approached regarding their 

willingness to participate in the study. It was explained that the purpose of the study was 

to engage in a participatory process for the purpose of collecting information that could 

be utilized to take group action regarding the integration of children with disabilities. 

Seven of the eight women approached agreed to pmticipte. 

Laving a Foundation 

The first workshop session on August 23, 1999 began with the Mother's listing 

their expectations for the workshops. Their responses were: to learn how to read and 

write; to learn a manual skill such as embroidery; and to learn how to treat their children 

in the challenging environment in which they were being raised. These responses were 

unexpected. The three facilitators of the workshops, the President and Vice-president of 

FANDIC and the author, anticipated that the Mothers would have expectations more 

closely related to the mission of FANDIC and to the study objectives already elaborated 

and summarized as follows: I )  To stimulate discussion regarding the reality of disability 



in the home; 2) To encourage organintonal a d  communication skills basic to group 

formation; 3) To develop the ability to reflect and analyze; 4) To take action leading to 

greater self-reliance; 5) To intern the f h i i y  members into FANDIC; 6) To build 

community awareness re disability. It was a surprise to the facilitators that disability or 

the need to develop a group activity that could address iaues of disability was not 

mentioned by the Mothers. Upon reflection on the incoherence between the two sets of 

e-ons, the facilitators became aware of shortcomings in the procedure of the 

research. The failure to canvass the mothers beforehand to ask them about their concerns 

and the pre-writing of the objectives outside of the perticipatory process were two 

weaknesses that affe*ed the level of participation in early workshop sessions. 

In keeping with an open process method, the workshops were designed to 

''discover" the real needs ofthe participants. Each workshop was p l a d  with an 

objective and several activities related to tbe objective. In the first sessions, the activities 

revolved around self-image and values. A drawing exercise raised the following image: 

They drew figures without arm, 'some of which looked lik ghosts without arms. 

legs, br a mouth E d  figure war &awn well separatedfioon the other - in other 

words there war no unity. No power, no voice, no unity IJomai entry. August 26. 

1999). 

Figures without mouths and with poorly formed arms and hands; figures that were 

faintly drawn in pastel colors spoke of silence, poorly developed manual skills and 

invisibility. The figures were disconnected even though the topic was working together in 

a group. One failitator responded to these images with the words, "They have drawn us 

- our group. This is how they see us." It was as a result of these exercises that we came to 

the realitation that the Mothers were not as well known to us as believed. Even though 

the other two facilitators were Colombian and therefore assumed knowledge of attitudes, 

we were frequently caught off guard by differences in the meaning of language and 

culture. 

Dynamic games and skits were conducted as a group as a whole or in 

pairs. They were typically accompanied by discussion that provided information on 



values and belie& held by the piuticipnts. The exercise called "Ibe Blind Person's 

Guide" and a minidrama named "Welcoming a Stranger to the Neighborhood are 

examples of exercises that proved helpful in eliciting chactmistics valued by the 

Mothers in others and beliefs held regarding child rearing and neighborly relationships. 

The characteristics valued in others were: 

Patient 

Friendly 

Carefd 

Conscientious 

Respectful 

a Provide a sense of security 

Tolerant 

Helpful 

Values regarding child rearing and relationships with neighbors are presented in 

Tables 2 and 3 along with corresponding characteristics. 



Table 2 

Values re: Child Rearing 

Values Characteristics 

Don't let your children run around on the street Carefill 

Keep your children clean Conscientious 

Take your children to the doctor Conscientious 

Look for help when they are sick Conscientious 

Don't la them play with poorly behaved children Carefirl 

Stay with them Provide sense of security 

Educate your child to be decent, to respect his elders, to Helpful, respectful, 

get ahead, to protect himself conscientious 

Give the child what he needs, show him that he can count Provide sense of security 

on his mother. 

Punish your children to correct them Conscientious 



Table 3 

Values re: Neibbors 

Values Characteristics 

Don't have buddies Careful 

Don't get involved in gossip Carefill 

Be nice to everyone but don't tell anyone anything Friendly, careful 

Be carem or they will steal your hwrbaad Carefill 

You need to know your neighbor well to know whether Carefbl 

you can trust her or whether she gossips 

Have few fiends so as to stay away from gossip Carem 

Really examine your fiiends well to make sure you can Careful 

trust them 

Needs are not noticed with the objective of helping but as (Suspicion) 

topics of gossip 

Don't get involved with the evangelicals because tbat is (Suspicion) 

all they talk about 

You will be discriminated against because you live in the (Suspicion) 

north of the city 

Know how to chwse your fiends Careful 

Note- Suspicion does not appear in the Mother's list of characteristics. The placement in -- 
parenthesis signifies that it is the author's interpretation. 



Although charsctcrstics such as tolenrnce sad respect were mentioned as being 

valued, they seemed to have little application. The need for caution was 

frequently expressed in terms of mistrust. Mistrust d to be a dominant theme that 

was alluded to in the stories told by the Mothers and in their discussion. Mistrust and the 

tendency toward isolation were two -rs that challenged the sustainability of their 

group. 

Creating a Common Pumose 

There was good participation in the discussion and decision making by the fourth 

workshop session. The meeting began with open-ended questions regarding the 

expenditures of the home, the prices of food items in the barrio (neighborhood), and the 

quantities in which these items were purchased It ended with the following decisions: (1) 

that the Mothers would keep a record of expenditures in which they detailed the quantity 

and the price of each item purchased for a two week period; and (2) tbat we would 

investigate foming a cooperative. The following m t i v e  provides an indication of 

activities and observations. 

We made our expenditure bboMets in the foilowing meeting with FANDIC 3 

Presideru explaining the layout for each page and the pmriciponrs following his 

instructions. The facilitators pired with the Morhers to give them a hand, as they had 

done on previous exercises. We learned as much as the Motkrs by means ofthis 

exercise. Besides learning ubow average daily expenditure, we also gained a window of 

derstanding into the mealprepmoion habits of the Mothers. for errampie, the 

frequency of purchase of protein rich fd. of vegetables andfiuits. We became aware 

thar the nutritional habits of some families were deficient and began to question whether 

the Fomdorion should become more involved in promoting good nutrition. Tihe Mothers. 

on the other hand, gained some practice in maintaining records. If was hoped that their 

conscio11sness would be raised in t e r n  of budgeting home income we learned as time 

progressed that more skill and co@dence building was required be/ore new learning 

could be applied to dffferent circumstances. 



?k dotelopment ofrespect for others in the grow war mmW by can increase in 

listening to each other. Listening vmied dependzing on who was talking and the topic. 

Participcrtion in disnrpsion varied according to persomi interest but dso due to 

individual characteristics and co@dence. Purticipalion on practical themes w m  the 

highest but it would be simplstic to suggest the Mdhers were not interested in 

dis~~(~sions of a more theoretical nature Cecawe this war not consistent/v bum out. On 

one occasion. they demonstrated that they knew the theory of why working together in a 

group was helpfirl: to dewlop the community: to have union: to develop more t m t  and 

friendship: to be able the achieve more; to gain more strength; and to give is self- 

confidence anii security. On another occasion, I was surprised to hear what two Mothers 

chose to talk about in theirpresentation to the husbands regarding he  workshops. 

They did not taik about the heping of ependitures with the aim of establishing o 

cooperative, as I had expected Instead they spoke ubotd the veryfrst session and 

o reading we had d about a conversation between a professor and a farmer 

(Smith. Pyrch & Omeeaias, 1993). When I aded about the szgni/iance of the 

story, M. expressed clearly that there was a leveling of knowledge in that both 

knew things that the other didn 't. They talked about the purpose of the dinomicas 

(aercises); that it war to integrate the group and help us understand each other 

better (Journal entty, August 23. 1999). 

The level of panicipation deepened as security within the group developed. 

However, sufficient trust to disclose personal information even regarding childhood, was 

not present in all participnts by the end of the workshops. Whereas the older women told 

the story of their youth, younger participants r e h d  to do so. This activity seemed to be 

very threatening to them. Thus, recovery of history (Fals Borda & Rahrnan, 199 1 ) was 

put on hold. This was another lesson learned - readiness to engage in participatory 

activities such as recovery of history and collective research require skill in self 

expression and reflection, and the confidence to engage. Readiness cannot be put on a 

time schedule; space is needed for the building of confidence and trust Thus preparing 

readiness to engsge appean to be a preliminary step. 



The C o o ~ v e  is Born 

Group identity is built thraugb working together on a common goal (Mena 

CdvopiBa, 1996). The Mothers' Group, although they were dl mothers of children with 

disability, had little collective identity. It was hoped that they would begin to organize 

themselves by engaging in a puqmseful activity. The exercise of tracking expeaditures 

led to their decision to fonn a cooperative. The following description provides an account 

of their organhmtional process. 

77ie eighth session held on September 22. 1999 literally exploded with 

enthusiasm. The objective was to plan the cooperative. We now had the s t m m a ~  of 

expenditures detailed by the Mothers plus some initiai investigation regarding bulk 

prices done by one of the men. Through discussion we decided that the cooperutive would 

be in R 's house, that she and M would be leaders. that the hours of operation would be 

Monday to Sortrrrlay 2:00 to 6:00 p. nr and that the prices of the products would be below 

the bmrio price. E d  womn would volunteer ttme to help d o  schechrle was &awn 

q ~ .  it was decided that the earnings would serve to build the cooperative but that shares 

would be dividedperiodicaf/v. 

There was a lot of informal discussion thor &y and it was heartwarming to see R 

slip so easily into o lea&rship role as she answered the Mother 's inquiries about this 

and that. She had alreatj, developed a clear concept of the 'what ' and the 'how ' and was 

displaying aaoing confidnce. In f a  she seemedcolner about this new course of 

action than the facilitators; we all hod our doubts andfiars about the capacity of the 

Mothers to make a success ofthe ventwe. i was struck with R 's calmness as we were 

waiting in line to open an account for the coooperative at the bank I usked her ifshe 

needed any type of he@ with the cooperative. She mentioned t h  she needed help 

mointoining the occounrs and with using the scale to weigh the products. She indicated 

with confidence that she Anew that this was all a matter ofpractice: that with time she 

would catch on to it. This response indicated to me that R had anai'ed her strengths 

and weakmesses a d  had recommen&tiotts to mAe bared on that analysis. 



m e  training begmr Two trips were made to bulk price locations to check on 

prices. We spent about ten initid minutes with R imttucting her on the method ofrhe 

investigation We were comprison-shopping gond wan& to know prices in bdk  md the 

number ofpounds in the bulk unit used ('they were not all the same) for the purpose of 

then jinding out the price per p o d  libis w d d  then be compared to the price in the 

barrio and estillulted earnings could be caldated Although R wer nervous she 

presented herself well, asking the questions and systematidly writing down the answers. 

This is admirable as both activities ore outside of her n o d  sphere of activity. Luter, M. 

showed her how to we a caldator to calculate price per pound. R chuckled to herself 

as she manipiated the keys of the calculator stating thut she was learning something 

new. Afier completing o fw examples she war given the rest to do on her own 

The !raining wcls extended to M when the cooperative was at the point of 

imuguration. FANDIC 's President worked with both leaders teaching them how to keep 

inventory ond accounts. He then set tp u number of appiications for them to practice. 

At one point we all vacated the house so they could work w i t h  the children 

around When we returned he examined their work and said there were errors. 

"Oh no! Whar did we do wrong? Explain it to us so we don 't make the same error 

again. " Expanation a d  more application problems. The second time they got it 

right and they were very pleased with themselves (Journai entry, Seprember 30, 

1999). 

The last two workshops were held in R 's house, firstly so all the Mothers would 

be farnil;ur with where she lived andsecondly to pachge the items into harfpoimd and 

one pound bags. Afier they had packaged and weighed the rice* sugar, beans. and dried 

peas we settled back to admire our work and to hime o snuff inauguration ceremony. 

FANDIC 's Vice-president had thought to bring o prayer, wine, and a cuke. 

The prayer was weii received m e  toasts were also special. I was culled to start. 1 

talked about how far we had come and that I wirhed them the best of success. that 

by working together in a grow they could acconrplish u lot. This war backed y, 



by others. i think it is i m p o r t .  to mention thm borh R md F. spke up with a 

t a m  oftlreir own We all felt good (Journal entry, Sptember 29. 1999). 

The above story tells of the process of organization of the cooperative. The 

inauguration ceremony brought the workhops sessions to an end Whereas the process 

was exemplified by group decision-maling, it was questionable whether the cooperative 

members felt empowered by their ownenhip as only the two cooperative leaders 

benefited from individual training- Time would tell if the process bad been given 

sufficient time. The Mothers were now on their own apart h m  monthly visits by the 

President who, as an accountant, would check the accounts. 

Revisiting the Coouerative 

The second stage of the fieldwork initiated in February 2000 found the two 

leaders discowaged and disillusioned Participation in the cooperative had decreased 

leaving them to shoulder the responsibility done. It was anticipated that the reasons for 

the neglect of the cooperative would come to light in the interviews to be held with the 

Mothers. Individual interviews were chosen to ensure that each participant would have 

privacy of thought and expression The themes of the questions were: 

r Prioritization of needs as expressed during the workshop sessions; 

r Motivation to start the cooperative; 

a Opinions about the cooperative; 

Concept of working in a group; 

Saving. 

The results were collated and written in a format sensitive to the educational level 

of the Mothers. This report (Appendix 3) was utilized by the Vice-president in the 

preparation of a visual presentation given to the Mothers in the h t  meeting of the 

second phase. A summary and intapretation of the results are as fo~lows: 

1. Needs. Personal education and training gained the greatest number of votes; housing 

and saving were tied for second, education of the children was third, followed by 

security, greater independence and finally, stable income. 



2. Motivation to start a cooperative. Replies were to have a "belp" for themselves and 

their children, to earn some money that coufd provide a steady income, and to learn 

something new. 

3. Opinions about the cooperative. The participants were disappointed at the limited 

selection offered by the coopative and therefore did not utilize it for purchases. 

They also expected it to be a source of income and were disappointed that this was 

not the case. 

4. Concept of working in a group. Apart from tbe two leaders, the Mothers thought they 

were working together as a group. 

5. Saving. 'The respondents did not believe that saving was a viable option for them. 

There appeared to k inconsistencies in the results. The lower value given to 

stable income a d  the belief that saving was impossible could be interpreted as 

impediments to achieving needs of high value such as education and housing. The belief 

that saving was wt viable could negatively afl'iect the expressed desire to save. The 

results pointed toward a contradiction between the Mothers' fglure to shop at the 

cooperative d the expectation that they would receive an income from i t  It appeared 

that the Mothers did not Rally understand the concept of a cooperative. 

An examination of the accounting book of the cooperative brought the following 

information to light: - Based on actual sales, the cooperative earned 26,000 pesos ($20 CD) per month for a 

total of 130,000 pesos in the five-month period; 

* Ninety-six thousand of the 130,000 pesos were tied up in credit to purchasers thus 

choking cash flow. 

The decision to give credit was made independently by one of the Leaders of the 

cooperative without consultation with the other Leader or the other members. R e d d  

cash flow retarded the growth of the cooperative, restricting the purchase of new 

products. Poor participation of general membership crushed the faith of the two Leaders 

that the women would keep their commitments. 



There appurd to k shortcomings in tbc process of organizing. The collective 

identity of the Mothers' Group was not sufticiently strong to sustain an absence of 

Epcilitation. On-going nurturing activities to motivate uwi orientate the group tegarding 

the f'unctim of a cooperative were lacking. The leaders had not been given leadership 

training. M y ,  the cultud attitudes toward money and group f o d o n  were d l  not 

well understood. 

The aim of the second visit was to utilize the experience of the cooperative as the 

basis for reflection and analysis, to move beyond it toward the goal of building individual 

and group capacities. To do so, it was necessary to build experience. The following 

narrative account provides the details of this endeavor. 

I suggested to the k m k t s  that the Group organize an event such as a 

bazaar. InitiaZly* the Leaders were reluctant to comiukr the possibility. They were 

convhced the rest ofthe Mother$ would not particiie. Despite their reluctance, 

they put the topic of organizing an event on the agenda for the nexl meeting. The 

following j o d  account provides some insigh into the level of participation 

and interest in the meeting: 

M. (Cooperative leader) read the age& of the meeting. The first two 

items of discussion were whether things should be sold in s d e r  packages and 

how we couldger better participation of the members in buying. Rose present 

taIRedabout the things they h e w  - the prices and the qdir) ,  ofproducts 

available to them. Ad asked them to change their fm to think about something 

novel, but the discussion kept returning to the things they knew. However the 

discusion was &Z in that it guve both the leaders an opportunity to present 

how a cooperative works; that the purchase of new products depends on the net 

gain in sales* and the more sdes, the more gain. 

By rhs time, it was 1:30. People were making s i p  of boredom or the 

need to go. The next item on the agenda was whether we shouldhold an event. 



like a kuar -  To ow stuprise the idea took lidd very quickfy. F. to make 

MaSato fa fermented rice drink); A. to make muZe (a trOdilio~i soup). They 

stmred to talk recipes " How do you nroAe mptoto? Mine is deirciom! '' 'We cotdd 

do the some thing that the Mothers of the Commmity committee did - hold it in 

the and announce it by lotrdspkr '*" C. wus not participating in the 

discussion but was at the door of the house looking toward the street. 1 called out 

to her" "C.. you like to cook don ?you? How wouldyou like to ma@ something 

for a bazaar?" She was hooked andparticipated enthwiasticalfy. The date was 

ser for Sunday. April 2. which gives them 3 weeks to plan. They thought they 

would offer mute and yucca for I000 pesos a plate and the masato for 200 pesos a 

nrp. The profirs would go to improve the cwprative (3oMlnl entry. March I I.  

2000). 

The change fiom poor response to engaged enthusiasm war dramatic. A Aesson 

relearned - start with the concrete* with what they know. m e  enthusiasm continued to 

build on o week to week baris withwher planning. The cooperative leoders, dubious to 

the very end that the Mothers wodd be responsibie, did their patt in drganizing the 

duties and doing the shopping. At the lm moment, a wrench was thrown into the plans. 

Apprentl'y there w a  to be a simi/ar event in the same barrio to raise money t o fu  some 

roads. We could not possibly compere so we decided to move operations to another 

barrio about a 30-minute walk away. This move hod its pms and cons. It benefited one of 

the Mothers who was 'shur in' due to the delicate condition ofher son by giving her the 

opporrrmity to visit with the o t k s  throughout the day. Unfortunately. the assmption 

was made that this other barrio would have a resident loudspeaker that could be used to 

announce the dinner and this was not the case. TThus the dinner lacked adequate 

publicity. The mute was coded on a woodfire in a vacant lot. All but one of the Mothers 

participored along with three Bowd members. To increase sales. three of us went selling 

door to door in an area full of squatters' houses. We were led by the youngest Mom. 

whose strong voice d i n g  to prospective mtomers, g w d  humor andgreut looh. won 

~LF  o few extra sales. It was quite the experience. 



FANDIC 's President gothered us together for a debriefing a#er the sale. He 

calmlated thor we hod emned o net p f i t  of 28.150pesos (S20 CD) fiom our efforts and 

added to the 28.000 pesos fiom the wed clothing 1 lud brought mrd which the Mihers 

sold. we were 48, i5Opesos (SQO CD) ahead in term of money. we did not nuke a lor but 

the experience wap excellent. We rrll l d a  lbt adparticipated to our maximum 

ability. And we were able to add one more element to the cooperative, arepflour. 

Emphasis during this visit had been placed on building leadership skills in the 

Leaden and organizational skills in the Group. I met with the leaders prior to each 

meeting to assist them in planning the agenda for the meetings which they then 

conducted. It was strange and uncomfortable for them to play the role of leader but they 

led the meetings capably. Their mistrust that the other mothers will fulfill their 

responsibilities, however, persisted. 

Besides piarming the event, the issue of forming a registered cooperative was 

discussed. A representative of Dammiail a governmental oqpnhtion supportive of 

cooperatives, visited the Mother's Group to give them information about the 

requirements for registration. She presented two possibilities: 1) The formation of a legal 

cooperative which would require a constitution, registration in the Chamber of 

Commerce, and a minimum of 20 members; 2) The formation of a precooperative which 

required only five members but would also have to be legally registered and demonstrate 

the move to a full cooperative in five years. She recommended option one so the 

cooperative would only have to pay the costs of registration once. Dansocial would 

provide a tzaining course in the legal requirements. The presentation raised the issue of 

whether or not the Mother's Group wanted to include more members. Following a brief 

discussion they decided against the incorporation of new members at that time. They also 

decided that the cooperative should consist of women only and only of mothen of 

disabled children. 

The discussion regarding the possibility of taking in new members rendered 

information that was indicative of a growing group identity. The decision to include only 

mothers of disabled children was an indication that they had formed some identity as a 



group - first of d l  as a group of women and secondly as mothers of children with 

disability. The decision not to include more members may have been due to a lack of 

confidence that they had the skills to carry the task forward. Resistance was 

strongest from the two Leaders. They were clearly uncomfortable with taking such a 

large step at that time- 

By the end of the second visit, the Group had increased its experience in 

organktional &activity. Members were encouraged by this and promised to hold another 

event in two or three weeks. The Leaders also had I d  basic skills in planning and 

leading a meeting. It was hoped that these skills would continue to be practiced in my 

absence, for once again it was time to leave. 

The Mothers fell into well-established patterns following the end of the second 

visit. No new events were planned and the cooperative closed within a month Why did 

this occur? Besides the shortcomings in terms of on-going motivational and leadership 

support, one could question whether the Mothers really felt they ''owned" both the 

process or the product. Peel back one layer, and one questions whether they were really 

"prepand" for commitment. Peel yet another layer and one questions whether the group 

should have been self versus pre-selected Encompassing all of the above is the over- 

arching question of how much time is re@ required to alter beliefs, attitudes and self- 

image. How much time is required to build capacity? Jennings (1990) reports that over 

100 sessions were used in his study to achieve the integration of participants into a group. 

He states that "integration is not a phenomenon that occurs naturally. Simply designing 

and operating a project with several sectors does not guarantee that there will be 

interaction between the various fields or that such interaction will be positive" (p. 245). 

Despite the apparent fsilure in the desired outcome of group organization in our project, 

the process had positive individual outcomes. 

The Outcome of the Process 

These outcomes were noted on the third visit during which there was an 

opportunity to have a meeting of celebration with the Mothers and a debriefing with the 



two Leaders of the cooperafive. An accouat of those meetings is placed rmda the 

outcome observed. 

Enhanced Selfanfidence 

The Mother 's Group was reunited on October 10. 2000 for a meeting of 

"celebration 't Six of the seven mothers, three Bomd members, and1 gathered to s h e  a 

moment together. me meeting began with a talk on self-esteem given by FANDIC *s Vice- 

president to which the mothers listened attentive&. Then it was my faun. I explained that 

this was the completion ofthe program to which they had agreed to prticipate many 

month ago and expressed my appreciation for all I had learnedfrom them. I then 

presented each of them with a gfi a "creative memory" scrapbookfilled with 

photograph token of them during ow activities together qdaining that thip war my way 

of demomtrating the special place they had in my heart. Tltey loved the scrapbooh and 

spent the next 15 minutes pouring over the pictures, pointing at them and laughing at 

them. 

During the meeting I was struck by the Mother's fiedom of epression and their 

openness to shming personal ir@ormatiom One mother told us a heatt-warming story of 

her son now 26 years old. who hod lived on the fiinges of famiiy [fe throughout most of 

his ife, not only due to his physcai and intelfectd firnitations but also due to poor 

community, medical mul therapeutic support to the f i i l y .  Her story demonstrated how 

his level of compekmion and his ability to pronounce a fov wor& were improving 

through the stimuiation and therapy he was now receiving. Xhis was the story. One day 

she told him that ifthe telephone rang when she was not in the room to hear it, he should 

call her. (Tlsose who knew her son would h e  said that this was a 'long shot y. Sonre 

time later she heard "Mama", as clear as a whistle. The telephone was ringing and he 

wanted to alert her. In her midv and for those who know her son, this was indeed a 

remurkable occurrence. 

There was a maturity in the Mothers that was not there at the beginning of the 

project. They were more alive rmd mare co@dent in speaking in a group. They expressed 



greuter selflonjidence a d  a more positive "cmdo " a i d e  toward lfe. Their lfe 

cirammtances were as d~ficidt crs ever, but it seemed us ifthey didn 'I complon or speak 

with pessimism as before. One a d d  vkmdke the mouths andham& starting to fonn the 

on those incomplete beings drawn at the beginning of the project. They were becoming 

easier to see. They were more visible b e e  they were stronger. 

Enhanced Know-How 

F m I C  's President and l met later with the two leaders o f h e  cooperative to 

finalize its closing. The cooperatfie closed due to the desire of one of the leaders not to 

continue. The cooperative was in this leader S home and during o very d~flcult 

circumstance in which there was no income into the home, she accumuhed a debt with 

the cooperative that far surpassed the agreed ypon credit limit. She felt the responsibi/ity 

of this debt and decided to end her conflict by dosing the cooperative. 

m e n  the leaders were asked about the most positive aspect of their ecxperience. 

they spoke without hesitation, as i f t k y  had given the matter considerable thought. They 

repled that the training hod been the most positive aspect and that they now felt capable 

to star? a s m l f  business. TThey used the word "capable" deliberately and stated that it 

was not due to lack ofibility that the cooperative dosed When askd how they would 

improve the process f t h q  were to do it again, they offered three suggestions: 

T .  would involve more people in the preliminary stage of cooperative formation 

thus allowing for the nut urol selection of the committed This point contradicts their 

d i e r  objection to include more members. With this response, the leaders seem to 

have moved toward a more incltlsive strategy. 

They ident~ped the location of the cooperative as one of the dtfldties. The next 

cooperative should not be in a home but in u newrol space. one in which there were 

more checks and balances. 

They spoke about the importance of sped support for their activities. Although the 

. nuur of the house in which the cooperative was located seemed to be supportive, his 

lack of orientation to the cooperative led to tension within the home. He wos upset 



t k t  the other wornen did not do their pmr. He did not want her to leme the children 

alone in the house to do the w k t i n g .  He didit 't like her to carry heavy bags of rice. 

Last&, when he was dune a n i i d e  soles for the cooperative he did not keep record 

of the sales thus upsetting their accounting system. 

When asked their opinion regarding their leadership of the group, they stated that 

running meetings and providing ieadership to the group was the most difficult aspect of 

the experience for them and that they needed much more training to gain skills and 

confidence in this area. 

I found the responses of the Leaders quite analytical. They had given considerable 

thought to the cooperative and its eRat on their lives. They looked at both the positive 

and the negative giving their analysis balance. They were wither discouraged nor did 

they belittle their efforts. They believed in themselves and were confident in their 

abilities. The change in their personae was remarkable. If that were not enough, they 

touched on some very basic hdamental issues that needed to be addressed: selection of 

the participants; and the importance of close examination of issues such as the influence 

of attitudes on gender, on work, and on group formation. These issues will be addressed 

in the remainder of Part I beginning with lessons learned. 

Lessons Learned 

Premre the Ground 

Few articles on PR and CD give importance to the preliminary step of preperation 

for involvement. Perhaps the dearth of commentary regarding the preparation to engage 

in a participatory process is due to an assumption that it is, of course, part of the strategy. 

On the other hand, failure to report this step leads one to suspect that it has failed to gain 

adequate attention. Yet it is vitally important in the process of capacity building. Purdy et 

al. (1994) states that the participants in their study were read) to participate due to 

previous exposure to empowering experiences in which they learned to overcome 

shyness and articulate their thoughts Robinson & Cox (1998) place "latent or 

unidentified problems/issues" at the entry level of their spiral model of capacity building 



and "cxpoaure/ideasn as the next level @. 130). Both articles dude to the issue of 

preparation or readiness to engage. "Reparation for particiption" refers to prepring the 

ground for the teachable momeut, for the intrusion of new messagw into awareness (ICA, 

1997). It is the development of experience in selfcxpmsion and analysis (Purdey et al.); 

it is a fom of wnsciousness-raising that peprrs individuals for the task of participating 

(Oakley & Marsden, 1984) and integrating as a group (Jennings, 1990). It is the means by 

which one acquires sufficient confidence and security to search for a means of 

improvement (Olavama & Lhpez, 1989). 

In engaging in the discussion of 'Radiness' it is not the intention to assume that 

only the selected participants require preparation. In Ws study, the facilitators would 

have clearly benefited fiom a preparatory stage in which beliefs, concerns and the 

influence of culture on language could be have been explored We enmd the process as 

"experts" with preconceived perceptions of need and assumptions tbat the Mothers would 

be of the same mind Instead we found that we did not understand what the Mothers were 

telling us. From this perspective, the knowledge gained was indeed "equalized" and the 

exhortation to pnpare the ground was just as important to the fkcilitator/researcher as it 

was to the other parricipants. 

Preparation to engage encompasses at least two principles: start fiom where the 

participants are; and build on practical experience. 

Star& fkom Where T k  Are. 

Reference was made in chapter 2 to the development of self-awareness through 

praxis and activities such as collective research and critical recovery of history (Fals 

Borda & Rahman, 1 99 1 ; Fals Borda, 1978, 1985). The example provided in that chapter 

tells the story of a community that united around a common issue to engage in a process 

of discovery (de Rioux, 199 1 ). They explored their commonalties, present and past, and 

explored how they could use them to funher a common purpose. This was collective 

research. This is what I expected to happen in the Mother's Group. But it did not 



Collective research is not an entry-level activity. We noted the difficulty the 

Mothers had in self-expression, of expressing their real needs. There was a tendency 

amongst them, especially at the initiation of the workshops, to repeat and to imitate. 

Considerable skill in the analysis of reality is required to convert 'felt' needs reflecting 

inner sentiments into 'expressed' needs (Leis, 1989). Iadividuals characterized by 

isolation are not likely to have either the skill or the confidence sufficiently developed at 

the beginniag of a project to engage in collective research. 

The Mothers also demonstrated poverty in creative expression. They found it 

difficult to draw, to play, and to act. It was clear they had not had much experience in 

these activities. The level of enthusiasm rose when the discussion centered on concrete 

themes such as the home and the children This was the real starting point for the building 

of self-awareness. Freire (1994) states, "You never get t h e  by starting from there, you 

get there by starting fiom some here " (p. 58). The lesson l e d  was to start where the 

participants are, with what they bow, as the foundation for building selfawareness. 

Buiid on Practical Exuerience 

Practice is the entry point of knowledge (Leis, 1989). But knowledge is not an end 

in itself One is not transformed through "knowing" but by acquiring new skills. New 

ski 11s change one's intellectual capacity, one's values and one's behavior (Leis). The 

'most known' to the Mothers were issues surrounding the home - cooking, cleaning, and 

childcare. Discussion surrounding these themes generated a degree of enthusiastic 

participation unparalleled by any other topic. For some reason this surprised me. 

Gradually, I understood their drawings depicting isolation and saw the boundaries of their 

world in a new light I realized that concrete practice starting fiom the known was 

essential. The purchase and preparation of food was something that all the Mothers had in 

common. The theme of food spun off into various directions - home expenditures, 

budgeting and saving, the cooperative and the food bazaar. Food became the tool of 

diversification for the building of experience. Living that experience, with its successes 

and failures developed new competencies in all of us. Freire (Horton & Freire, 1990) 



explains, %at without practice t h e ' s  no lmowldgc; at lerst it's difficult to know 

without practice" (p. 98). Piactice, however, would be incomplete if the theoretical 

components of praxis were not incorporated into the experience. Praxis, woven into the 

fabric of everyday life likrptes the discovery of personal potential (his, 1989). 

It was in Odokr 2000, f i f k n  months after the initiation of the workshops, that I 

obsewed an increase in seLf-confiidence in the Mothersers . Mothers were now ready to 

begin collective research- They had confideace in themselves as persons; they could see 

beyond today to look toward the futme. There was evidence of reflection and analysis in 

their discussion. This was evidence of improved self-esteem. The process of 

empowerment exemplified by movement towards selfconaol, self-confidence, and the 

right to make decisions (Morrissey, 2000) had begun. 

Issues Requiring U m g  

The Experience outlined above raised some hdarnental issues that warrant 

further understamling: the selection of the target group; the relation of money and 

dependency, the role of trust, and the influence of men in a project designed for women. 

Selection of the Particimnts 

The method of selection of participants is not always reported in project literature. 

Frequently participants are referred to as "the communityn with no furtfier elaboration 

leaving the reader without clarity as to whether all or some of the community were 

involved or if the project was targeted towards certain "volunteers". Results oriented 

projects that place greater emphasis on efficiency and range of senice delivery than on 

participation and empowerment are more likely to encourage self-selection. Self- 

selection typically brings forward tho= who are more likely to be successN due to 

previous experience and willingness to take risk (Carroll, 1992). Self-selection, 

however, often does not reach the marginalized and unorganized of the community. Botes 

& van Remburg (2000) state, "It remains one of the biggest challenges to ensure that the 



people who neither have the cqmcity, nor the desire to panicipste, are involved in the 

development process" @. 46). The pwticipauts of this study were pre-selected The 

question is whether or not this was a good apprcmcb- 

The Leaders of the cooperative were frustrated with the group that had been dealt 

them. Their group was pre-selected by their affiliation with FANDIC, not self-selected by 

their motivation to establish a cooperative. Perhaps the strategy of this study should have 

been to encourage those interested to participate, as long as they filled the criteria of 

being a mother of a child with disability. This strategy would have required that we 

contact a large number of women in advance with the expectation that only 40 percent of 

those invited would participate (personal communication with a director of Opportunity 

Canada). This approach was not really under consideration, as the partner organization 

did not have sufficient resources to conduct a preliminary survey. Neither was this 

strategy consistent with PR open process methodology. There was no pre-set agenda at 

the beginning of the study to form a cooperative. Perhaps there should have been. 

Perhaps it would have been more helpful to all involved if the objective of forming a 

cooperative bad been stated fiom the outset and this end product had been used as an 

incentive for involvement. Jennings (1990), for example, d adult literacy as a vehicle 

to community preparation to form cooperatives. 

This study chose the open-ended approach and although the ambiguity was 

fbtrating for all the participants (facilitators included) it gave potential for the group to 

devise it's own process. The pre-selection of the participants meant that some of the most 

marginalized women in the community were engaged in a new learning experience. The 

cooperative, although it could be viewed as the product of the process, was not the final 

result. It was only part of the process. The dichotomy can be expressed as process or 

product, dedicated experimentation or guaranteed success. Both components have value. 

Relation of Money and Demndencv 

Another issue requiring greater -ding is the role of money in 

pamcipatory development. The Mothers wen discouraged that the cooperative did not 



have more products and was not prwiding them with additional income. Although one 

could dismiss their complaints as lack of tdemtanding regarding the formation of a 

viable cooperative, it is wwthwhile spending a moment to consider whether more money 

would have helped or hindered the process. The cooperative started with a loan of 

250,000 pesos ($1 75 CD). This was a huge sum of money to repay but only enough to 

purchase basic implewnts such as the scale, a calculator, and six bulk items. Perhaps 

more money would have provided the cooperative with immediate success. 

Success is a very important motivator for continued involvement. There were two 

arguments against starting big. One was the need for experiential learning and 

preparation on a small scale before scaling up. The other was the issue of dependency. It 

was feared that a larger investment would raise the expectations of external assistance 

thus bampring the development of their own local nsourccs (Kamara & Kargbo, 1999; 

Rahman, 1993). 

Expectation of external assistance was already raised due to my involvement. 

Whereas I initially equated lack of opportunity with lack of resources, (i-e. money), I 

learned that money was a false leader that had the potential to undercut the development 

of personal and group capacity. The heart of the issue, in my mind, was the definition of 

poverty. Poverty is typically defined in terms of income level (Hatch & Frederick, 1998; 

PAHO, 1999; World Bank, 1994) resulting in an approach to development that is 

economical, not social and political in nature. Poverty is complex; it affects other needs 

such as affection, identity, participation and creation (Max Neef, 1991 ). Showing 

affection requires self-esteem, generosity, tolerance and respect. It results in relationships 

and partnerships (Max Neef). Identity emanates from a sense of belonging and of 

differentiation, and results in customs, reference groups and norms (Max Neef). 

Participation requires adaptability, receptivity and solidarity, and results in affiliations, 

duties and work (Max Neef). Creation refers to intuitiveness, invention, and imagination. 

Creative people invent, design and interpret (Max Neef). Not only were the Mothers 

economically poor, their relative isolation in their local community and much greater 

isolation within their region led to a poverty that was also social and political in nature. 



Whereas Cordem & Gamboa (1990) maintain tbat poverty gmrues solidarity 

and the development of social networks, there was not much evidence of social networks 

consisting of extended fhmily and close neighbors. The Mothers gave more credence to 

the involvement of institutions such as FANDIC in their lives than family, when speaking 

of part and current influences on their lives during the Tree of Life exercise (Hop & 

Timmel, 1984). This may have been due to the weakening of fmi ly  links through 

displacement of family members from the nnai to the lubaa arras. It could also be 

considered to be an indication that social institutions (mostly NGO's and the Church) 

have usurped the traditional social net in importance. This relative dependency on 

agencies may have had a harmfid effect on values. The belief that one should get 

something weakens values that foster progress - identification with others, trust, 

cooperation, compromise, seWkiiscipline, justice, dissent, creativity, planning, and hard 

work (Hamson, 2000). Greenleaf(1977) states tbat the giving of charity can have a 

corrupting influence on both the donor and the recipient. Landes (1998) maintains that: 

The most successful cures for poverty come from within Foreign aid can help, 

but like windfhll wealth, can also hurt. No, what counts is work, thrift, honesty, 

patience, and tenacity. To people haunted by misery and hunger, that may add up 

to selfish indifference. But at bottom, no empowerment is so effedive as self- 

empowerment (p. 523). 

The issue of money and dependence is a very relevant issue in development 

today. Money may set up false e-ons in both the eyes of the "developer" and the 

target group. It may actually hinder capacity building and sustainability Based on the 

experience in this study, strategy that is heavily invested in time is endorsed - time to 

build awareness; time to build trust. 

Tnrst - 
It would appear that the Mothers had not developed sufficient trust for effective 

organbzition The issues of trust, envy, and gossip were big ones for them. They asserted 

that a bad neighbor could make your life miserable, spread slanderous gossip about you 



and turn 0 t h  against you. One mother described her neighbors as "odioso" which 

means nasty or hateful; tbat they wanted to "be better or get more" than others. They said 

this was the culture of Ci& None. Trust, an element basic to community cooperation 

and to social capital, seemed to be quite limited in CiudadNorte. Lack of trust seemed to 

spill over to fear 

.. . feor of losing their husband, their repuration. that their ch~ldfen will be hurt, of 

the dangers of the street. Fear s e e d  to Kmmobillie them, to keep them fiom 
considering viable options. It seemed to keep them isolatedfiom neighbors and 

the world ourside their barrio " (Journal enhy. Mq 23. 2000). 

Whireford's (1976) stufy of aistonts in Colombia supports the Mothers' 

statements. He found that there was resentment toward those who managed to get ahead; 

that neighbors sought to impose a rocid sanction through gossip. This desire to limit 

others may come from a concept of "limited good in which "peasants thought that the 

sum total of value available to them all was Limited" (Wade, 1997, p. 44). Therefore, 

anyone gaining wealth was doing so at the expense of others, and this generated intense 

envy, conflict and mistrust (Wade). Mistrust, f- and isolation, maintained by the 

sanction of gossip, undermined factors supportive to social capital such as safety, 

visitation and involvement. There was breakdown of the social net in the face of non- 

reciprocity, diminishing the ability of people to work within extra-famil ial networks and 

presenting an obstacle for any type of cooperative development effort @ucldand, 1998). 

Reference to the study by Usandizag and Haven (1966) regarding attitudes and 

aspirations of barrio dwellers in Barranquilla, Colombia indicate some parallels between 

the two locations, such as a low mcipation rate in local community affairs and poor 

integration into the larger city context. Reviewing the C o m f y  Context section one 

wonders whether the violence existing in the country is not partially due to diminished 

trust, trustworthiness and lack of closure on the part of the government and judicial 

system. This macro social contea is reflected in the attitude of suspicion in the Mothers 

and perhaps accounts for a diminished capacity for creativity. Moving outside one's 

cultural framework to embrace new concepts and ideas receives little reward in a society 



in which there is little respect for human rights (Harrison, 2000) and is especially difficult 

for a group of woman who are near the bottom of the power hierarchy, both socially and 

economically. It is probable that the suspicion and deep seated distrust expresd in 

CiudadNorte follows a pattern that is typical in the wider country context. 

The Mothers, in in expression of their values, placed the need for caution above 

their desire to be helpful, fiiendy, or mpectful. Caution was deeply ingrained as a way 

of life. What is the source of this d o n ?  Traditiody, Colombian society has been 

family oriented In the past, many private business arrangements, social engagements and 

obligations were restricted to the extended femily. The focus on family appears to have 

led to a dichotomy between trtWmistrust, inclusively/exclusivity and 

collectivism/individdism according to one's fmily membership status. Whereas those 

inside the fPmily seem to be included and trusted, those outside the family seetn to be 

excluded by distrust. While the family unit appeared to have weakened in most of the 

family group studied, the reluctance to asmiate with outsiders had not. Collective 

attitudes noted by inclusive language such as "we", harmony and loyalty, were expressed 

only when facilitated by an outsider. Individualism, or the "I" wnsciouness, was the 

norm when the Mothers were on their own. They turned away fiom the cooperative and 

walked down their separate @IS. It appeared that while they were "collective" within the 

family, they were "individualistic" outside the b i l  y unit. Individualistic behaviors such 

as circumvention of agreed to responsibility resulted in discouragement in the Leaders. 

Exclusivity influenced the decision of the Group not to include new members into the 

cooperative. Cultural attitudes strongly influenced their behavior. It was, therefore, all the 

more remarkable that the Leaders suggest including more peopie in the cooperative 

should it be reactivated. 

Gender and Develo~ment 

The issue of how best to incorporate gender issues into community development 

requires fbrther exploration. Our participants were moths of children with disability and 

although we had general meetings in which the men were present, we did not include 



loo 

them in the majority of activities. The exclusion of men seemed important to tk 

development of voice and confidence amongst the women. It did, however, lead to a less 

desirable result, that of loss of interest of the men in the activities of FANDIC and to 

tension within the home. The mponse &om the leader of the cooperative regarding her 

husband's cooperation (or lack of) was an example of a man subtly attempting to subvert 

the process of his wife's development. 

The Mothers spoke sparingly about their relationships with their husbands but the 

comments they made were telling about the inequalities they faced as women- One 

young mother began to cry as she talked about the kct that her eight-year old daughter 

from another union was not permitted to live with them whereas she was expected to 

accept her husband's daughter fiom his other union An older woman spoke of her 

happiness with her hustmnd of 30 years because he did not beat her and she had the 

freedom to leave the house for a meeting (see Appendix 4). One mother remarked thaf at 

least her daugh r  was making something of her life because she was useless. Several 

talked about having no input into family finances but were simply expected to make do  

with what the.husband brought home. Few of the mothers had control over their day to 

day activity or the fieedom to participate in decision making. Brackrack & Bonvinick 

(1 992), in their analysis of participation in relation to power state that ". . . power to 

participate effectively and democratically is an acquired trait that individuals gain from 

W c i p t i o n "  (p. 57). Most of the Mothers were inexperienced in participation and this 

could have been due to lack of practice in the home, both as children and as adults. The 

issue was complicated by culture of male dominance and power. Some Mothers were less 

participative in the presence of their husbands - their voices were tiny or non-existent. 

For participation to be mean ing .  there must be some active involvement in the 

determining of problem and practices (Oakley & Marsden, 1984). Home economy is a 

case in point. One of the questions in the interviews with the Mothers dealt with saving. 

One-half of the respondents were highly dependent on their husbands in all aspects of 

home economy; the couple discussed finances only superficially or not at all. In the 

budgetary exercises that followed it became apparent that most of the Mothers had no 



idea how much was spent by tbeir husbands, or any control over the amount they decided 

to bring home that day. According to custom, it was the man's obligation to provide the 

necessary elements for his family - about 6,000 pews ($4.20 CD) a day for food 

The question &ns as to how a pmject could better encourage participation of 

all those involved FANDIC, as an organization dedicated to assisting families with 

children with disability, mds the cooperation of all family members. Establishing the 

Mothers as the target group had an unexpected backlash in that the fathers became less 

interested in the organization. This was not helpful or desired. Although the objective to 

strengthen the voice of the Mothers was valid, the failure to sufficiently understand the 

role of pre-existing relationships had a negative effect on the organkition. Perhaps it 

would have been better to encourage the formation of a men's group that would run 

perallel to a women's group with the aim that one day the two groups would amalgamate. 

Perhaps this would lead to a more authentic examination of cultural roles and distribution 

of power in partkiption. 

Revisiting the Objectives 

Revision of Proiect Objectives 

The termination of an experience that started in August 1999 and concluded in 

October 2000, ushered in a final opportunity to reflect on the experience and to review 

the objectives. However, before delving into a review of the objectives themselves, an 

examination of how the objectives wen formed is in order. Counter to PR methodology 

as stated by some authors (De Konig & Martin, 1996; McTaggart, 199 1 ) in which the 

target group set the agenda and are involved in all aspects of the process, I wrote the 

objectives and the Resident and Vice-president of FANDIC modified them. The Mothers 

had no input into their formation; they had the objectives imposed on them. Thus, the 

research started out with a flaw according to PR methodology. 

Did this flaw have a sub- impact on the mearch outcome? There is 

evidence that it did. We made cemin assumptions while writing the objectives, one being 



that tbese objectives were for the work with the Mothers and not for work within 

ourselves. In reality, the people who wrote and modified the objectives were the greatest 

benefwrs of the research, Whik I did the literature review, the analysis, and the write- 

up, the Board worked alongside me, collaborating, investigating, verifjing, and 

claritjring. We learned a tremendous amount hrom the process. The Mothers also gained 

in that they learned new skills, learned to share experiences, and initiated organizational 

activity. However, it is the Mothem' group that has shown the most stress in terms of 

sustainability. Group collaboration and an energued commitment to a common goal, 

something more typical of groups that have worked together through all stages of the 

process (Elliott, 1999), was not sustained between visits. 

This departure from the ideal of participation in all aspects of the project was 

initiated with the requirement that objectives be clearly stated in the research proposals. 

The presentation of a strategy as well as possible outcomes at inception of the project 

seemed to leave little room for a participetory process at the highest level of citizen 

involvement. The expectation that the Mothers would participate at the highest level 

could be attributed to my theoretical preparation in PR and lack of experience it its 

utilization. However, the theory of PR also prepared me to engage in an open process and 

this served to appropriately modify the pre-written objectives. 

Nevertheless, I initially found this modification of objectives somewhat 

distressing, as if we were getting "off trackn. Grossi's (1988) presentation of the phases 

of revision of objectives was helpful in that I found some correlation with our own 

experience. The seven phases, translated and peraphmed, and our correlating 

experiences at the end of the first visit are as follows: 

1. First app~aximation towards the smegic  objective. It is the statement ofo 

provisionary objective because it responds more to secondaty than priznuty 

contradictions. Our objectives to explore culnual attitudes toward disability and seek 

greater acceptance for their disabled child in the community were not priorities for 

the Mothers. 



2. Adysis of intemal obstacles. Our internal obstacles were the reluctance to share 

personal stories and to form a whesive group. 

3. Anaiysb of exterior obstacles. The more pressing external obstacles of the women 

were work in the home, childcare commitments and illness. These obstacles were 

strongly influenced by the economic status of the family, whi-ch in turn was 

influenced by social class. 

4. Elaboration of u cusual structure. You begin to put an order to the concern 

expressed This reveals not only a contradiction with the principle objective but also 

an ordering ofrhe secondary objectives. You appfy a method that pennits a logical 

reordering and the intertwining of various ftmcions thar determine social change. 

Housing concerns came to light through home visits. The Mothers began to explore 

their finances in a logical way and to reorder their social reaIity by forming a 

cooperative. 

5. Deterrni~tion of the strategic ob~ective. The strategic objective became to earn 

money for housing and for improved nutrition of the children 

6. Determination of rhe dflereru levels of viability. Khe observation of interest that lies 

behind all of the secondmy activities gives one on idea of what is most viable. 

Activities such as the expenditure exercise, document collection for the housing 

project, opening the bank accounts, election of leaders and making a timetable all 

served to gauge real interest. 

7. Determinution of the tactical objectives and short-term action. This pennits one to re- 

enter the cycle, this time being in a drfferent state of developmenr. Both the 

cooperative and the housing projects provided an entry point to the next stage of 

development permitting us to examine changes in individual behavior and group 

solidarity . 

My expectations regarding the process were fashioned by my theoretical 

preparation and by the exercise of writing objectives. The tension between 'what was 

happening' and 'what was supposed to hnppen' played itself out during the course of the 

study. It was tension between theoretical suppositions and confrontation "with a reality 



which is full of contradiction and conflict" (& Oliveira R & de Oliveira M, 1982). 

Grossi's (1988) phases of revision of objectives provided relief that our experience had 

been shared by others. They also provided a fiamewo* with which to look realistically at 

our experience. Phase four presents the elaboration of a casual srmchne that speaks of a 

pulling away fbm the established objectives in order to listen to the concerns expressed 

Being open to expressed concerns was how we found the wuy in during the first visit. 

This is how we found common ground. 

Review of the Obiectives 

A review of the objectives written for the study led to a reflection on the intention 

of those objectives as well as the result. The first objective reads as follows: 

For the pwticiprmrs to dorelop a critical awareness of the realities of 

disa&antugeci children with disabifity in Coiombian society. This will involve the 

exploration of dtural behavior, beliefs, md attitudes regarding disability and 

includes exploration of the impact of the social class system on children with 

disability. 

This objective appears to be presumptuous in that it seems to suppose that people who 

live the reality do not have an awareness of i t  The key lies in the word 'critical'. The airn 

was to move beyond a common understanding, or subjective knowledge, to a deeper level 

by understanding how our own attitudes and beliefs regarding ourselves and disability 

impact our actions and behaviors. Although attitudes toward disability were not formally 

addressed, there was superficial discussion at the informal level between the Mothers. 

The airing of stories and comments was helpfid to the building of a common history. It 

was a beginning. 

The exploration of the impact of social class on children with disability is quite a 

political issue and no one spoke of it. Attitudes resulting from the class structure seem to 

be so pervasive in Colombia that they overshadow the marginalization that might occur 

as a result of disability. A disabled person from the middle class still bas more power 

than the able bodied petson from the lower class. Amongst people of the lower class there 



is evidence ofdiscrimhation of the cbbIed, although it seems to be in decline as general 

awareness increases. The increase in -e amongst Colombians in g e n d  is likely 

due to the Colombian government's National Plan of Attention to the Disabled (1 995). 

The presence of the therapy salon in the community bas increased the awareness amongst 

the general public and eacoura$ed the fhil ies to treat the child as one with "special 

needs" instead of just hiding him or her in the house. Formg attitudes toward disability 

iue being challenged, not so much by in-depth discussion, but by exposure. This exposure 

plus the fact that there is an organization that takes special interest in this population 

opens the door to re-examination of attitudes toward disability. 

The second objective challenged all of us as we struggled to find common 

purpo=. 
For the participnns to work col!ectiwly in a group: that they dewlop the 

organizationui d communication skills necessary to present issues important to 

them to agencies and otganizatiom. 

Although the Mothers' Group did work collectively during episodic periods, they did not 

develop sufficient cohesiveness for their group to sustain itself without regular 

facilitation Factors such as the selection strategy and the degree of prepamhss heavily 

influenced the outcome of this aspect of the objective. Individual Mothers did, however, 

enhance their communication skills to efIixtively present themselves and their requests in 

the market and the bank. 

The third objective was a challenge for most of us. 

For the porricipants to develop experience and gain coqfidence with a research 

method that encourages rejTection, investigatiofi and action; that they Ieum to 

investigate their realities on a conzkuous h i s  and to take action resulting in 

social change. 

The Mothers utilized the process of reflection, investigation and action as they addressed 

the issues of the cooperative and the event There was carryover to daily life to a limited 

d e w .  Regular on-going meetings and facilitation would have been of benefit in 

developing the habit of praxis and broadening its application to other aspects of life. 



Continued hvolverneat with the Mothers ova a long time period should have been part 

of the strategy. 

The fourth objective appears a bit arrogant considering the survival skills of the 

-lies: 

For the ponicipps to take action leading to greater self-reIiame d 

independence in terms of c o d  over their social milieu for the benefir of their 

children with disabilities thereby offerhg them more options a d  opportunities. 

On the one hand, the families were doing their best to meet basic needs and had 

accomplished a lot in the course of their personal histories. On the other hand, many were 

fairly dependent on organbations such as FANDIC to help alleviate the stress of 

emergencies. We attempted "to break up" dependency (Fals Borda, 1985) by addressing 

cultural attitudes such as lack of trust, individualism, and the inferior position of women 

and encouraging activities that supported development of opposite trends. We were 

disappointed when we found these pttems resistant to cbange. We were naive. Wade 

(1 997) acknowledges the importance of postmodem deconstructionism in helping us see 

the flexibility of culture but warns of the danger of denying real historical continuities. 

He points out that: 

. .. identities are involved with - resources, power, livelihood, autonomy and 

interdependence, knowledge of oneself and others, a sense of the past and the 

future - to see these concerns are culturally constituted in aa historical process and 

in relation to differences of power (p. 1 13). 

Our lack of deep understanding of the cultural roots of the attitudes encountered gave us 

the false expectation that self-awareness could be developed within relatively few 

workshop sessions. Self-awareness may have developed more quickly if the participants 

had been 'readied' by previous experience. The experience that the Mothers gained from 

the workshops, the cooperative, and the bazaar should serve to prepare them for firture 

opportunities. 

The fifth and sixth objectives related to the integration of family members into the 

Foundation and the development of community awueaas regarding disability will be 



adQesscd in Part 3. This brine to a close the most central aspect of this study, the work 

with the Mothers. Part 2 brings a shift of attention from the Motbers to the children. 

s- 
The experience of the Mother's Group is MI of new learnings and practical 

applications for future endesvm. Those most c r u d  to my -g of 

participatory development have been outfined as lessons learned. Other issues, identified 

as requiring W e r  undentmdhg, will be picked up as we thread our way through other 

parts of the experience. Keeping in mind the Mother's concern for the welfm of their 

children, we turn our attention to the children and to some of the challenges they face. 



PART 2 

Children and Their Families 

Children with disability are central to FANDIC's purpose, its reason for 

inception. The fsct that they were not central to the study did not mean that investigation 

was not done on their behalf My desire to include the children in the thesis report is an 

acknowledgment of their centraiity to the mission of FANDIC and their relatedness to the 

family and the community. Anthony A K e ~ o d y ,  UN[CEF Representative for Centd 

America and Panama once said: 

If we solve the problems of childhood, we will surely have a better world 

tomorrow. But the child is not an island. The child is an integral part of a family. 

Therefore the problems of the child are a coasequence of fiunily problems. The 

family, on the other hand, is an integral part of a community and many of their 

problems have their roots in the problems of the community. Child, family and 

community, therefore, form an indivisible triology (Toledo, 1982, p. 1 ). 

Although the investigations on behalf of the children were limited in their scope 

and practice, they indicate interesting directions for research in the firture. Part 2 begins 

with discussion of issues relevant to the children affiliated with FANDIC and ends with a 

limited discussion about family challenges. 

The Children 

School 

Since its inception as an organization, FANDIC has sought to help children with 

disability to go to school. Law 36 1 requiring the inclusion of disabled children into public 



schools was passed in 1997. As this law was favorable to our objective, the organization 

sougbt to have children with disability included in programs provided by i t  FANDIC's 

investigation over the past two years has rendered infomation regarding the public 

school system in general and tbe leaming environment of the sponsored children in 

Colombia's public primary school education system is designated for the lowest 

two socioeconomic stratas. The teaching method still favors "banking" information over 

the development of skill in investigation and the comm~mication of results. Classroom 

size, formerly around 30 students, is edging up to 40 children. One could suppose that the 

addition of a child with a disability to a classmom already brimming with students might 

be difficult for a teacher with no teacher's assistant. One could also suppose that reading 

text written on the board and having to copy it might prove difficult for a child with 

visual impairment or perceptual difficulties. Regarding the fate of children with 

pceptual a d o r  intellectual limitations in this type of system Baine (1988) states: 

In many Developing Countries, "special education curricula" are merely 

"watered-down" versions of regular education curricula In special education, 

some of the more difficult tasks have often been replaced by simpler craft 

activities andlor more practical life-skills. Otherwise, students with handicaps are 

merely expected to follow regular curricula at a slower rate than that of regular 

students (p. 5). 

Primary school education is not free. Average tuition for primary education in the 

C i d  Norte was 25,000 pesos ($19.50 CD) per year in 2000. The cost of the daily 

uniform was 18,000 ($12.60 CD) and the sports uniform was 23,000 ($16 CD). 

Workbooks were an additional cost. Keep in mind that average daily food expenditures in 

the families in this study was 6,000 pesos ($4.20 CD). A survey of six primary schools in 

the Ciudad None, performed by a Board member and myself, found that only four 

children with disability had studied in these schools in the past or present. Possible 

reasons for such low attendance were: foilwe to accept children with disabilities before 



the law was passed in 1997; architectural barriers; and fepr on tbe part of the pen& that 

their child would be bullied- 

la accordance with Law 36 1, the Municipal Department of Education developed 

supportive programs for inclusion of disabled childma in severaf sectors of the city. As 

the Ciudad Norte was not included in this coverage, three children with disability were 

sponsored by FANDXC to study outside of their community. All three children were 

evaluated by a team of specialists in regard to their appropriateness to the program and 

placed in an accessible school. The team was responsible for providing the classroom 

teacher with support and training. Two children stayed in the program and the third 

withdrew to find a schod closer to home. The following narrative provides the story of 

schooling in these three children. 

AII three sponsored chilhen lurd a neurolugid disorder that limited their 

abilities. Two children, a brother and sister pair, M motor, speech. visual and 

perceptual impairments. The third chiid ldprimorii'y a motor impairment. in the first 

year of SchoDI integration. FXADIC wus very pleased just to hove the children in school 

Improvements in the brotherlsister pair in t e r n  of attention s -  ability to fonn letters 

and coloring were observed But in the secondyear there were signs that these children 

were experiencing dxflcuity. We began to question whether sitting in a classroom without 

any individual attention was helping them progress. A@ journal notes: 

The kids are really dxffereni in schwl than at home or in the barrio. D. is very 

serious and almost mad. He doesn 't smile. The teacher says that he doesn 't listen 

well to imtmctionr. For example. instead of c o w g  what the teacher puts on the 

board, he devises his own letters or numbers and practices them instead He is 

obstinate. 

T. smiles but is more subdued The teacher praised T. 's improvement in her 

coloring. but was concerned about her tendency to reverse numbers such a 3 

(September 14, 1999). 

A student psychologist doing o practictrm at the children 's schooi helped to 

clarxa the question of whether or not the children were learning. She agreed to do a 



f o m l  assessment as well as cfassroom evalmon.  Here are commentsfiom her written 

and verbal re* 

D. & T. are sociafiring in school and that is vdmble. but they are not learning. 

S h e  o f t .  is dice to the t p e  of &ion offered in the public s c h l  system 

The teacher dictaies, writes on the board md the students copy it. mere is very 

little interaction between stdent and teacher. i%is isn 'r particular& goad for kith 

even without a problem T. has a lor more rrouble than D. in managing a pencil 

ondfne motor activities. She doesn't how much concept of b e  and can not 

druw a person She recommended that the children work on skills of execution to 

he@ their learning, for exumple* to practice summation by moving bails fiom one 

place to another and addxng them up. The work on the board hrrd no meaning for 

them They needed concrete activity thor improves theirfie andgross motor 

skills (Xoumal entry, April 10. 2000). 

The report provided by the sludent ps@ofogist k I & d  gain individurJ assistance 

for the children in the classroom Although this solution was time limited, the request 

hefpecl raise the awareness of the S@eciaZ Education Team regording t k  necessity for 

teacher S assistants. 

The third child was pulled out ofthe Integration Program by his parents because 

of the stress c o d  by the have2. He switched to o school closer to home. His story can 

largely told- journal notes: 

M. studied in the Integration Program inst year but failed his year. His parents 

blamed it on ttw poor qwlity o/er1(catioon Perhaps he was also affected by the 

constant squabble within the fmily about who would take him to school. A4 U s  

normal intelligence (my opinion) and talks a mile a minute. There is no reason, 

porn my point of view, why he should not succeed in school (November 1999). 

M. is not doing that well, He is behind in reading und writing. He has been 

offeredpractice sessions with o schod grodiate but han, 't been attending. in 

terms of math 's, he sums and subtracts. He can do simple problems, but he is 



limited by his inability to r e d  He doesn't yet recognize oll the letters ofhe  

orpAnbet by s o d  or by reading (September 1999). 

rfu really hod n o d  intelligence he would lrow absorbed the alphabet by now. 

Whor are we missing with these children? Is it o problem of &sllerio or poor 

nutrition, or is it a poor home atnwsphere md lack of stimulation? How much of 

a roie does the disability play? Do they feel accepted and comfortable in their 

school environment (November 1999)? 

A4 S mother told me that none of her kidr have done well in school and she 

believes it is a factor ofnutrition It seems thor no one in the fanrify takes 

eduutjon seriowly. Most of the kit& have had to repem the first grade. She feels 

imdequate because she hosn 'r had much chance to study either (February I *  

2000). 

The social worker (at M S school) was quite blunt. The problem was in the 

family. She har seen it with all o fhe  kids. mere doesn *t seem to be the push in 

the home for the children to dlsciplne themseives to st* flebmary 16.2000). 

M. ended up repeating the first grade for the third time. The questions asked in the 

November 1999 journal entry remain relevant and largely unanswered. As my awareness 

rose regarding the issues faced by these children, I began to inquire into the influence of 

disability , play, and home environment on learning. 

Disabilitv and Leaminq 

Findings of two studies on neuroiogical disability and learning, specifically 

cerebral p l sy  (CP), confirmed some of the recommendations made by the student 

psychologist Boyce & Smith (1999) found that visual impairments were the most 

fkquently noted problem in children with CP along with difficulties with fine or gross 

motor functioning. It was also noted that general development was delayed with motor 



skills and community living skills rated as prticuWy low. Hadcell & Mittler (1973) 

point to the importance of manipulating objects to develop mathematical concepts. 

Besides ocular defcds the children may also have disorders of prccption leading to 

difficulties in recognizing shapes, matclung and discriminating forms, distinguishing a 

figure fiom its background, and iategmting the constituent elements to form a whole. 

These stdies help to provide a scientific basis to the utilization of manual manipulation 

for the development of logical--ad, M y - w c ,  and spatial intelligences 

(Gardner, 1 983). 

Plav and Learning 

Fals Borda spoke of the need for ludic tendencies or games (Fals Borda & 

Rahman, 1991). Although be was likely spalung of adults, my application would be with 

the children Perhaps play for children Living in anas reputed to be insecure and violent, 

or for children with limitations due to disability, should be actively facilitated The aim of 

this facilitation would be to provide early stimulation and develop socialization skills in 

preparation for learning in school. Play develops expression through singing and 

dramatization, it provides the opportunity to construct or "try on" identities, and it assists 

with the coordination of thoughts and actions (Kelly-Byme, 1989). 

An experience toward the end of the first visit set me to wondering about the level 

of encouragement the children have to play imaginative or silly games. This experience 

took place in one of the Mother's homes where I was playing with five children aged 1 to 

12 years The objective was to keep them occupied for about three hours while 

FANDIC's President taught their mothers the besics of accounting. This is my story: 

The '*tickling" went over the best. The youngest girl was the keenest to ploy and 

with time, G. joined in. He hung back shyly for the longest time bqore muting all 

this activity with laughter. It seemed to me that he hod not experienced much plqV 

with adults before. (September 30, 1999). 



I don 'r know why G. wus so reiuctunt to join us. Ir was as ghe didn 't know what it 

was all abow. Do these children plqy? Do they plqy with adults? How much does 

their home environment injTuer#=e their play? G. S home has a dirt floor.. It seems 

like& that G.. at his yaog  age (5) feels insecure. He has jtar changed Dab, a d  

they were practically living on the street bejbre their iutesr squatter's home was 

built. How can a kiddoelop serf-conjidence in such an annosphere? (November 

22, 1999). 

Regarding the interaction between adults and children in play, Wilson & Herbert 

(1978) found that mothers in the unskilled working class were less likely to parhcipate in 

play with their children and that over half of them imposed moderate restrictions on play. 

Twenty-three percent of lower class children versus seven percent of middle class 

childrm did not like to be left on their own to play, perhaps because of the absemx of 

toys. They observed that: 

The scarcity or total absence of toys and equipment suitable for play, and the 

absence of privacy allowing intensive play prevent the development of creative 

activities, powers of concentration, manipulative skills, and the re-enactment of 

experiences in imaginative role-play. The absence of p e r s o d  possessions 

deprives children of a culturally essential exprience, the care of valued objects. 

Limited patterns of parental hobbies and interests and family activities deprive 

children of many enriching experiences, and thus many behavioral competencies 

useful in school and in society at large cannot be developed (p. 185). 

Home Environment and Learning 

Home environment has a significant effect on development as stated in a study on 

the impact of poverty on early child development by Parker, Greer & Zuckerman (1988). 

They report that: 

Children from highly stressed environments are at increased risk for a variety of 

dewelopmental and behavioral problems, including poorer performance on 

developmental tests at 8 months, lower IQ scores and impaired language 



development at 4 years- and poorer emotional adljustment and increased school 

problems at school age" (p. 123 1). 

The effkt of home environment on lcPraing became an area of more dedicated 

observation during my second visit I kept my eye out for books and scribblers on each 

home visit, encouraging the children to show me their schoolwork. It was rare to see 

books in the homes and I began to wonder if the parents read to the children at night. One 

of the community volunteers answered my question saying that reading to the children 

was not done; that the parents would fed silly reading to their children. The interaction 

between cultural customs and poverty became difficult to sort out in the quest to 

understand why children were not more successfirl in school. 

Regarding the effkct of poverty on learning, is said that children fiorn 

impoverished backgrouuds are more likely to start scbool with poor language skills and 

inadequately developed auditory and visual discriminatory skills (Rutter, Tizard & 

Whitmore, 1970). The development of these slrills secrns to be linked to the eduoational 

and occupational characteristics ofthe parents as well as the pattern of communication 

between pamts and children (Rutter a al.). Regarding the importance of Pdultfchild 

interaction in learning, it is said that adultlchild interaction and play help to prepare the 

readiness to learn, the discipline to study, and ability to form relationships (Bagley & 

Thurston, 1989; Segal & Adcock, 1 98 1 ). 

Although the Mothers stated that they valued education, perhaps their cultural 

customs in child rearing and their own low level of education did not adequately prepare 

them to provide sufficient stimulation in the home. In addition, their day-to-day concern 

with basic necessities such as food, could have demoted the importance of assisting their 

children with learning Beyond a doubt, the condition of poverty placed a great deal of 

stress upon the family. Wilson & Herbert (1978) found that innerecity families in 

London, England suffered a stress that was aU pervading due to their chronic condition of 

being in want of something that is needed or desired. It was greatest in large families with 

a number of pre-school aged children and in those with a severely handicapped child or 

an invalid parent. Feelings of hopelessness and powerlessness were expressed by all 



families at sow time. They were aware of their low status and tk low esteem in which 

they were held by 0th- not in their group. Thy were conscious of the poverty trap and 

of the limited opportunity in the market for jobs. The poor performauce of their children 

in schools reawakened their own difficulties. Since upward mobility seemed to be 

blocked the only way out was adaptive retrenchment with the slogan, T h e  objective is 

survival, the operative unit is the family" (p. 186). 

The similarity to the condition of the 6Milies in the Wilson & Herbert study to 

families in our study was astounding. Stress was very evident in the families - the stress 

of having a child with special needs; the stress of having the major bread earner ill and 

unable to bring an income into the home; the insecurity of living as a squatter. Feeling of 

hopelessness and powerlessness were expressed by Mothers at various points in time. 

Yet, it could be wrong to characterk the families as powerless. They had some power to 

make choices. However limited, they did have choices to make. The next section on the 

housing plan presents the story of one such choice. 

The Families 

An opportunity was offered to several fumilies to secure permanent housing. In 

putting forth this program, an assumption was made that the most significant impediment 

to permanent housing was financial resources. The procedure used to implement the plan 

illuminates cultural values and attitudes. 

The Housing; Plan 

The Housing Plan came about as a result of FANDIC's increased awareness of 

the effect of housing on health and stress levels. Three families in the study were living 

as squatters. Squatting has a long tradition in Colombia and as soon as permanent 

housing is provided for one group, others arrive to occupy their vacated squatter's 

dwellings. There are rules to building a squatter's house; no bricks can be used, only 

lightweight materials such as wood and aluminum. Ifa squatter builds a brick wail in his 

house, the authorities bave every right to destroy the house and the owner would fose his 



investment. This rule was established to avoid people claiming legal right to property to 

which they do not have ownership. All squatters' houses are enumerated and receive 

postal services, thus legitimizing a supposedly temporary and illegitimate claim. In fst, a 

postal address is an essential requirement for entry into any government or institutional 

assistance grogram. Recent squatters often cannot receive services due to lack of an 

address, as was the case of one of the families in this study. 

The Ciudod Norte is administered by the municipality that works in conjunction 

with a national housing corporation called INURBE and the municipal corporation called 

INVISBU. Both corporations collaborate to build planned communities. They offer a 

housing subsidy to those meeting the requirements, one of which is a down payment of 

ten percent of the cost of the house. The deed of the house is put in the name of all of the 

inhabitants, not just the p a t s ,  thus preventing one or two members of the M y  fiom 

selling the house and pocketing the profits. The house can not be sold or rented for a five- 

year period. 

The Ciudod Norte has been designated as social stratas 1 and 2 (Census, 1993). 

Social strata ire determined by the number and type of services that a house has, for 

example, gas and water. The housing corporation initiates construction with placement of 

sewer facilities and later adds eleztricity, water, telephone and natural gas, in that order. 

Communities that do not have all of the services are in stratum 1. The communities with 

all the services are designated as stratum 2 (Conversation with long-term resident). 

'me investigation regarding options for housing began during the first visit with 

the core investigators being the President, Vice-president and I. We met with 

representatives fiom INVISBU and MURBE and asked about programs for squatters. We 

were told emphatically that there were not any. Squatters were considered to be very poor 

risk because not only did they not have the financial resources to deposit the required ten 

percent of the house to enter the program, they lacked sufficient income to pay for 

services and taxes of the h o w  once built thus facing the possibiiity of losing their houses 

in the end There was, however, the option that FANDIC could act as sponsors for the 

three families enabling them to enter the selection process for permanent housing in a 



new community. The plan required a deposit of 1,180,000 pesos ($828 CD) per f h l y  to 

quaiifjr far corporation subsidies of just under 9,000,000 pesos ($63 16 CD). The prospect 

of FANDIC becoming involved in a scheme to assist the three *lies caused a gnat 

deal of tension amongst the Board members. The prospect of having to eam 500,000 

pesos ($350 CD) in less than a year to pay for land title to their new home created a 

similar degree of tension amongst the h i l i e s  involved 

The information from the housing corporations was presented at two forums, a 

Ehrd meeting and a meeting of all the families. A SWOT exercise (strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) and the Six Thinking Haa system of disciplined 

thinking (de Bono. 1985) were utilized to evaluate tbe proposal. The completion of the 

same analysis with both groups provided a comparison of opinion as presented in Table 

4. 



Table 4 

Commrison of 01,inion between the Board of FANDIC and the Families 

mmrding the Housing Pronod. 

The Board 

Strengths Improved health of child and 

fh i ly ,  and for opportunity for 

families to form a community 

Weaknesses Difficult to raise money through 

hdraising 

opportunities To integrate the fpmilies witb 

the Foundation; to build a better 

image for FANDIC in the 

community. 

Threats 

Red Hat 

Green Hat 

That the subsidies will not be 

awarded, the lack of 

organization in the families, the 

families' poor work history and 

the possibility that they might 

deceive the Foundation 

Two yes, three yes-buts, and one 

no. 

Thoughts were concentrated on 

how to safikgurd the money the 

Foundation put into the program 

for the families 

The Families 

Theu desire to work for the 

welfare of the children, to "have 

somethingyT. 

Difficult to save money due to 

lack of work or poor paying and 

unstable jobs 

Stability for the children, a 

source of strength for the family, 

will not have to pay rent, 

facilitated payments. 

opportunity to work with the 

Foundation 

Subsidies will not be awarded or 

that the money would be 

embezzled (stated in indirect 

language), inability to get the 

money, family breakup, breakup 

of FANDIC 

The families were all for it. 

Focused on how to raised money 

such as raffles, bazaars, institute 

a savings program, learn a trade, 

the women could make a 

product and the men sell it. 



The remainder of the story is presented in d v e  style. 

Optimism and pessimism was present in both groups. Those Board members 

living in Ciudod Norte thought it was a tremedow opportunity but fwedtlrar the 

families could not earn and save the money. One of the famify members said quietb, "But 

we are so fov in mmrber " meaning that it would be d t f l d t  for ILF to gather s@cient 

resources. One of the fathers, an optimist by nature, said he would how no d~flmIty 

collecting the money and was fuf! of idee. Generailly speuking the list of weaknesses was 

longer than the list of strengrhs. It was a risky venture and ifplaying it srrfe were the 

priority we would hove done nothing at ail. But to not address the basic need of adequate 

housing war to upply a bandage to poor health, insecurity, and emironmental dnngers. 

We believed that by addressing homing we were acting in the interests of the disabled 

children mony of who s@er iUnesses due to the sub-st&rd condirions in which they 

live. 

The President laid OW a list of ail the documents required by I M S B U  and the 

families went to work collecting them mis required visits to the notary to register 

common-low marriages and a Zq year-old child The next step was to open the bank 

accounts. Each family opnedtwo accounts, the acxzount for the h i n g  coprution and 

a private account. As FAMIIC provided the money for the houses. the families signed a 

iegaf agreement stating that in the event that they did not receive the subsidies the money 

would revert back to FANDIC. The private account was for the deposit of their house 

savings. Banking was a new procedure to these parents. They would not no~l~lIk'y have 

the money to open an account or money to deposit. Neither did they trust banks. We spent 

about f i e  hours in the bunk rhor aflemoon. 

The following excerpts from the local newspaper regarding the housing project 

give one an idea of its national scale. 

In Colombia 43,000 completed the requirements to enter the housing program but 

only 23,000 qualified due to inconsistencies found in the information, for example 



the computer found that many of them slrrady had a house and therefore did not 

qualirj.. In Smtander only 1560 families out of the 4,233 who completed the 

requirements q d e d  A new decree, #1538, states that the subsidy will be given 

in the name of the entire family i-e., all those who form the home - parents, 

children, aunts and uncles, cousins, etc. (Vrguardia Libera!, Seplwber 26 & 30, 

1999)- 

One of the three families received the government subsidy. This family has three 

children with a chronic progressive disease and has been given an eviction order from 

their squatters' home. They had no place to go; they had no money; the man of the family 

brought home money just suficient for food. They have saved a small portion of the 

500.000 pesos required as their pert of the agreement and this is due to the efforts of the 

Mother. Giving the house to the f d y  would be only temporary solution Without a 

steady income or some system of regular saving, the family would stand to lose the house 

due to inability to make the payments for services and taxes. The responsibility for 

solving this dilemma has fallen on to the shoulders of the mother who, despite a very bad 

back and the need to care for her five children, must seek the means to bring additional 

income into the home. Due to her involvement with the cooperative as one of the Leaders 

she now has some smail business skills that could be put to good use once she settles into 

her new home. 

The Board members learned a great deal from this experiment. They gained 

confidence in their ability to present FANDIC to government officials and bank 

managers. They pined experience with legal documentation, with holding focused 

meetings and with drawing up an action plan. These were organhtional competencies. 

We all learned a lot from the response of the f-lies. We realized that their 

commitment to save was looscly held; that there were internal and external constraints 

that impeded the completion of their pan of the agreement. External constraints were the 

poor economic situation resulting in fewer work opportunities and less pay, and ill health 

due to years of poor nutrition and madequate health care. One internal constraint was 

attitude towards work 



Attitudes toward Work 

All of the men of the families studied were day laborers. As there were very few 

employment opportunities in the CiudadNorte those seeking work had to leave their 

community to where the economic activity took place. There was little security that they 

would have work from one day to the next and they certainly did not have social benefits 

such as health care, which would be the case if they had regular employment. Their 

occupations included car painting, construction worker, recycler, carpenter, and fming. 

Some of the men had had some training, for example the car painter and the carpenter. 

But both these men expressed attitudes that impeded progress toward saving for the 

house. 

The Housing Plan stimulated the Board to look into alternatives for employment 

for these men. Rather than get involved in the risb enterprise of l d g  them money to 

enable them to start a small business, FANDIC's President felt that the organization 

should work towards helping them witlijobs. He felt that they needed to learn the 

responsibility' of completing a daily schedule, that i s  arriving to work on time and on a 

regular basis. When one man was asked if he could supply us with a brief resume, he 

admitted that he had not worked as an employee for 14 years and that he had no desire to 

return to regular employment. He suggested that selling vegetables from a cart would be 

preferable and that he would need about 100,000 pesos to start. When asked if he had a 

business plan or a budget for a loan, he replied that there was no need for a budget as it 

was not hard to keep track of the figures in his head. 

On the surface, this account appears fairly innocuous. The expression of a non- 

progressive attitude, or that of conformity to one's current state is found in the last 

sentence, that he did not need to know about business plans or budgets. He believed that 

he had all the skills required and that new learning would not be helpful. It seemed to us 

that he wanted the money without the responsibility for repayment or making the 

business grow. Narrative is utilized to tell the story of the second example. 



Khe second example was that of the carpainter who recently lefi that occupation 

due to lack of work ad becmne a recycler, a job that is on the bottom of the rung in 

t e r n  of respectability and income. m e n  he was o f e d  assistance to obtain a regular 

job, he roo declined saying that he was not willing to giw his work away for nothing. 

"But can you earn more us o recycler?': I asked incw&ous/v. "Yes. perhaps.-. ". 

At any rate it gow him enough to put food on the table d that was his priority. 

Regarding suving for the hotcse* he war viewhg various optiom such pr obtaining 

a loan fiam a bank. fiom his mother in law, orfiom a moneyiender. I was h e r  

homfied by this prospect and asked him if he wosn 't nervous about becoming 

red& indebted Well he would mortgage the house. At this point the Vice- 

president rushed in saying that this war against the rules of I W E ,  that the 

house could not be mortgaged or SOU for 5 years. ''Oh': f X o d  en-. February 

24,2000). 

Later, on another visit. we hod quite a discassion in which this father of three 

young children admitted that, when he wcrs eaming good money he wusted it on food. 

drink and women. He didn *t think of the firture. When he looks at the boys he mined in 

car pointing mrd he sees that t k y  how a motor bike. live in o g d  house ond he realized 

that he goofed Now. when work is limited he is realiy caught short and even more when 

he har o good opporrwrity like the housing plan He seemed repentant, as ifhe had 

leamedfiom past experiences. He was, at this point, engaged in building a recyiing cart 

for which he needed to borrow money. He expressed hurt and -rise that a fiiend that 

he hod opproahed for 3,000 pesos refused to lend it to him The visit was owr but he 

lder sent a note with his wife requesting a loon ofZ0.000 pesos which was lent to him by 

the President oniy afrer gaining his solemn assurance that he wodd return the money in 

two weeks. To date he has not repoid the money. 

These experiences, coupled with the experience of the cooperative have had a 

formative influence on FANDIC's philosophy and programs. They have taught the Board 

to go slow; to be as cautious as the Mothers proposed in their values and action 

statements. The sense of caution is related to the danger of raising expectations that can 



not be met - a negative for the fiudies. It is also related to the risk of not undclstPading 

the culture of the participants. Understand fim, then build mechanisms into the program 

that reduce the vulnerability of the organhtiotl, Vulnerability is not respected by 

stakeholders. Vdnerability is seen as an opportunity for exploitation. 

It is reasonable to propase that these difficulties with the men were experienced 

because they were relatively unkuown to the organization. They were not a part of the 

workshops or of the cooperative. The meetings held with the families were of a nature 

that would raise only limited awareness regarding attitudes and beliefs. The strategy of 

working primarily with the women began to be viewed as a weakness. Not only did it 

raise the possibility that the relationship in the home would be more conflictual, it 

seemed to raise the expectation of the men that they could get something from the 

organization because of a specid relationship with their wives. The playing field bad 

changed. The power dynamics were altered They used their power by not collaborating 

to the same extent. Om father of a disabled child threatened to use bis positional power 

within the family to prevent his disabled son from going to school. 

Successfid strategies to work with both men and women in participatory 

development are desperately required. The suggestion put forward in Part 1 that a men's 

group be formed would present a considerable challenge to the organizers. It is supposed 

that due to their schedule few men would have the time. It is further supposed that 

because of their dominant position in a patriarchal society that few would have the 

interest. Yet, there is one example in the community were men have been incorporated 

into a group experience. This example comes for the local high school in which the 

guidance counselor established a "parents' school" with the objective of improving 

interfamilial relationships. She reported that only women attended for the longest time, 

but that men were now attending in small numbers. The school has had a beneficial effect 

on the families of the men involved in terms of less drinking and absenteeism on the part 

of the men and better fmilid interaction. There are lessons to be learned in this example 

- that an organization addressing interfiunilial wlatioaships would need credibility, a 

strong presence in the community, strong and enthusiastic leadership, and persistence. 



FANDIC is moving fad in the effort to meet those criteria, as Part 3 will 

demonstrate. 

summary 

The overall theme addressed in Put 2 was values - values held by the department 

of education, by the parents, and by the children Poverty and its implications were so 

heavily enmeshed with values that it W e  difficult to determine which came first- The 

influence of school, disability, and home environment on learning has been briefly 

examined as have the influence of attitudes on decision-making. This exposition of 'real' 

experience served to demonstrate the complexity of participatory development. The 

remaining parts of this chapter deals with other dimensions of the whole, the b a r d  of 

FAM)IC and the researcher. 



PART 3 

The Prarss of Organizing 

The fint section of Part 3 will briefly outline the Board's organizing process as 

well as some of the issues faced. The second section will put the experiences of the 

Mothers' Group and the Board together in a format that pennits the viewing of group 

organization from 'unformed' or "zero", to the establishment of a collective self image or 

"one". 

The Board's Process of Oreanizinq 

The lessons learned fnw the Motha's Group, to start h m  where thqy are and to 

build on practical experience, could be equally applied to the Board. In some ways, the 

two groups ran in parallel but it was not until the second visit that I realirod the d to 

consider the Board as a group requiring a separate analysis. The purpose in presenting the 

Board as a separate group is to present a more rounded picture of orgauiational issues 

and process. 

Similar to the Mothers, the Board began as ''unformed" in that they were a group 

of individuals who had not previously collaborated in collective action together. The 

process of forming a group began around the time of FANDIC's registration in June 

1998. The workshops held in February and March of 1999 were another step in the 

process that gave participants an opportunity to explore their attitudes, values and the 

meaning of working together with common purpose. During this period, I was both 

facilitator of the workshops and president of the Foundation. It was not until the first 

fieldwork visit, from August to October of 1999, that the group was ready to elect a new 

president. The persons elected at that time remain in their positions at the time of writing 

although general members have been added and lost. The Board remains a small group, 



but the organkation has grown considerably stranger as a result of growth in both 

individual and group capcity. 

The Board experienced many difficulties in group formation. They were more 

heterweous tban the Mother's Group with social classes two to five and both genders 

represented. Cultural beliefs and multant khavion raised barriers that affected the 

pmticipntory level of members in meetings as well as day-today cocommrmication. Some 

members lived in Ciudad None, the community in which FANDIC worked, and some did 

not. An us - them division arose aggravated by personality conflict, and differing 

expectations about roles and responsibilities. Throughout my fint and second visits the 

Board appeared to be fluctuating between stages two and three of Mena Calvopiiia's 

(1996) six stage model of group formation: seeking a facilitator to help them deal with 

insecurity and to fulfill the desire for knowledge; and a crisis stage in which the group 

experiences ups and downs. The difficulties appeared unsolvable and remained without 

solution until the organization went through a structural change. 

break in^ down Barriers 

Board meetings had been held outside the C i l d ' N o r t e  because members could 

only meet in the evenings and it was not safe to meet in the community at night. 

Members living in CiudadNorte had to leave the meetings early becaw buses and taxis 

did not run to this district past ten p.m. The meeting location and schedule became so 

difficult to coordinate that meetings were held infrwluently. Thus the business of the 

organization did not get done, leaving the members working in the community with their 

hands tied. It became a barrier to.forward movement that drew attention to a basic 

contradiction in the identity of FANDIC u a community organhtion. Having the 

meetings outside of the community signified that the "dm power existed outside of the 

community. The perception of where the power lay affected the attitudes and behavior of 

the various Board members toward each other. 

There was another reason for the meetings being held outside the community. 

FANDIC had operated until very recently (November 2000) solely on volunteer help. 



Board members were the voluatecrs except on special occrvsion such as Christmas 

wbm outside help was obtained Board members were responsible for both the 

operational and administrational components of FANDIC. Due to financial necessity 

most members bad jobs that kept them busy six days a we& Whereas their desire to do 

the work of the organization was a "boonw when FANDIC was first orgarwed, reliance 

on solely volunteer help became an impediment. As Karnara & Kargbo (1999) point out, 

"Volunteers who may be fully employed and may not need any remuneration, usually 

have little time to spare" @. 1 15). As most members were occupied during the day, Ehrd 

meetings were held in the evenings after seven p.m. As the Ciudod Norte was not 

considered to be a d e  place to meet after sundown, the meetings were held outside of 

the community. 

This situation changed rather dramatically in October 2000 due to unforeseen 

events in the lives of two of the members living in CiuaWNme. Suddenly they both 

became available on a part-time basis. One member bad stopped working and was ready 

to dedicate herself to FANDIC. Amther had gained admittance to study Social Work at 

the Public University. They, along with a third volunteer working aflemoons in the 

therapy salon, formed a core group that initiated regular meetings in the community. By 

this time, FANDiC had accumulated sufficient resources to pay them part-time wages for 

at least the next six months. Thus, quite quickly, the structure of the organiznton shifted 

FANDIC became a community organization based in the community. The payment of the 

three volunteers legitimized them and gave them the authority to represent FANDIC in 

the community. They developed a new image of themselves, that of community 

promoters. They became the axis around which tbe programs revolved and through which 

greater community involvement was d i z e d .  Their participatory level increased to 

"delegated power", a degree of citiren power (Amstein, 1969). Power shifted from 

outside of the community to inside the community. The move of FANDIC's 

administration to the community also unleashed the expression of capabilities that had 

been developed over the past year. 



Enhancing Canabilitv 

The elections held in September 1999 gave members new mles to try on. New 

identities were developed e-entially 4 were on a steep learning cuwe. Working 

with the Mother's Group added another dimension None us had engaged with the 

community in that way before. Establishing contact with the housing corpor~onr 

developed presentational capability. The mode of operation thughout both experiences 

was first experimentation, then evaluation and revision. The desire to fulfill FANDIC's 

mission was strong. It was how to do it that was the challenge. 

In the second fieldwork visit, the Board focused on consolidation of FANDIC 

through documentation, evaluation, and the poduction of a vision of the fh re .  An 

annual repon for the first year of operation was written and documents developed over 

that year were compiled into a manual. FANDIC7s opexation was evaluated by reviewing 

the mission statement and objectives, the relationship with the families, the programs, the 

deployment of community volunteers, and lastly the Board itself. This discussion fonned 

the basis of members' vision for the future and was captured in a three-year development 

proposal that was later presented to Christian Blind Mission hernational (CBMI). The 

proposal had three main focus areas: the expansion of rehabilitation services in the 

conununity, promotion of integrated education, and the training of community 

volunteers. Although CBMI thought FANDIC was not yet ready to nxeive major 

fbnding, they did provide encouragement stating that the organization was on the right 

path and inviting the President and the author to a course on Community Based 

Rehabilitation (CBR) to be held ia Quito, Ecuador in September 2000. The ideas 

presented in that proporal plus the new learning from the course readied us for the 

structural change that was to come in October 2000. 

We continued to present FANDIC to others throughout the second visit, seeking 

opportunities for partnership. This list of the contacts made included: the Municipal 

Department of Development; the Speech Language and Medical faculties of two different 

universities; the Special Education Team to seek better opportunities for the children in 

school; the Director General of the Children's Rehabilitation Hospital; the child welfm 



system; the rbools in the district; the Canadian Embassy; and the Chicamaha Rotary 

Club regarding a special project to bring a container of wheelchairs and therapeutic 

equipment into Colombia h m  Canada. 

The third visit was dedicated to making alterations to the development proposal 

and specifLing a work plan The following is a brief outline of tbat work plan. 

1. Extend the coverage of FANDIC in its zone of influence with home visits. As of 

November 23,2000,200 fiunilies with disability had been visited by the community 

promoters. 

2. Community meetings held on a monthly basis. The purpose of these meetings is to 

increase the stakeholder's involvement in the administration and development of 

FANDIC7s programs. 

3. Preventative Health Brigades held on a monthly basis. Preventative Health talks by a 

doctor covering topics such as parasite i d d o n ,  nutrition, personal hygiene, oral 

health and respiratory health as well as physical examination of families with 

disability is offered. 

4. A community volunteer training course is planned to begin in Januy 2001. The 

eight-week course will train volunteers to makc home visits, an essential component 

in the orientation of families. It will be organized by the promoters. 

5. A course on home economy and saving for people with disability and their family 

members is being planned by the promoter studying Social Work The promoter will 

be supported in the development of this course by her university professon and her 

social work colleagues. 

6. A seminar on Community Development with emphasis on disability is being planned 

for April 2001. Two objectives of the seminar are to increase the net of contacts aml 

to promote local community leadership in the development of programs7 especially 

those with disability. 

The movement of the decision-making power to the community addresses the 

fitth objective of the study: 



X h t  F-IC integrate the fmilies as working members o m e  f o h i o n  to 

gain strength in unity and to enhonce the work of the fomchtion. 

This move was not envisioned at the beginning of the study. The process of learning 

through experience and reflection gave us this direction The intent of the move was to 

provide a forum for regular input of people and funilies with disability. The move bas 

already had a positive impact on the development of leadership skills and ownership of 

the program, especially in the community promoters. Individual capabilities have been 

increased in tenns of self-confidence, decision-making ability, and the ability to mobilize 

resources. Group capabilities have increased in tcrms oforganktion and group 

solidarity. 

Relations between Board members have also become more cooperative. 

They are now preparing to transfer skills to otbers through local educationaI programs. 

The training of community volunteers, the course in home economy for families with 

disability, and the Health Brigades will assist in developing community awareness 

regarding disability. The seminar on participtory development with a focus on disability 

is designed to reach the broader community of Bumanwiga. In this way, FANDIC is 

moving toward the accomplishment of the sixth and last objective of the study: 

Thor rhe participants build uwareness in the community regarding disability; thor 

the disabled child be accepted as a vaIuabIe member ofsociety. 

The ambitious work plan set by the Board requires collaboration from various 

sources, both individual and institutional. The contacts made with local firms and 

organizations in the attempt to develop partnerships bave been Wtfkd to some degree. 

Obstacles to securing more partnerships in the past have been the limited number of 

affiliated families and immaturity as an organization. It is hoped that the work done in 

and by the community, as presented in the work plan, will address both these issues and 

lead to the ultimate goal of sustainability. 

The need to nurture grassroots organizations as they evolve is a lesson l e a d  

fiom my work with the Board The evolution h m  unformed to sustainability is tenuous 

and hught with uncertainty. It is a varied process in which structures come and go as 



one focuses on what is viable rather than what is right (Wheatley Bt Kellner-Roger, 

1996). It requires playful tinkering and carefid attention to what is happening as it is 

happeohg. And throughout all, it requires the support of relationships (Wheatley & 

Kellner-Roger). Achieving the goal of sustainability requires a wmmitment to 'mentor' 

over the period of the organidag process- Mentoring is fbcilitated by long-tmn 

commitment. A commitment for the long term is empowering to those involved in the 

process (Watt, Higgins & Kenrick 2000) in that it assures them that they are not alone 

and that they will not be forgotten. The length of that commitment is an unknown 

variable. Perhaps it will not be within the two or five year period allotted to a research or 

a development project. 

Long-term involvement does not necessarily mean continuous involvement. My 

periodic visits, designed more out of necessity than deliberation helped gauge "real" 

interest. Whereas the visits sewed to enhance capabilities, the absences helped to 

augmeut independence, owuership, and leadership. The experience gained by 

independent practice has helped to raise self-awareness and self-confidence. 

The process of organizing within FANDIC could be best described as a journey of 

ebbs and flows accentuated by experimentation in the endeavor to discover what worked. 

Board members were novices who despite some t m m d o u s  intepmonal struggles, 

made progress together. The organization is stronger today than it was yesterday. The 

level of understanding regarding complex issues is more profound and capabilities have 

increased Board members are now ready to start to share their knowledge with others. 

The Process of Organizing from Zero to One 

Review of the Experience with both the Mothers and the Board provides a 

continuum of experience from which the process of organizing can be viewed. The 

continuum begins with an unformed collection of individuals or zero, and ends with a 

group that is approaching sustainability, or one. The stages that these groups went 

through, if considered collectively, relate well to the model of image chaage (ICA, 1997) 

in that they identify a process of transformation in the individual as well as the group. 



The linking together of three capacities, individual, group and organizational, is 

somewhat unique Sadaa & Churchman (1997) in their paper on process and product- 

focused community planning, present seven stages of Empowerment Facilitating Practice 

beginning with Developing a Relationship and Establishing a Dialogue and ending with 

Evaluation @p. 9-12). Mullink & Akatsa-Bukachi (19983 identify six levels of 

development of women's groups with the first level being 'unformed' and the last being 

'independent'. Robinson & Cox's (1998) spiral model deals with individual and 

community capacity building leading to institutionalized change. Of the three, the last 

model is closest to the intent of Zero to One. The usefihess of a model that could 

provide guidance for achievement of suminable development has been acknowledged in 

CD literature (Purdey el al., 1994). The usefulness of a reliable framework for the 

evaluation by large NGOs of smaller intermediary organkations bas also been 

acknowledged (Carroll. 1992). 

'Ihe risk to formalizing an experience into a fiamewodc is that the stages could be 

viewed as inflexible rather than permeable. It is preferable to view each stage as 

enfolding previous stages thereby becoming larger and deeper (Wilbirr, 1996). It is 

understood that mentoring is basic to the process and facilitation of participation is 

essential. Carroll ( 1992) states that "vigorous promotion (is) needed to create sustainable 

grassroots organizations and . . . nurturing support (is) needed to help them grow, mature, 

and multiply" (p. 156). Mentoring implies a complex relationship between the 

"facilitator" and the participants. It signifies responsiveness and attention to core 

activities over an extended period of time. It also suggests that experimentation, risk- 

taking, and flexibility are part of the process. Participation is the process through which 

all the activities are realized. It implies respect for others and the valuing of dl 

perspectives. 

The Zero to One fnunework is a basic system designed to assist the understanding 

of organizing in participatory development. The stages are not absolute; movement of 

elements between various stages is understadable and completely auxptable. It should 

not be considered the "right" way to organize but an indication of one way. It is based on 



one experience and as such lacks verification by repetition. It is hoped that the hmework 

will stimulate a discussion on the process of gasmots organization. 

1. Prepare readiness for Participation. 

a) Define the target. It is helpful for the "fhcilitator" to be invited in by a community 

member who has a concern or question. This was the case in the earliest days of 

FANDIC when a community member approached w for information regarding 

disabilities he had noted in children in his community. Children with disability in 

the Ciudod Norte became the target group of the Foundation and the mothers of 

these children became the target group of this study. The sefection of the target 

group, who is selected and how are they selected, should be done in consultation 

with community members. 

b) Conduct a preliminary analysis. Get to lmow people in the community. Begin to 

identify some of the latent or unidentified pcoblems/issues (Robinson & Cox, 

1998). Learn about attitudes, customs, and norms. Understand the nuances of 

language that provide a glimpse into the culture (Esteva & Prakash, 1998). 

Gender differences, class differences, language, medium of communication 

should all be considered in a participatory process that is biased in fkvor of the 

most marginalized (Jackson & Kassam, 1 998). 

C) Find a point of entry. People will be much more willing to become involved if a 

level of trust has al ready been established Provision of a sewice that addresses 

the needs of the target group is one way to gain trust. It provides the opportunity 

for two-way communication and learning. It is a means by which to develop a 

relationship and establish a dialogue about the larger developmental issues of the 

community (Sadan & Churchman, 1997). Jennings (1990) used literacy classes as 

the entry point to discuss local issues such as health and nutrition, and income 

generation. Carroll ( 1992) in his study of 30 Latin American NGOs, found that 

those organizations that started with economic/prodUCtive activities proved to 

have a longer-lasting impact than those tbat began with pure community 



deveIopment activities. FANDIC started with the provision of a service tbat 

directly addressed the needs as expessed by the Mothers. The interactions that 

followed developed a cooperative rehtionsbip between the organization and the 

target P U P -  

d) Star& fiom where rhey are. in starting from the base of experience and knowledge 

of the participants, the thelitator adheres to the first four principles of 

participatory development as defined by Keough (1998). They are: approach each 

situation with humility and respect; understand tbe potential of local knowledge; 

adhere to democratic practice; d acknowledge diverse ways of knowing. 

Starting fiom where they are has implications for continuous dialogue and praxis, 

for where they are is discovered only through discussion, reflection and analysis. 

This step was not an easy one in this study. My own knowledge building required 

multiple observations and discussions flavored by a heavy dose of time. Lady, 

starting fiom where they are meens gathering people around a "sefe' theme. 

People are likely to find discussions regarding relationships, power, and social 

change threatening when they first wme together and perhaps for rnonths/years to 

come. At this stage it is important to encourage an environment in which it is safe 

to talk. 

2. "Breaking Through" into awareness with new information. 

This is the stage of exposure to ideas (Robinson & Cox, 1998) in which subjective 

knowledge, or the knowledge one has of the world, is challenged by new infonnation 

(Bodding, 1956). New information challenging the social reality of the participants 

may fail if it does not interface easily with existing knowledge (Fussel, 1996). It may, 

on the other hand, result in an insight that leads to a revision oftheory or self image 

(Fussel, Boulding). This is the beginning of awareness building, a process that gains 

strength as one progresses. Here are some of the key elements: 

a) Start with the concrete and build on practical experience. There appear to be two 

approaches in this element in participatory development. One is to "dixover" the 



concrete basis fiom which to begin thmugh dialogue. This PR approach was 

utilized in this study. The other method is to offer the target group practical skill 

development in an area tbat has been p d e & m h &  hopefidly through previous 

community analysis. This was J e d g ' s  (1990) approach in Bangladesh in which 

the development of language skills was the concrete basis on which experience 

was built. Supposing that the level of participation was the same in both 

examples, I believe that the effectveness of both appmacks would be similar. 

b) Combine m~al skill development with discussion and creative activity. The 

Mothers, on initiation o f  the workshops, lacked experience in self~xpression and 

creative activity. The discussions and skits provided an opportunity to begin to 

reflect on their values, relationships, likes and dislikes. Encouragement of 

reflective analysis and release of haghation are key to progressive development 

(Fals Borda & Rahman, 1991; Harrison, 2000). Practice, both in practical skills 

and in creative activity, raises awareness of one's potential essential for those 

who have been labeled as incapable or hopeless. One's sense of worth is enhanced 

by ability to clearly articulate thoughts, feelings and needs. It is also empowering 

to discover that one is not alone (Fussel, 19%). 

c) Provide opportunity for decision making. Oaldey & hksclen (1984) state that 

"for participation to be meaningful it must involve some direct access to decision- 

making and some active involvement in the detmnining of problems and 

practices" (p. 64). Development projects of the past that did not involve the 

community in determining the course of the project were found to have reduced 

impact (Carroll, 1992). Being included in the decision-making process gives the 

message that one's opinion is valued. This m y  be new idonnation to women 

who are restricted to only those activities approved of by their husbands or who 

have little say in how the home finances are spent. Providing the opportunity for 

practice, in all the dimensions of human development, effectively delivers 

messages of capability and worth. 



d) AIbw "space" for new l e g  and change in direction. Allowing space for 

learning is part of the empowering process in that it gives people time to build up 

their own assets for ~e~reliant development (Oaldey & hhden,  1984). A 

project in which there is a Ygh level of participation will build in the expectation 

that objectives and strategy will change in the course of the project (Gmssi, 

1988). This point speaks against pre-conceived agendas or dominant leadership; it 

advises one to wait a d  be patient. Yet one must also know whm to move on to 

the next step or the interest of tbe group will falter. The role of the facilitator is to 

listen carefully, to honor each person's wisdom (ICA, 1985) and to serve as a 

bridge to a new social reality (Fussell, 19%). Although the fircilitator provides the 

leadership at this stage, the object is the transfer of that leadership to the 

participants as capabilities arc strengthened. 

3. Nurture the Process of Image Change. 

The stage of breaking though sdw the preliminary introduction of new 

information. A figurative bombardment of new information is continued as the process of 

image change is nurtured The objective is to expand the class of experiences thus 

providing each participant with internal and external messages that challenge attitudes 

and beliefs. New Momation is checked against subjective knowledge about self and 

one's society. Some of this information will cause a shift in perception or image (ICA, 

1997). A shift in image will result in a change in behavior (ICA; Robinson, 1998). In this 

stage the participnts diversifL their experience and begin to organize (Fals Borda, 1985). 

a) Divers@ the Experience. Experience is diversified in order to: 

Round out abilities 

Build capacity and self-confidence 

Build in cany-over to other areas 

Examples of diversification in this study were the planning of aa event in the 

. Mother's Group, and the development of the Housing Plan in the Board. Both 

experiences served to stretch and challenge. The change in perception was most 



notable in the Resident. For him, the respect given to FANDIC in the crafting an 

agreement with INVISBU, Rsulted in a shift of his image of FANDIC. It also gave 

him pemnal d d e n c e  in dealing with financial agreements, an ability that was 

m * e d  over to other activities of the organizttion 

b) Move fiom Individual to Group Capcity Building. The g d  of participatory 

development is for members of a society to increase their capscity to mobilize and 

manage resources in or&r to improve their quality of life (Korten, 1990). In order to 

move toward that goal, individuals need to form groups. This is stage two in Sadan & 

Churchman's (1997) model, that of building cooperation to enable the creation of the 

participatory idbstructure. There is an attempt to move fiom individualistic to 

collective behavior, to build trust and tolerance, to be attentive by listening, and to 

pay attention to language and behavior and its affect on otbers. Although this element 

is not restricted to th is  stage it begins hens. The nrahning of group formation is an 

activity that continues until the group has sufficient strength to successfilly promote 

itself to others. 

c) Gain Practice in Organizational Activity. This is done through planning and activities 

(Robinson & Cox, 1998). By planning and impiemmting, experimenting and taking 

risks, a group learns to manage resources collectively and to negotiate within and 

outside the group. The Mother's Group gained practice by organizing a food bazaar. 

They decided what they would do, who would do it, when it would be done, and how 

it would be done. They participated in a collective manner dedicating the entire day to 

the activity and enjoyed the experience. The Board members gained a lot of 

experience planning parties for the children. The usually required the bringing 

together of multiple players, fiom outside and inside the CiudadNorte. The 

experience and confidence gained enhanced their ability to adapt to new 

circumstances and carried over into programs such as the Preventative Health 

Program. Mobilizing people and asking for donations of time or products was 

something in which they were already experienced- 



4. Growth through Shared Leamiag and Mentoring. 

True to the nature of paRicipatory process, the outcome of the process may not be 

toWy clear at this time. Haste in naming the product of the process may l a d  to 

disillusionment and a sense of failure when it is discovered that the supposed product was 

only just a p a t  of the process. Space shwld be provided for experimentation and 

incremental building of capacity. This stage notes a move fram a focus on individual 

empowerment to that of organimtional capacity building Group members become 

progressively more interdependent (Mullinix & Akatsa-Bukachi, 1998)- more aware of 

local community issues, and selfanfident in their group identity. The relationship 

between facilitator and group members begins to change; it becomes more of a sharing 

relationship. Not only is there a sharing of ideas but a sharing of responsibilities. There is 

an active "handing over" or transference of authority, tools and training- Local ownership 

of the process and product is the ultimate aim. 

In the experience of this study, this stage had two elements: 

Sharing 

Incremental capacity building through: 

Rogram development and evaluation 

Evaluation of mission and purpose 

Proposal writing 

Competency in management of financial resources 

Nurturing is accomplished through sharing. Through sharing one becomes attuned 

to hopes/fean, aspirations/needs, dreams/frustrations, the results of practical experience 

and the state of relationships within the group. All this happened in my fim and second 

visits as I dealt with individual and group concerns. I was "Mother" and the group was 

"dependent" as defined as Mullinix & Akatsa-Bukachi (1998): 

The group believes that it cannot accomplish anything without help from the 

outside. Most of the members are able to identify their problems but believe that 

action is not their work but the duty of the leaders @. 175). 



Interesthgly, by the third visit this dcpndcncy had changed to more interdqmdency 

where the work of thC group was king shared and problems were being solved. Although 

interdepen- did not involve the entire group, it was present aonctheless. 

5. Self-Image is Ddinad 

The organimtion begins to take on the form of a properly constituted organization that 

follows principles of growth and development similar to those of other organimtions. It 

gains identity through the practice of various activities: 

Documentation and systematization of experience (Hara Hol liday, 1998) 

Development of a code of ethics that reflect the values of the group (Carroll, 

1992) 

Explaining "'who we are" through public relations opporhmities 

Organizing and leading community meetings 

Proposal writing and presentation 

Identifying gaps and developing plans to address them 

FANDIC is currently at this stage of development. Although the Board is not yet 

independent or at the point where they work we11 with a minimum of outside assistance, 

they are staning to solve our problems, share the work, carry out projects and even train 

others (Mulli~x & Akatsa-Bukachi, 1998). Attention to individual capacity building in 

relation to the whole is helping to strengthen the organizaton. Recognition of the 

importance of the individual within the whole is encouraging accountability or the 

completion of responsibilities, the ownership of tasks. and enhancing leadership abilities. 

6. Establish Self-SufEciency. 

This is the end product "dreamed of' by development agencies. It is a stage noted by: 

Transference of ideals, ideas, mechanisms, and methods to others 

Achievement of sustainability through partnership, contracting out services. 

institutional support and public relations. 



FANDIC is moving toward this stage. It bas made overtures for partnership with an 

intematiod NGO and it is planning a seminar that will generate interest in the field of 

participatory development aad disability. Time will tell wh- the Foundation will 

reach sustainability. Meanwhile, the need for nurture continues. 

Conclusion 

The above framework was born out of practical experience with two groups - the 

Mother's Group and the Board of FANDIC. It is unique in that it acknowledges the 

process of organizational development from point zero or unformed to sustainability. The 

claim has not been made that all groups p a s  through these stages; the intention was 

simply to demonstrate that there are stages of growth. Although the initial stages of the 

Board were not presented in this study, they did, in fact. start as unformed. 

It is lamentable that many institutions and NGOs do not recognize their role in 

nurturing the growth of grassmots o r p k t i o m  Because the outcome is not assured, they 

may feel that risk is too great. More needs to be done to help increase the administrative 

and managerial capacity of jmmising grassroots organizations. They need "hard" 

management skills in planning, budgeting, financial and information control, and in 

institutional development (Carroll, 1992). 

Nurturing grassroots organization is a complex task that requires vision and 

flexibility. Above all, nurturing is enhanced by formation of relationships and trust. 

These and other elements will be discussed in the following section with the examination 

of the role of the outsider. 



PART 4 

The Role of the Outsider 

I struggled with my role throughout the research process. I was facilitator and 

active participant. I was a researcher and a leader. I was mother, counselor, and 

motivator. I was an organizational consultant and program evaluator. There were many 

roles, some of them seemingly conflictual. The roles as facilitator, leader, and researcher 

examined in the discussion below, provide my interpretation of practice and theory and 

how it related to my role. This is followed by reflections about bow process implicated 

outcome. 

Role as a Facilitator 

It seems surprising that the role as facilitator is consistent with PR. It is surprising 

in that a facilitator has elements of power which run counter to that of leaving the role of 

'expert' and the leveling of power through knowledge sharing. It also does not appear to 

be consistent with mandate to promote equal participation in all aspects of the 

investigation. Are those theoretical concepts consistent with reality? According to Carroll 

(1992) the reality of impoverished communities calls for outside assistance to facilitate 

the development of collective action. Carroll calls the expectation that groups will come 

into being through natural pmcesses the "immaculate conception" myth. He says "it 

undewalues the vigorous promotion needed to create sustainable grassroots organizations 

and the nurturing support need to help them grow, mature, and multiply" (p. 156). 

Facilitation by outsiders is addressed by authors of PR and CD. Rehman (1993) 

refers to outsiders as animators and provides a list of essential chamcteristics requkd: a 

sense of commitment; the ability to discuss and listen to people; flexibility to learn from 



one's own and others' experiences; intellectual ability and emotional maturity. Fds 

Borda (1985) calls outsiders 'external cadres' whose god is to teach the 'peasants' to 

analyze their patterns of d q x m h c y ,  authoritarianism and patadism He suggests the 

training of 'internal cadres' to engage in simple research techniques such as census 

taking. Fussell (19%) maintaius that the value of an outsider lies in the effect that heishe 

can have on the social knowledge held by the community. The drawback of outsiders is 

that they do not have the sensitivity required due to a poor grasp on the community's 

knowledge base. 

Placing these comments together, the suggestion is that community organization 

requires a 'katalyst'' for initiation and that this catalyst is most effective in the form of an 

outsider who has good communication and listening skills. The outsider, limited by an 

insufficient grasp of local social knowledge, can best promote the pmcess of community 

organization by training 'insiders'. Assumed, but not clearly stated above, is the transfer 

of s ~ l l s ~  leadership and authority to the inside fkciIitators. Inherent in this process is a 

leaving of the role of 'expert' and a leveling of knowledge. 

The process of training b i d e  facilitators is the process in which the B m d  

members are currently engaged. I, as the outsider, presented an image of 'what could be'. 

Although this image received npeatad modifications, we were all engaged in the process 

of evaluation and revision of that image. The constant effort to clarify our identity and 

purpose served as training to 'ready' us for the future. The shift in authority from outside 

to inside the community was an important step in the process of 'handing over' to those 

are now the local facilitators. The local facilitators are currently the animators of the 

community. This transformation was accomplished under the role of facilitator, but it also 

required elements of leadership. 

Role as a Leader 

At times I found myself denying that I played a strong leadership role. Whereas I 

recognized the importance! of my leadership in the beginning of the study, I was anxious 

to have others take the reins as time progressed Handing over responsibilities did not 



necessarily translate into a handing over of leademhip. W h y  not? Zamosc (1987) 

provided some understanding with the explanation that sometimes the investigator is 

pressured into taking a leadership role to complete the functions of groups that have 

difficulty in defining their social identity. While this explanation was helpful during the 

first two visits, it is not so applicable in the third visit where a more complete 

transference of leadership was desired It does not shed light on the difficulty in 

transferring visionary leadership. 

The qualities of visionary leadership are broad in their dimensions. Shanna (1998) 

refen to the empathetic leader who invests hidhenelf in others by listening with the 

intent to understand He qualifies adaptability as one of the most essential leadership 

skills - the ability to recover fiom the anxiety of setbacks and having the flexibility to 

move ahead realizing that setbacks allow one's vision to emerge stronger than ever. 

DePree (1989) talks about the search for comfort with ambiguity as an important quality. 

The search is jmt of a growth process where one l a m s  to live with the questions as 

opposed to having all of the answers. The intimacy developed by the search for 

knowledge rises fiom and gives rise to, strong relationships. Strong relationships build 

trust and trust helps sustain the culture of flexibility and adaptability. 

Elliott ( 1 99 1 ) raises the issue of self-enas pointing out that we have a choice 

in what we see in others and in ourselves. Awareness regarding the social construction of 

our reality affects self-identity and permits an openness for negotiation of group reality. 

Language and behavior, products of self-identity, serve as the conduit for interpretation 

of meaning in what has been said (Elliott, Sharrna, 1998). Nanus & Dobbs (1 999) state 

that a leader is concerned more with strategy and direction than processes and operations. 

Simply put, a leader is a person who has a vision of 'what could be'. Although hidher 

grasp of how to get there is imperfect, he/she is comfortable with not knowing. 

In summary, a visionary leader is one who concentrates on the whole ra!her than 

the fhgmented parts; one who invests in others through the building of relationships and 

trust; and one who is aware of multiple realities. The language and behavior of a 

visionary leaders is consistent with hidher values making it possible for others to find 



meaning One questions whether this type of lcpdersbip is 'handed over' or whether it is 

developed by reflective practice. 

The leadership role was rnhe to play as patron of FANDIC. The progressive 

withdrawal from the responsibility of this role has been fkcilitated by my absences. While 

I am no longer consulted on day-today managerial matters, I still retain influence on 

matters of strategic direction. We worked hard on building interpersonal relationships and 

group capacity as we passed through the stages of Zero to One and I believe that 

visionary leadership will emerge as part of this process. It will be built by the 

diversification of experience and by sensitization to issues such as discrimination, intra- 

familial violence, and poor utilization of resources. Reflective practice and formation and 

testing of hypotheses, will clarify the vision of 'what could be'. Visionary leadership will 

emerge as the process continues to &old Its emergence, however, will not be 

spontaneous; space needs to be made within the organiation for it to develop. 

Role as a Researcher 

Mertens ( 1998) in her discussion on PR provides seven questions related to 

efficacy. One question, "Do the rrsaucbers and participants share a peer relationship?" 

(p. 173) causes me some degree of discomfort. I expected to be a complete obsewer with 

the Board, indicating that my relationship with the Board members would be that of a 

peer. In retrospect, it was not truly a peer relationship in that we were not truly on the 

same level. As 'the researcher" I spent months studying the literahue and developing my 

theoretical philosophy. During the fieldwork, I continued to study and spent hours 

documenting and reflecting. The outcome was suggestions for strategic direction and 

action - a leadership not a peer activity. 

The ideal that the participants collaborate in all aspects of the study suggests a co- 

reseachet role. Patton ( 1990) and Reason (1998) discuss co-operative inquiry as a 

condition in which the participants are co-researchers. The intention is that c~esearchers 

become trained in the art of observation, interviewing, reflection and joumal writ@ that 

as a result, they gain self-knowledge and conscientktion regarding the theme being 



studied The above statement seems to assume equality in circumstance; that co- 

reseamhers have time to reflect through j o d  writing and that they have the inclination 

or the "culture" of writing- Atthough Board members engaged in these activities, they 

had a minimal amount of time to dedicate to nsding and documentation- This unequal 

dedication to the nseorch process removed me &om a strictly co-researcher relationship 

and placed me in the position of leader and educator. 

Reason (1998) admits to the conflict within PARPR regarding the role of leaders 

versus the desire for "authentic commitment" (Fals Borda, 1985) where there is no 

"expert" but knowledge at all -1s is respected Reason states, ". . . many PAR projects 

would not occur without the initiative of someone with time, skill, and commitment, 

someone who will almost inevitably be a member of a privileged and educated group" (p. 

283). This was surely true of our experience and because I had the time, I provided much 

of the direction The Board discussed these initiatives and collaborated in that they 

presented their points of view based on their experience. In this sense, we engaged in 

more of a democratic than c 0 1 m h e r  process. 

As a researcher, I I e  a dedicated observer. I wrote down my observations, 

studied them, and drew preliminary interpretations. While I shared interpretations 

regarding the Board with the Board, I was less likely to share interpretations regarding 

the Mothers with the Mothers. The difficulty in achieving a peer relationship witb the 

Mothers had its basis in power distance. I felt that I could not validate my interpretations 

with the Mothers because I sincerely believed that the Mothers would agree with me no 

matter what I said. Differences of power and knowledge magnified the difficulty I 

experienced in achieving a peer relationship with the Mothers in comparison to E h r d  

members. Interestingly, those differences also created distance between Board members 

and the Mothers. The issue of language and culture was a distancing factor between 

nationals and was not limited to me, an outsider. Not one of us (even those living in the 

Ciudad Norre) could be described as a complete o h e r  in the work with the Mothers. 

At best, we were active observers in that we participated in the activities with the 

Mothers, "not merely to gain acceptance, but to more l l l y  leam the cultural rules for 



kbvio?' (Spdey, 1980, p. 60). Based on tbis experience I question some of tbe 

i d d s m  that is part of the rhetoric of PR, thinking that perhaps authentic validation of 

knowledge occurs only after rrpoted exposure over a long m o d  of time or under very 

special circumstances. 

The last tenet of PAR/PR, the devolution of knowledge (Fals Borda, 1985), is 

vitally important to me. Between visits, I pondacd over how I could return knowledge to 

the Mothers knowing that half of them were illiterate. The idea of a scrapbook creatively 

presenting photos taken of them thugbout the f m  two visits solved the dilemma. The 

scrapbook, presenting the Mothers at various stages of their development as a group - 
discussion, investigation, implementation and celebration, were given to them during the 

last visit. M y  hope is that the memories generated by the photos will keep the experience 

alive in their memories. The other dilemma, as to how to return of knowledge gained 

from the writing of the thesis, remains. Having the fieldwork broken into stages was 

advantageous to the return of the lmowledge gained through the preliminary analysis. The 

knowledge gained through the writing of this thesis, however, will have to be returned 

outside of the timetable of this study. The constraint of time raises the issue of ownership 

of knowledge. Is it owned by the university and the grant-awarding agency or by the 

people who generated it? The issue of the final product and to whom it belongs is a 

research conundrum. Lincoln and Denzin (1994) call this the "crisis of representation". 

They describe the very difficulty that I feel, that despite the researcher's desire to engage 

in research "characterized by authenticity, reciprocity, and trust" the "actual differences 

of power, knowledge, and structural mobility still exist in the researcher-subject 

relationship" (p. 577). They conclude that the final product is that of the researcher no 

matter how much input and modification by the subject. 

Several assumptions of PR have just been questioned by the intersect of theory 

with practice: the possibility that a leveling of knowledge and power can truly be 

achieved; that knowledge can be truly validated in the context of unequal power, and that 

the knowledge generated can be truly returned to the participants. I question the realism 

of some aspects PR theory and wonder why, despite the admission of imperfection by 



researchers such as Reason, that revisions to theoretical con- have not been made. 

Whereas it is important to maintain the utopian ideal in view, tempering the ideal with 

realism would be helpll to the beginner. 

it is interesting to note that little attempt has been made to address the 'quality' of 

participation in PR Perhaps it is assumed that for participation to be authentic, it will be 

at the level of co-researcher. PR literature is limited in its analysis as to whether or not 

this is truly possible. Selection strategy d its effect on the quality of participation are 

rarely mentioned. The tendency in the literature to focus on successfb.l outcome rather 

than the challenges of a painfirl process does not provide sufficient understanding of how 

the methodology is applied in real settings. The lack of attention to the quality of 

participation is augmented by the tendency to group participants together with general 

descriptors such as "the commuruty" or "the oppressed? This is a denial of the 

complexity of pruticipatory development and it fails to acknowledge the existence of 

groups within a group. Women's issues have become lost in this assumption of 

homogeneity. The issue of power and the use of power in a socalled 'bpwerless" 

community have been submerged by what I believe to be the mwillingness to examine 

the complexity of relationships. Perhaps these issues have received less attention than 

warranted because of an incomplete definition of poverty. In our experience, it was 

difficult to separate the economic domein fiom the social and political. We did not expect 

to find so much complexity in the reality of poverty. 

The ambiguous nature of PR could be considered a strength as well as a 

weakness. Ambiguity provides space for creativity. Creativity speaks to the making of 

something fiom disjointed parts and to the process of continuous molding or cobbling 

(Lincoln and Denzin, 1994). It speaks of the melding of head and heart (Fals Borda & 

Kemmis, 19891, of moving beyond the ̂ box9' of one's assumptions of reality (Elliott, 

1999). It acknowledges that there are no wrong answers (ICA, 1985) or a single 

approach. It acknowledges complexity and multiple shades of gray. 

The process of praxis is a creative process. It is not a vicious circle but an upward 

moving spiral. The quest in the spiral is to know self, to build trust with others and to 



awaken to a new mdh or reality. The thirst for knowledge assures continuation of 

investigation and adon.  As hypotheses are made and modified there is a realization that 

tndh is temporal and conditional; that d i t y  is molded by complex and sometimes 

hidden factors that are altered through their discovery. Reality is viewed as a process, 

"always emerging through a self-contradictory development, always becoming" (Reason, 

1981). 

Reflective practice may conflict with theoretical consaucts. There is a tendency to 

make reality fit theory, but perhaps it should be the other way around. Keough (1998) 

advises us to put reality before theory saying that when dealing with community issues an 

a daily basis, 'the shortcomings of theory become clearly evident, and it is a challenge 

for those of us immersed in our practice to recognize these shortcomings" @. 192). Jam 

(1989) finds that theoretical concepts are quite abstmct and uncomected with concrete 

practice; that they do not address the concrete necessities and wonies of the participants. 

I enthusiastically shared theoretical concepts with Board members in a workshop 

session held with the Board in February 1999, laying out the process of praxis and 

explaining the concept of equalization of knowledge and power through sharing The 

session fell flat. At that point, I began to realize that theory is best woven into practice 

and that practice must come first (leis, 1989). We practiced praxis in many ways; we 

reflected on the housing situation of the families, investigated the options, and took the 

action of establishing agreements that would facilitate housing for three fmilies. Most of 

the investigation for the cooperative was done by the Mothen. They investigated the food 

items most commonly used in the home, their prices in the barrio and in bulk, and the 

cost of the implements needed for the cooperative. Taking action based on reflection and 

investigation meant moving past passivity and acceptance of the status quo. It took the 

confidence to present oneseIf before others and to make oneself heard. It meant 

embracing uncertainty regarding the response from others while believing that change 

was possible. The theory of praxis is best taught through practical experience. 



Reflections about Outcome 

Theory aside, it is time to look at what bappned and why it happened that way. 

On the subject of group formation, it was clear at the end of the fieldwork that the Board 

was sunainable but the Mothers' Group was not. Several factors contributing to this 

outcome have already been mentioned Then was the factor of selection - the Board was 

self-selected but the Mothers were pre-selected There was participatory level - the Board 

participated at the level of citizen power (Amstein, 1%9) while the Mothers started at the 

level of manipulation and moved up to the level of tokenism. There was the f ~ r  of 

time. I had been working with some of the Ehrd members since 1998. We had already 

spent hours building our relationships. While I also learned to know some of the Mothers 

in 1998, we did not spend the same time together. Relation-building time was related to 

the degree of readhss- The Board was at the intermediate stage while the M o t h  were 

beginners. 

Moving to a deeper level, the -or of self-identity is identified The outcome 

was related to how the participants perceived themselves. The Baard members perceived 

themselves as collaborators in a meaningful process. They were anxious to learn and to 

assume more responsibility. I believe the Mothers viewed themselves primarily as 

beneficiaries. They had a lot of experience as beneficiaries and almost no experience as 

collaborators. They were not prepared for collaboration Past experience and cultural 

norms had taught them to be careful, not to trust, and not to speak out. There was little 

concept of reciprocity or of fulfilling commitments They had not had much practice in 

this regard They were not ready. 

The Board was not always ready either, for that matter. We assumed a risk for 

which we were not properly prepared. I refer to the Housing Plan. As explained, we went 

through a process of paxis in making the decision to support families in their quest for 

permanent housing. The experiment could have paid off, and perhaps will pay off in the 

ftture. At this moment the situation looks bleak and we realize that our process was 

hurried. The families have not changed theu image of themselves as beneficiaries and 

have failed to become collaborators. Without collaboration, the plan fails. 



Turning to accounts in the literature for comfort, I realize tbat housing is the 

concern of other NGOP throughout the world There seem to be two approaches: one 

linked closely to micro enterprise and benefits the middle to low incow; and the other 

linked to an advocacy agenIda that targets the poorest of the poor including squatters. The 

latter is pmcesoriented, often at the expense of sound firmcia1 perConnance 

(Development Alternative, Inc., 2000). FANDIC Board members saw their role as a 

promotional one in that they were linking the fnnilin to a subsidized housing program. 

Edgcomb & Barton (1998) state tbat experience of social intermediation organizations 

such as FANDIC in linking the poor to financial institutions is not well documented but 

that it carries disadvantages. Firstly it requires the organimtion to overcome the very 

baniers that kept the poor out of the system in the past and, secondly, it requires an 

dorcement of financial discipline on both the clients and itself 

The points are well made!. FANDIC has not yet been able to overcome attitudinal 

barriers nor have we been able to eaforce compliance with fiaancial obligation. It would 

appear that our strategy was not sufficiently rigorous. The alternative to our strategy of 

utilizing individual programs, the formation of a solidarity group, would have been more 

helpfbl in addressing attitudes and promoting the discipline of saving. Encouraging self- 

selection and homogeneity within the group could have stimulated the transformation 

from 'beneficiaries' into 'clients'. While the Mothers' Group was homogenous, it was not 

self-selected. But even if it had been self-selected and even if we had had more time to 

help the group develop solidarity, we still may not have been successful in the Housing 

Plan. That is because, in the majority of homes, the men control the howhold finances. 

This reality returns us to the issue of gender relations within the home and the need to 

involve both partners in programs that influence the dynarmcs of relationships within the 

home. 

Saving, as a program, is promoted world wide as a useful addition to micro 

lending. Savings demonstrate discipline and commitment, serve as a guarantee against 

default in the solidarity group, and act as a source of emergency funds in times of crisis 

(Edgcomb & Barton, Berenback & Gumin, 1993; Otero, 1990). It will be of great 



interest to follow the progress of oae of FANDIC's newest initiatives in this domain, the 

Savings Program. The suggestion to mount this program came diredy from our 

experiew with the Housing Plan and the Mother's Groupup The Housing Plan 

demonstrated the difficulty t&e famities had with the concept and the practice of saving. 

The household economic review done as part of the program with the Mothen showed 

that many women did not have much control over family finances or understanding of 

budgeting. 

FANDIC's community promoters have identified 70 people interested in the 

Savings Program. The objectives of the program are to build awareness regarding one's 

self and others, to improve the educational level regarding the topic, and to develop the 

capacity to save. One of the community promoters, currently a Social Work student, is in 

charge of this course. Her professors are her advisors and her fellow students are her 

assistants. The precise course content has not yet been divulged to me as it will be 

developed as the course progresses. What is important to me at this point, is that one of 

our community promoters is responsible for its development and administration. The 

building of this capability began long ago with the development of relationship and trust, 

the questioning of today's reality, and the confidence to dream. The transformation in her 

self-identity has influenced those around her including her family members. The 

transformative potential of the course she developing is enormous. It has the potential to 

change the lives of the fiunilies as well as those administering the course. It also has the 

potential to transform the way FANDIC carries out its mission in the community. The 

development of the capabilities to plan and administer the Saving Course is an important 

and impressive outcome. 

The Housing Plan, with its twists and tums, has been presented to make two 

points: that life uses messes to get to well-ordered solutions (Wheatley & Kellner-Roger, 

1996); and that development is a complex process that requires a multifaceted approach 

(World Development Report 1999/2000). We would not know as much as we do today if 

we had remained in the safe, no-risk zone. W e  became aware of our reality by interacting 

with it, thereby creating a different possibility. Experimentation can be, at the same time, 



costly and rewarding. In all ead throughout all, we are reminded to be playful, for there 

are many ways of looking at things (Sharma, 1998). Life is intent on finding what works, 

not what is "right" (Wheatley & Kellner-Roger), so we must trust the process and la the 

process do its work (Elliott, 1999). 

Conclusion 

I would not like to leave the impression that the process is over or that the final 

product has been declared. The process is not over - it has just begun. The fact that I do 

not know what the final outcome will be does not cause me anxiety. It used to, but not 

now. A process is in place. Logically, the process still requires nurturin~ but it is gaining 

strength and that gladdens my heart. 

Reflections about my role and outcome were prnented in order to complete the 

story. I was very much a participant and as such was intensely involved in the process. I 

do not bear full responsibility or credit for the outcome ss we were all democratically 

engaged in decision-making. It is interesting to note that the only issue on which we did 

not reach conseasus was the Housing Plan That remains one of those lessons from which 

we continue to learn. 



cxAmER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

"Zero to One in Participatory Development'' has been pmnted as a PR project in 

which the preliminary phases of group organization haw been emphasized. The project 

was conducted in Bucaramanga, Colombia in a zone typified by poor personal security 

and poverty. The purpose of the research was to integrate firmilies with disability more 

l l l y  into the partner organization, FANDIC. The participnts of the study included 

mothers of disabled children, members of the Board of FANDIC and the researcher. The 

research was only one part of a process that continues beyond the writing of this thesis. 

The end point@) in that process will be defined by others and not the researcher. 

"Zero to One" began as a PR project but it did not stay there. While the 

philosophy of PR formed the foundation and orientation for the methodology of the 

study, the need to explain what was king chewed in the reality of the experience 

impelled the exploration of other domains Comparative analysis gained through the 

reading of literature from other sources proved essential to the deepening of 

understanding of the research experience. Themes considered important as a result of the 

experience w e e  participation, relationships, identity and leadership. These themes w i U  

be briefly discwed below. 

The initial strategy of this project was to conduct an investigation with the 

Mothers' Group. The additional obsewation the Board of FANDIC rounded out a 

perspective of the process of organizing from the d o n n e d  group to the stage in which a 

formed group has developed organizational capabilities. The preliminmy stages of 

organizing receive particular attention as there is little emphasis on these stages in the 

literature. An outline of the "Zen, to Ow" Framework is presented in this chapter. 

Work with the children and the families raised issues that, while not the focus of 

this study, indicate areas for fkther investigation. These themes, referred to as "loose 



threadsn, raise questions regarding the attention paid by the public school system in 

Colombia to special needs children, and the effe* of play and home environment on 

1-g* 

Concluding remarks provide an opportunity to view the experience fiom a 

persorial point of view. The desire to understlad the -ti& and tbeorctical implications 

of how one "teaches someone to fish" opened a world of complexity for the researcher. 

As a resuit of the research experience, numy pviously held assumptions and 

expectations regarding PR were discarded. Struggles between 'what was supposed to be' 

and 'what was' initiated a search for understandhg and for meaning. The result of that 

search was transformation. 

MethodoIogical Considerations 

PR was the methodology of choice due to its emphasis on openness of process, 

respect for local knowledge, and development of awareness and knowledge through 

praxis (Fals Borda & Rahman, 1991). Ambiguity was found to be both a strength of the 

methodology and a fhstration (Brown, 1982) as the researcher, a newcomer to PR more 

accustomed to quantitative methods, sought to re-orientate her research perspective fiom 

the examination of "parts" to a study of the complex whole (Wheatley, 1992). Reflection 

on the role of observer at the complete level with the E3oard and active level 

with the Mothers' Group (Spradley, 1980) led to a perception of conflict between her 

interpretation of theory and the reality of practice. 

The PR project, planned in stages, provided for intermittent rather than 

continuous contact with the participants. The staging of the project permitted 'space' for 

reflection, reading and writing when not in the field. It permitted the stepping back from 

the intensity of the experience and provided access to resources not available in the field. 

Staging doubled the time of the fieldwork fiom seven to fifteen months - time to observe 

change in the Mothers' Group, the children, Board members and the researcher. 

Intermittent contact acted as a gauge of ''real" interest, facilitated the "handingover" of 

responsibility and the development of ownership. 



Mejor Themes 

Particiption, relationships, identity and leadership were the inter-related 

structural threads carried throughout the thesis. An exploration of these terms from 

various perspectives led to a fuller understandhg of their dimensions. An important 

element in participatiori was the level of participatiom Was particiption always h m  the 

bottom up as suggested by Femandes & Tandon (1981) where the poor and marginalized 

were empowered to be democratically involved in collective action @loem et al., 1996) 

or were there levels of participation (Amstein, 1969) that varied depending on the 

selection process and the strategy of the research? 

This study presented evidence that the initial level of participation was closely 

related to selection p.oces~ and the to engage" in group activities. kvel of 

participation was strongly linked to cultural fhctors such as the degree of decision-making 

power permitted in a social role (Oakley & h k d e n ,  1984). It was heavily bound up in 

participants' self-identity or what one thought one was capable of being, doing and 

achieving (Berger & Luckman, 1966, Max Neef. 199 1). Patticiatory level depended on 

one's prior experience with self-expression (Leis, 1989) and on must of outsiders and of 

group members. Trust, basic to the fornation of relationships (Coleman, 1988), was at a 

low level in the Mothers' Group. Socialization, important in the development and 

maintenance of relationships (&rger & Luckman, 1966), spoke about cultural norms, 

beliefs, as well as trust. 

The building of relationships based on trust and reciprocity (Coleman, 1988), was 

found to be essential in the p o a o s  of organizing- While the Mothers' Group remained at 

the pre-group stage where people with diffenm histories arr motivated by a common 

interest (Mena Calvopiiia, 1996), the Board reached the stage of c o r n m i ~ t  where the 

maturing group seek. a common meaning to define their objective in the most realistic 

way possible (Mena Calvopiita). The difference between the two groups was attributed to 

factors of time to build relationships, to self-identity and to the process of selection- 



Sewidentity was heavily bound up the historical continuities of power and 

interdependence (Wade, 1997). The participants in the Mothers' Group were influenced 

by values and beliefs regarding the role of the woman in the home that were not unlike 

those observed in other Colombian studies (Bohan, 1984; Whiteford, 1976). Self- 

image, based on subjective knowledge of the world (Boulding, 1956), can be altered 

through transformation (ICA, 1997). The process of transformation or image change was 

p n t e d  in this thesis at both the individual and group levels and was demonstrated in 

the Zero to One process of organizing. This study demonstrated that image change was 

facilitated by a process set to the rhythm of the jmticipants (Leis, 1989) and to the 

provision of 'space' for reflection (Horton & Friere, 1990). 

Participation, relationship building and transformation are facilitated by 

leadership that is open, flexible and attentive to others @ePree, 1989; Sharma, 1998; 

Wheatley, 1992). They are enhanced by leadership that respects locd knowledge (Fals 

Borda & Rahmn, 199 I), encourages decision-making (Oakley & Marsden, 1984), and 

cultivates new learning through diversification of experience (Carroll, 1992). Set apart 

from 'management' by concern with strategy and direction versus process and operations 

(Nanus % Dobbs, 1999), development of leadership within an FANDIC was seen as a 

progressive process requiring mentoring over an extended period of time. 

Zero to One Process of Organizing 

The themes mentioned above became important as the author puzzled about group 

formation. Encouraging individuals to assume a collective identity proved to be more 

challenging than expected therefore stimulating a search for 'why'. That search led to an 

understanding of the process of organizing from the ground up. The Zero to One 

framework of organizing was a product of analysis of the experience with the two groups 

discussed in the thesis - the Mother's Group and the Board. It followed the process of 

individual capacity building, formation of group identity and development of 

organhtionsl capacities. The b e w o r k ,  based on the experience of this thesis, was 

supplemented by complimentary concepts and frameworks of authors of PR (Fals Borda, 



1985), PE (Leis, 1989; Frek,  1994), ead CD (Mullinix & Akatsa-Bukachi, 1998; 

Robinson & Cox, 1998; Sadan & Churchman., 1998). Reference to their work provided a 

broader scope of experkce. 

The Zero to One b e w o r k  is intended to be permeable and flexible. It is meant 

to present a system of organking, not the system. The title of Zero to One refers to a 

process where Zero indicates an unformed group state and One signifies the stage in 

which sn organiznton has established sdlicient self-identity and capability to ama* 

support from outside. The fhmework is intended to assist the understanding of the 

preliminary stages of organizing in a participatory development project. 

The process of organking fiom Zero to One has six stages: 

1. Prepare readiness for participation. 

Define the target 

Conduct a preiiminary d y s i s  

Find a point of entry 

Start from where they are 

2. "Breaking through" into awareness with new information 

Start with the concrete and build on practical experience 

Combine practical skill development with discussion and creative activity 

Provide opportunity for decision making 

Allow "space" for new learning and change in direction 

3. Nurture the process of image change 

Diversify the experience 

Move from individual to group capacity building 

Members gain practice in organizational activity 

4. Growth through s h e d  learning and mentoring 

Encourage interdependence of members through sharing and 

Incremental capacity building 

5. Self-image is defined by members through: 

Organizational capacity building, documentation and presentation of self to others 



6. The -on establishes self-sufficiency through: - Transference of knowledge to others - Partnership, contracting out se~ces,  public relations. 

The process of organizing from Zero to One is a creative process in which the 

playen determine the outcome. It can be l i k d  to a weaving composed of different 

colon, t e r n s  and fibers. A thousand designs could result h m  the interplay of the 

thteads. That interplay is made possible by the pmenx of dominant threads that provide 

strength and structure. These threads, already mentioned, are participation, relationships, 

identity and leadership. 

Implications for Further Research 

The creative process of weaving inevitably leaves loose threads. Loose threads are 

themes that require more investigation. This thesis has suggeskd a number of such 

themes. Gender and development is a theme that will continue to challenge the work of 

FANDIC. There is recognition within the Baard that both women and men need to be 

included in developmental program if gender roles are to be successfully addressed 

(Rathgeber, 1990). How best to examine gender roles in a patriarchal society will be left 

to experimentation for there are few examples documented in the literature. 

Loose threads became evident as a result of obsewation of children affiliated with 

FANDIC in school, at play and at home. The difficulty experienced at school by children 

with disability in this study could only be partially explained by poor development of 

curriculum for the special needs child (Baine, 1988). Other influences on learning seemed 

to be play and home environment. 

The preparation of disadvantaged children for learning appears to generate little 

attention in CD and PR literature. Play is important in development of identity and in 

socialization (Kelly-Byrne. 1989). Children poorly prepared may suffer a form of culture 

shock that retards their initial progress in school (an observation in this study). The 

children obsewed were not encouraged to play in the street due to poor security in the 

neighborhood It also appeared that they were not accustomed to interacting with adults 



in a playful manner. The role of play in learning was thougbt to be closely linked to tbat 

of home environment and the development of human capital through interaction between 

adults and children (Wilson & Herbert, 1978; Coleman, 1988). 

Children from highly stressed environments are at greater risk for developnental 

and behavioral poblems and difficulties at school (Parker et d., 1988; Rutter et al., 

1970). Cultural customs and educational level of the parents affect child-rearing practices 

(Coleman, 1988; Hanison, 2000). Disability within the f a y  and poverty added 

additional stressors to the families studied It appeared that the need to survive left less 

time for investigation on behalf of the disabled child or opportunity for childlparent 

interaction. 

The attention to play and home environment as well as gender relations placed the 

work of this study in the home where pnrticipants were perceived as individual players 

with history, beliefs and values. The small number of participams permitted direct 

observation of the players and led to a deeper understanding of some of the issues that 

complicated their lives. 

Attention to the individual led the author to question her assumptions regarding 

poverty. Various social elements of poverty have been raised in this thesis: issues of 

dependence/interdependence/choice; and attitudes towards child rearing, learning, work, 

and money. A political contributor to poverty in the context of this thesis was social 

class. The distinction of individuals based on socioeconomic status set the families 

studied apart for "special" treatment with respect to the education and health systems. It 

appears that their "distinctiveness" has, over the years, led to a culhue apart and poor 

internon into society as a whole. 

Concluding Remarks 

The research in this thesis addressed the issue of integration of families with 

disabled children into the organization, F M I C .  Even though Board members and I did 

not see it as clearly at the beginning as now, we were attempting to promote a change in 

identity in the participants from beneficiaries to collaborators. We wanted to see 



-ormation T&ormation, used in this way, is an outcome- But arrn~fonnation also 

is a process. The piocess of transformation, at the individual and organizational levels, is 

discussed in this thesis. Transformation, like pmticiption, wdd be considered to have 

both process and product implications. The process and product componena of 

'transformation' can be pulled apart for d y s i s  and synthesized for creation of new 

knowledge (Hara Holliday, 1998). 

Trmsfomattion is not limited to the participants selected for the study. Ail actors 

are participants. As a participt in this research, I was influenced by the other players 

and by the wntext in which the research took place. My awareness of others as well as of 

myself grew immensely as I was challenged by the complexity and intensity of the 

experience. I am no longer the same person as I was before. My identity bas been 

transformed I think differently; I h v e  I& behind many d d  assumptiom and 

expectations. My comfort with ambiguity and not bowing has increased enormously. 

Engaging in this research project has helped me move beyond linear thinking to 

acknowledge of the complexity that exists in participatory development. It bas taught me 

the need for uadcrstauding. This understanding is not of the type that can be possessed 

and frozen for future viewing. It is progressive and variable in all its complex 

dimensions. It is an understanding that embraces feling from the beart as well as critical 

analysis. The interpretations that have been presented in this thesis are temporary; there is 

nothing permanent or fixed about them. I acknowledge that they fill short of expressing 

the reality experienced by all participants in the study. They are only a glimpse viewed 

through a window at passing change. However, having glimpsed the landscape, I fa1 

better prepared to continue my travels in this complex but rewarding field of pmcipatory 

development- 

It is hoped that my effort to "'discover" the meaning of our experience will help to 

broaden and deepen the understanding of others. I have attempted to weave the process 

and product of participatory development together into a seamless garment. There have 

been dominant threads and loose threads, theads with variable qualities and 

characteristics. All are inter-related in the process and product of organizing. 



EPILOGUE 

One of the objectives mentioned on page 130 in Part 3 of the Experience, was to 

hold a conference on Community Development (CD) and disability. This was realized on 

April 6,200 1 in Bucaramanga. The First International Encounter on Communitv 

Develo~ment with a Focus on Disability was conjointly o r g a n .  by FANDIC and the 

Universitaria de Santander (UDES) with more than 400 students, professionals, 

government officials, hospital administrators and people with disability in attendance. 

The objectives of the conference were as follows: 

To bring together people and organbations working in the area of disability 

a To present Colombian projects focusing on CD and disability 

a To present the model of Commdty Based Rehsbilitation (CBR) 

a To understand more fully the concept of participation and leadership at the 

community level 

To improve the quality of life for people with disability by addressing the 

complexity of the issues of health, education, economy, the environment, 

social issues and human rights 

To recognize the implications of disability in Colombia and to learn about the 

services offered in B ucararnanaga 

To improve the interdisciplinary management of the disabled patient. 

Most of these objectives were realized. The keynote address, given by Karin 

Motesh, an expert in CBR, was very well received. She encouraged the professionals in 

the audience to consider the realism of treatment recommendations that did not take into 

consideration the social condition of the community. I gave a talk on the concepts of 

participation, transformation and the process of organizing in the community. This was 

my opportunity to return new knowledge gained from the thesis to those who participated 

in its development. Other speakers presented on the early detection and treatment of 

disability in children from the perspective of their professions. Representatives of 

associations working in the field of disability were given opportunity to speak about their 



programs. A11 speakers were listened to with interest The value of this confixence lay in 

the broadening of relationships and in learning a new perspective. 

People with disability were clearly happy to participte and used the opportunity 

to meet with each other and other attendees. They expressed interest in establishing 

contact with groups outside of Colombia and indicated a desire for training leading to 

improved organization and income-generating options. Many stayed until the end of the 

day to participate in the open forum. 

The open forum had potential for impact on the community at large as it was 

taped and presented on television. The panel consisted of two Presidents of Associations 

representing people with disability, the Director of the Faculty of Physiotherapy of the 

UDES, a representative fiom the Ministty of Health, a Doctor working with children with 

neurological disability and myself as the foreign representative. The moderator, a 

member of FANDIC, did an excellent job of gaining equal representation fiom the 

panelists and drawing in comments and questions fiom the audience. The forum 

permitted questions regarding governmental programs for disability, an opportunity 

valued by the participants, and the consideration of various perspectives. 

The conference was on the "leading edge" in sensitizing the public to the topic of 

disability, a topic m l y  addressed at the institutional level in the pest. It opened the doors 

of the state government building to FANDIC where we met with government officials 

grappling to fblfill the requirements of Law 361 (1997) on disability throughout the state. 

We were also privileged to have the State Governor open the conference. The interest 

demonstrated at the highest level bodes well for fUture confefences and the development 

of collaborative projects. 

The conference, a huge undertaking for the organizers, was clearly a success. It 

was a conference that captured the interest of a significant number and a variety of 

people. One reason for its success was thought to be the timeliness of the topic of 

disability. Another ingredient of success was considered to be the high level of 

involvement of the university professors in the planning of the conference. Their 

enthusiasm generated enthusiasm amongst students, the largest group represented at the 



cooference. &+existing re~aticmships with hospital admi~stmtors and associations of 

people with disability also helped to generate enthusiasm, having almost a snowball 

effect as one contact led to another. 

The conference also had a significant impact on FANDIC and its community 

workers who worked side by side with the university committee in the planning and 

implementation of the event. The benefit of the decision made in October 2000 to 

establish a permanent site for FANDIC and to have dedicated community workers 

became apparent. These decisions prepared the community workers to participate as 

equal partners. The conference raised the profile of FANDIC as a community 

organization. FANDIC suddenly had a name and the community workers were thrust 

onto center stage as they were approached by conference attendees to answer questions 

and to provide information The conference assisted the integration of FANDIC into the 

community at large thus providing the organhtion with a greater range of contacts with 

which to llfill its mission of integration of children with disability into the community. 

FANDIC has entered into a new era. It now appears that the organization is 

destined to survive with the cautionary note that survival still depends on the 

development of those abilities and capabilities as outlined in the process of organizing. 

There is still a lot of work to do before FANDIC is considered sustainable. Of interest, 

however, are the options that have spun off as a result of the conference. The risk of 

undertaking such a huge effort was rewarded with potential to fuifill the mission of 

FANDIC in new and empowering ways. It has been repaid in potential for coIlaborative 

effon both nationally and internationally. It has been reimbursed in new energy and 

enthusiasm; with vision for the firwe. If FANDIC were envisioned as a young tree, it 

could be said the roots of this sapling have been strengthened by this capacity-building 

experience thus providing a firmer foundation for a hardier fruit-bearing tree. 

As mentioned previously, the story of FANDIC will not end with the tennination 

of this research project. The movement that began with the collection of a few people 

interested in addressing issues of disability in a community is gaining strength and has 

the potential to broaden in its conceptual and geographical dimensions. Canadians will 



continue to play an important role as we s h e  u l ~ n s  learned" regarding the disability 

movement in Canada with our colleagues in Colombia. The timing is ripe for 

wllaboration. 
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Appendix I 

workplan 

Stage 1 

Time Frame/Location Activities Anticipated Results 

Aug/SeptfOct/99 Draw together cohort of 

Bucaramanga mothers, families, FANDIC 

members 

Collective research on themes 

of disability, family, community, 

etc. 

a Data collection and analysis by 

participants 

Preparation of Outcome 

Nod99 - Jad2000 Further analysis and reading by 

(researcher no longer researcher 

in Bucaramanga) 

* Further attempts at linking with 

possible collaborators 

(individuals &/or organizations) 

* Continued animation of 

existing community in 

Bucaramanga by internal 

animators 

a Development of a u m  group of 

participants 

Increased awareness re issues 

raised 

Action plan for desired outcome 

Presentation of Outcome to the 

community 

Increase in clarity of issues 

involved and preparation for next 

stage 

* Increased involvement of 

collabolators 

* Continued investigation re issues 

determined in Stage I 



Stage II 

Time Frarnekxation Activities Anticipated Results 

Feb/Mar/Apr Draw a larger cohort using 

2000Bucaramanga survey, invitation- 

* Colective research with 

emphasis on eliciting the wices 

of mothers and children with 

disabilities 

Data collection and analysis by 

participants 

Preparation of fulal outcome 

Uay/JunelJuly 2000 Further analysis of the process 

(researcher not in and the outcome by the researcher 

Col. ) 

Awareness of the magnitude of 

the numbers with disability 

Greater involvement of mothers 

and children in decision-making 

Formation of action plan re desired 

outcome 

+ Presentation of find outcome 

Preparation of reports for submission 

to journals etc 



Apreciada Fpmilia, 

Esta es una carta de invitation dhigi& a las familias con deseos de mejorar las 

opohdacks p a  sus niaos discapacitados. Mi prop6sito es colabonv con ustedes para 

realizar un proyecto, cuyo objetivo es la mayor integracion de 10s ninos discapacitados a 

la comunidad. 

Mi nombre es Marlene Wiens. Hace dos d o s  inicie, con otras personas, la obra 

de la Fundacion Amigos de 10s Niilos Discapacitados para su Integration a la 

Comunidad, FANDIC. Los logros obtenidos por FANDIC son el resultado de 

colaboracion entre ustedes, las familias con nibs discapacitados, la Alcaldia, la UDES, 

otras instituciones y nosotrostros Me agrada saber que ustedes se benefician & nuestra 

fkdacion de manera que sus nifios pueden estudiar y recibir terapias. 

Ademis de ser imegrante de la junta directiva de FANDIC, estudio en la 

Universidad de Calgary en Canad& Tengo el respaldo de la universidad para realizar un 

proyecto de investigacion en "Ciudad &I Norte". Mi promito es reunir un grupo de 

madres de 10s Rifios discapacitados y estudiar como po&mos mejorar la integracion de 

10s niilos. Esta investigacidn se ha16 con reuniones en gmpo y tendremos 

representaciones, dibujos, historias personales, cuentos. discusion y juegos. El propbsito 

k i c o  es que el grupo genere ideas sobre las acciones necesarias para mejorar las 

oportunidades de 10s nifios en la comunidad. A lo largo del proceso, cada miembro ten* 

la opormnidad de explorar sus attitudes y creencias personales sobre la discapacidad y 

tarnbien 10s de la sociedad en don& vive. 

D m t e  algunas de las sesiones del p p o  se util* ma gmbadora con el debido 

consentimiento de 10s participantes. La investigacion dumb tres meses y durante este 

tiempo 10s participantes estanh en libenad de retirarse del grupo en el momento que lo 

consideren necesario y sin que esto a b e  su relacion con FANDIC. 



La pSlticipaci6n de las madres es importante porque son ellas quienes m j o r  

conocen las necesidades cotidiauas de sus hijos y umbien tienen sueilos para mejorar la 

calidad de vida pen elIos. Su pmticipacion en esta investigacion no gene- nuevos 

riesgos en su vida diaria. La infonnacion recopilada se mantenchi en forma confidential, 

segh 10s acuedos lo@ en el grupo y se devolvd a1 grupo en ma forma im'l para 61. 

En caso de que el acuerdo con 10s participantes sea un manejo coutidencial y personal, la 

infonnacion se gu&r& en llugat seguro y se destnid rmn v a  M i c e  la investigacion. 

Si tiene algunas preguntas, por favor, Ilhmeme al telefono: 634 7899 en 

Bucaramanga. AdemQ, puede escribirle a mi supe~sora, Dra. Marlene Reimer, en la 

Universidad de Calgary, Facultad de EnfermmCa, 2500 University Dr. N. W., Calgary, 

Alberta, Canada, T2N 1N4. Tambien, tengo que avisarle que puede llamar al Director del 

Cornit6 & Etica en la Universidad de Calgary, tel:( 403) 220 5627, o a1 Vicepresidente 

de Investigaciones en la Universidad de Calgary, tel: (403) 220 338 1. 

Gracias por su cooperation. 

Atentamente, 

Marlene Wiens 



Yo, el abajo firmante, doy mi consentimiento para participar en una investigacion 

sobre la integracion de 10s nifios discapcitedos a la comunidad, con la Sra Marlene 

Wiens como investigadora y con rniembros de FANDIC (Fundacion Amigos de 10s Niilos 

Discapecitados para su Integration en la Cornmidad). 

ComprenQ que mi consentimiento significa que M pane de ua proceso 

participative para recopilar informacion y tomar accion en grupo sobre la mayor 

integracion de 10s niilos discapacitados. Adem&, comprendo que seri considerado como 

un miembro m& y con igualdad de wndiciones durante el proceso de la investigacion. 

Comprendo que a lo largo del proceso, contribuid en 10s ejercicios y tknicas que puedan 

ser usados para estudiar la cuestibn y explomd mis attitudes y creencias sobre la 

discapacidad y tambien 10s de la sociedad en donde vivo. 

Comprmdo que mi participacion en la investigacion a negociabk, per0 no d d  

rnis de tres meses y que mi pticipacion en esta investigacion puede tenninar en 

cualquier momento, por peticion mia, o de la investigadom Mi participacion o retiro de 

este proyecto no me afectar5 negativmente de ninguna manem Comprendo que la 

investigacion no genera nuevos riesgos en mi vida cotidiana Comprendo que la 

informacion recopilada se manten& en forma confidential, teniendo en cuenta 10s 

acuerdos hechos en el gmpo y sed devuelta a1 gnrpo en una forma idil para 8. 

Comprendo que la informacion seni destnrida a1 final de la investigacion. 

He recibido una copia de este formula"o de wnsentimiento para mis archives. 

Comprendo que si tengo preguntas, puedo contactar a la Sra. Marlene Wiens, en 

Bucaramanga, en el telefono: 634-7899, o escribirle a su supervisors Dra. Marlene 

Reimer, en la Universidad & Calgary, Facultad de Enfermm'a, 2500 University Drive 

N. W., Calgary, Alberta, T2N 1N4. Tambit% wmpmdo que puedo llamar a1 Director del 

Comite de Etica en la Univenidad de Calgary, tel: (403) 220 5627 o a1 Vicepidente de 

Investigaciones en la Universidad de Calgary, tel:( 403) 220 3381. 





Report to the Mothen Regarding the I n t e ~ e w s  

Presented February 29,2000 

The general objective of the interviews with each of you was to give you an 

opportunity to speak about your opinions about the cooperative - your ideas, the 

difficulties that you experience y your wishes for the future. The information gathered 

fiom the interview is the base of this report that I am presenting to you The intention is 

that, with this infoxmation, we can examine the cooperative more closely and make 

decisions about it. 

First of all, it is a good idea to understand your motivations to participate in the 

cooperative, that is to say, your expectations and hopes for the cooperative. According to 

the information that we received fiom you, your motivation to initiate the cooperative 

was to achieve an income for yourselves and for your children. You were looking for a 

way to earn an income that would be more stable in order to be able to move forward in 

life. Besides this, some of you were motivated by the opportunity to learn something 

new. 

The majority of you were thinking of the fuhw when you spoke about your 

motivation to continue working in the cooperative. You wanted to have an stable 

"assistance" for the h r e  with a view to the house or simply for yourselves. For some 

the cooperative offers the excuse to leave the close confines of the house. 

But, why do you need a steady income? What is it that you consider important? 

According your responses your priorities, the things most important for you, are training 

and personal education, housing, the ability to save and the education of the children. 

Let's talk about the cooperative and how it is fimctioning. What is it that you 

believe is the objective of the cooperative? You believe that the cooperative should offer 

you several things. These are: the cooperative should be a source of income, it should 

offer you food at less cost, you should receive some training as a result of your 



involvement in the amp, d that your involvement will teach you to become more 

responsible and committed. 

As you know, every member has a responsibility in the cooperative. The leaders 

maintain the accounts, make the purchases and keep an eye on the cooperative. The 

others have a scheduIe in which they attend to clients and package food. The truth is that 

there are problems with the obligations of every person. The leaders, due to lack of 

training, have not managed the money with complete security and have not called a 

meeting to make decisions. At this time, the others are not completing their schedule for 

various reasons: some are disillusioned because sales are very limited and they have 

nothing to do when they are there, another has serious illness in the fmily, others don't 

want to leave the house and the children unattended and for another the cooperative is far 

away from home. 

The cooperative has helped you have an experience of working as a group but as 

you have not had a meeting, this experience is incompleteete You concept of "working as a 

p u p "  hasn't changed. One could look at this response in a positive or negative manner. 

Positively speaking we could say that you haven't withdrawn despite your 

disillusionment But the fact that you haven't had meetings, that there isn't a lot of help 

and collaboration between you and that each person is walking down her own path 

without considering the others suggests that there still a lot lacking in the experience of 

working together. At any rate, you say that the cooperative is an experience that you have 

never had before and that it has been pleasant. You say that the cooperative gives you the 

opportunity for selfdevelopment and to learn something new. Additionally, it is a place 

in which you can amuse yourselves. 

Some of you offered ideas about how to improve the cooperative. Firstly, it can be 

improved with more collaboration and union between ail of you and also with a better 

understanding regarding what the cooperative is about. What are your concerns? That the 

cooperative isn't profitable, that there are few things for sale, that more attention should 

be put on the quests of customers so we Lww what to add to the cooperative, that we 

should take a look at the location of the cooperative as it is quite hidden, and finally that 



we should re-evaluate the prices because they Qn't setm to be better than what you can 

find in other shops. 

What effect has the cooperative had on your personal livers and the Life of the 

home? For some, the cooperative has changed their life, for example, in providing an 

environment in which you can develop, in helping you defend yourself as a penon and in 

teaclung you how to work toward a g d .  But for the majority, the cooperative hasn't 

changed your life at all. Some people are discouraged because the cooperative hasn't 

offered you better opportunities. 

Let us speak, finally, about your ideas regarding saving. Each one of you live in a 

very difficult situation. It is not easy to save when you do not have a stable income. But, 

three of you said that it was possible to save a portion of the money you receive but that 

the money was spent on the emergencies that arose. The others do not klieve that it is 

possible to save, that the money received is barely sufficient for food and that it would be 

better if your husbands had a stable job. 

But, the truth is, that it is possible to save in the home and that people from countries 

much poorer thsn Colombia have demonstrated this. Martin will speak about this subject 

in a few minutes. 

It is also true that the mothers of the world, more than the men, think about the 

situation within the house such as the nutrition and the education of the children. For this 

reason we asked you about the communication between you and your husband regarding 

the finances of the house. We wanted to know if you could count with the help of your 

husband or whether you were alone in your efforts to improve the lives of your children. 

These were your responses: Some talk with their husband about the finances of the house 

saying that the house needs this or that or that the salary that he has isn't enough to meet 

the needs of the house. Others receive what their husband gives them without comment 

Others act as the penon in charge to pay the bills and to make the decisions regarding the 

children. Apparently, no fvnily deals with the subject with any degree of depth. 



Regarding your personal dreams, your responses were to take a course in Sewing, 

cooking or to learn how to knit. Those with small children would like to do something in 

the house that would allow them to supervise the children .ad to work at the same time. 

Are there comments? 



Mother's Stories 

One Mother's Story 

(Transcribed from audio tape Sept 8, 1999) 

When I was a little girl, my mother left me as a gift to a woman. I was 4 years old 

because I still remember her. She left me in that house and I ran after her crying to not 

leave me there; I cried and she hit me; she hit me with a piece of brush wood so I had to 

stay there so she wouldn't hit me again. 

I suffered a lot in that h o w .  The lady of the house punished me and so she 

wouldn't punish me I did chores in the house. I did them to her liking so she wouldn't 

punish me because I was punished every day. The other children, her children, told her 

that I damaged things in the house but those were lies. I didn't damage anythrng- They 

did it and blamed me. My childhood was filled with bitterness; I didn't have a mother or 

a father. I spent my childhood in that house and never saw my mother again. I grew, 

suffering the whole time. I looked for my mother but didn't find her. The lady told me 

that she had gone far away and never returned. 

Suddenly, when I was 20 years old I fell in love with a man who took me to 

Cucuta. We had 4 children but as he started to mistreat me I left him. I took 2 children, 

the other 2 having died. 

My current husband proposed marriage to me but because I couldn't get my 

baptismal certificate we weren't able to. So we live like this. But, the truth is that we will 

be married December 8: if God wills. We already have the marriage patrons. I met Don 

R when I was 24 years old After one year we had the oldest son, Jesus, then the 2 girls, 

and finally Julio. Regarding the 2 girls from the first marriage, one lives in Regaderos 

and the other lives fiu away in the country. She calls me every 15 days or so by telephone 

but almost never comes to visit. 



I passed my youth in Boy- in a small village called Corachia working in small 

towns nearby. And when I was 20 I went to Cucuta; we went to Venezuela, then to 

Lebrija, and later to Bucammanga. I have been a day worker all my life. Here in 

Bucaramanga I worked as a maid When I lived in the country I cut peshm, cultivated 

yucca and coffi, b e s t e d  coffee - and aI1 those jobs of the country. I watched over the 

children, sent them to school, and stayed in the house when I didn't have work I have 

worked outside of the house mod of my life. 

I never went to school. The lady deceived me saying, "'Do this and on Monday I'll 

send you to school." So I went to draw water fix away and when I returned with the water 

she had already sent the children to school. '"Ah no, my little one, you can't sndy 

because I need you to help me cook." And she never sent me to school. And now my 

head is not right. I set myself to do a task and find I am doing something else. My head is 

not right. 

Have you been happy with Don R ? 

I have been happy with Don R. because I have the fieedorn to leave the house - to 

work, to attend meetings - and he stays at home to look after the house. He doesn't get 

upset with me. In the 30 years we have been together, the only time he hit me was with J.. 

I hit J. because he cried and cried I gave him the breast; I gave him the soother, but 

nothing! He wouldn't be quiet so I hit him; I gave him three strikes with my hand. He 

was 2 months old So he @on R) hit me, he hit me with the handle of the machete on the 

back but never hit me again. I thought, if he is going to continue to hit me, I'll have to 

learn how to keep this child quiet because he's a k s y  baby and he will have to leam how 

to shut up. Yes, he stopped crying and was never fussy again. He was a b y  baby. 

Have I been happy with Don R.? Yes, at Ieast I have someone who respects me 

because it is very difficult to live alone. If, for example, a person comes to visit me at 

home I have to be able to defend myself when the neighbors say, "No, it is her lover'7. 

Now I have someone who backs me up. Yes, it is gossip. And it happens when my son- 

in-laws arrive and the lady in the next house doesn't know they are my sons-in-law and 

thinks that they are my lovers and begins to talk. I had to call her, my neighbor, and 



introduce my sons-in-law to her before she would shut up. I have 4 sons-in-law who 

come to visit me at home. And now, I introduce them to my neighbor and say, "Look, 

lode nKse are my sons-in-law. Tbey aren't lovers as you claim". "And so, why do you 

say that"? "Because you claim they are my lovers because they come to visit me". And so 

I introduced them becruse at least Javier who works in Piedacuesta coma fkquendy. He 

works in a farm and may arrive late and stay for night. These people are tiring. They 

begin to tallc But now that she has seen that they aren't lovers, she has shut up. 

A Second Mother's Story 

Transcribed fiom tape. Sept. 13,1999 

Tell us about your childhood. As a little girl, I lived in the country. Really, what 

does one do in the country? Starve, work, study a little, and receive little affection 

because the parents are also working. The children have to work carrying yucca, faching 

water, collecting wood. There is Little opportunity to study and little to eat because there 

just isn't enough to go around 

We lee the country to live in a small town where we had to pay rent. But we 

weren't much better off because my Dad worked cutting pashue and my Mom worked as 

a laundry woman. There was little opportunity to study and not much to eat. Life wasn't 

any better. Things were cheaper then, but salaries were also Lower. It was the same as it is 

now. Now the salary is higher but so is the cost of food. Everything is more expensive. It 

is the same! 

Do you have any special memories? Special? When we came to the city I already 

knew how to work, so I started to work and was able to buy some clothes for myself and 

my little brothers and sisters. And I was able to pay for my fim communion by baby- 

sitting and washing dishes. That's how! 

I studied on the night schedule in Comuneros while we lived in the neighborhood 

of San Raphael. When we left to live as squatters I quit my d e s  out of fear because 

there was hardly any transportation and I didn't feel safe going by bus. By this time we 



could no longer afford to pay rent aad we &ad to move into a squatters house. But we 

were slowly able to organize ourselves and the time came when we were able to have our 

own home (with her husband). Tbat is my history. 

How many people were in your fmiily? I had 6 brothers and sisters in my family. 

As a young child we served the older children who were workiag in the pture.  We 

brought them their food while they were working. The little ones delivered food and my 

mother washed other pcople's clothes to help out with the food And so? How many 

people in the house? My Dad, my Mom and the smallest children. And everyone was 

working to pay for the rent. My Dad worked in a rice business but his salary was not 

sufficient. One thing impacts another. 

Whor was the happiest time ofyow youth? The nicest time was when we had 

boyfriends. We were permitted to have some fun; we had the liberty to take a walk with 

our brothen and sisters and the members of our boyfhend's f e l y .  No, while one is not 

burdened with children, the time of courtship is very nice. I was about 16 or 17 then 

because I left home when I was 27 when I had my first child 

Contribution by Third Mother: As a young girl I wanted to be grown up- I 

didn't know what men wanted. 1 grew up at my parents' side and I asked my mother 

about everything because I trusted her a lot and I would ask "Mother dear, why does a 

woman want a man; why does a man get a woman? What purpose does it serve"? 'Little 

child, men want a woman to cook for them, to do their washing, the ironing, to sweep the 

house and to make the beds". I didn't know. When she came to turn off the light, "Mother 

dear, how does a baby come"? "My little child, the stork brings it d throws it in 

through the window". I sat in the doorway when my mother was inside to see when the 

stork would anive. When I heard the baby cry I asked when the stork had arrived because 

I didn't see where it bad come in One didn't know about those sorts of things. Not like 

now when there is so much corruption that a child aged 1 1 knows everything. 



Second Mother Conthoas: They told me, "You'd better not go out with a boy! 

You shouldn't taik with boys! You shouldn't go out by yourself! All this fills one with 

terror. F&. Also, an error committed by the parents was that they didn't know when 

one was coming to maturity. The parents didn't tell one anything. I saw my mother get up 

from her bed one morning with everything soiled m y  mother woke up sick!" and I cried 

and I told my little brothers and sisters, "Mother woke up sick because everything is 

soiled with bload". Perhaps she had a fight with my father and she burst. They never told 

anyone anything. I matured at a time when one didn't even know one's date of birth or 

when it was your birthday because no one knew a date. Therefore they didn't h o w  when 

one was about to mature. I almost died from it! I matured at about 13 or 14 years of age. I 

was studying and I put the blame on jumping up aud down on a school wall and the 

fights. At night I washed everything. I didn't say anything to my Mom because perhaps 

she would think that someone had hit me or that I had been in a fight with other children 

and they really got a hold of me. I was quiet in order to avoid being scolded, took a bath 

and changed my clothes. They said it w& good to eat lemon to stop bleeding. I ate and 

ate lemon and drank lemon juice in order to not tell my mother what had bappwd and to 

tell her that it was not blood that I had lost, just water. I bled for 8 days, loosing blood 

and becoming swollen and my mother asked, "What happened to you"? because by that 

time I was practically dying. I told her that this and that had happened, that I was jumping 

up and down while playing and had been fighting and I woke up soiled. I didn't know if 1 

had burst or what had happened. So my Moms said, "My God, child". What has 

happened is that you have matured." But neither did my 3 older sisters tell me anything 

perhaps out of embarrassment because we had a lot of respect for each other. It isn't like 

it is today when one tells a five-year-old and throws in a little extra. So my mother said, 

'This girl is going to die on us", so as there was a doctor in the town, he said that he'd 

have to give me blood. By this time I had lost the blood that I had and I became as yellow 

as a light bulb. So to bring me back to life they gave me blood by intravenous. I tell my 

children how it is before they confuse them in tbe school. 



Progress Report Submitted to the FANDIC Committee 

Written by Marlene Wiens, January 2000. 

Purwse of the R m r t  

This report on the participatory research project conducted by Marlene Wiens and 

FANDIC will be presented the Board of Directors and Committee Members of FANDIC 

in February 2000. It is intended to serve as a critical analysis of the activities of the fmt 

phase conducted in August & September 1999 and to provide strategic direction for 

phase 2 in February & March 2000. The analysis is based on two systems of thinling, 

that of Goldratt, 1984 and Ham, 1998. The action plans resulting from the analysis are 

highlighted in Italics. 

Introduction 

The broad intention of the research project was to hilitate the integration of the 

families a l i a t ed  with FANDIC into the Foundation, that is, to achieve a closer working 

relationship between the families, and between the h i l i e s  and the committee. The 

committee recognized that to achieve its mission of integration of disabled children into 

the community, they needed to address the issues present at the f h l y  and community 

levels. As eloquently stated by Anthony A. Kennedy, UNICEF Representative for Central 

America and Panama, 

If we solve the problems of childhood, we will surely have a better world 

tomorrow. 

But the child is not an island. The child is an integral part of a family. Therefore 

the problems of the child are a consequence of fmily problems. The family, on 

the other had, is an integral pwt of a commUIfity and many of their problems 

have their roots in the problems of the community. Child, family and community, 



therefon, fonn an indivisiile trilogy (Toledo, 1982 @p. I )  (translated from 

Spanish)). 

The first phase of the participatory research project took place between August 

4/99 and September 27/99. During this time 9 worIcshops were held with the mothers of 

the disabled children and 2 meetings were held with all of the parents. Seven of the eight 

h i l i e s  atfiliated with FANDIC participted 

1. Committee Objectives and Participants' Needs 

The FANDIC committee established the foIlowhg objectives for the research: 1) 

To stimulate discussion regarding the reality of disability in the home; 2) To encourage 

organizational and communication skills basic to group formation; 3) To develop the 

ability to reflect and maiyze; 4) To take action leading to greater self-reliance; 5) To 

integrate the family members into FANDIC; 6) To build community awareness re 

disability. Objectives 1 & 6 were not addressed to any great extent, but wnsi&rable 

progress was made on objectives 2 to 5 due to a process of natural selection by the 

mothers. 

The objectives established by the committee were general and abstract in nature. 

They were developed in the theoretical context of Participatory Action Research and 

Popular Education. The needs expressed by the mothers were concrete in nature and 

emerged from their daily reality. They were expressed indirectly by means of the 

activities of the workshops, that is, they were rarely expressed as a result of reflection and 

analysis. The list of the mothers' needs, in no sequence of priority, were: 

Permanent housing 

Education for their children 

Physical progress in their children 

Personal education 

Leadership skills 

Selfqnfidence and self+steem 



Training 

To gain greater independence through work 

Recreation o r f h  

Freedom to form personal relationships 

security 

Correct information 

Steady income 

Advocacy 

Ability to save 

Respect 

Legitimacy 

This list ofieeds will be vaiidafed adprioritized by the mothers in the second phase. 

This exercise will help both the f d i e s  and the committee to evaluate their strategic 

direction especially in regards to the new initiatives taken in the first stage, the 

cooperative and the housing project. 

2. Motivation to Participate. 

The mothers' initial motivation to participate was gratitude towards FANDIC and 

curiosity. In my opinion, the fmrs that helped them to continue their involvement were 

the shift from the abstract to the practical and the decision of  the committee to address 

high priority needs, namely housing and greater financial independence. Co@nnation 

fhrough individual interviews in phose 2 is required 

3. Achievements of tbe group. 

A significant achievement was the mothers' decision to work together as a group 

to form a cooperative. This decision stands in contrast to their initial 'individualistic' 

behaviors such as lack of attention when others were speaking and lack of trust to share 

personal histories. The degree of shrftfrom individuaIistic to relational type of beh ior  

as a result of working together in the coope~ative will k stdied in t k  next phase. The 



cooperative is an important achievement because it addresses the mothers' needs for 

pmonal training and greater independence througb w o k  An evaluation ofrhe 

cooperative will be conducted in phase 2. 

Other achievements were: 

The monitoring of daily expenditures of the household This formed the basis of 

btdgeting which should be encouraged in phase 2. 

Basic nutritional information was gained &om the expenditure exercise. This should 

form the basis of nutritional talks to thefamilies. 

Basic training of the cooperative leaders in making bulk purchases, keeping 

inventory, and basic accounting procedures. Phew 2 should encowagefitIzer 

training in business p k i n g  d manage-. 

The raising of selfeonfidence gained through the practice of addressing concrete 

issues 

The initiation of analytical and organizational skills 

Achievements of a personal nature were also noted especially in two of the mothers- R 

developed leadership and analyticaf skills as she took on her new role as cooperative 

leader. C. who became activated, motivated and assertive. 

4. Difiirulties witbin the Group 

The difficulties noted within the group were the lack of attention to others within 

the group, the reluctance to participate in some of the exercises, and irregular attendance. 

The most notable contradiction noted was a lack of coherence between what the 

participants said and did There was a tendency toward imitation and repetition especially 

in the initial workshops demonstrating either a lack of trust to say what they really meant 

or poorly developed analytical skills. Popular Education literature indicates that lack of 

coherence between thought and deed, and the adoption of concepts that do not reflect 

reality is common, as is inexperience in expressing deep or profound needs (leis, 1989). 

The concreteness of the cooperative can be utilized to develop the skiIls of action based 

on reflection ond a ~ i y s i s  in phase 2. 



5. The A c t i v i  e m  by the P d e d  

The two most significant activities gemmted were the cooperative and the 

housing project. They addressed the need for pemanent housing, security, personal 

education, leadership skills, self-confidence and selfaeem, greater independence 

through work, steady income and ability to save. Both projects are very fngile and need 

to be ofinned and strengthened in stage 2. 

6. Stages Emerging within the Project 

Two distinctive stages emerged within the project - before and after the first 

general meeting regarding the housing project. Before the general meeting the workshops 

were exploratory and abstract; following the meeting they became progressively more 

practical and concrete. This latter had a noticeable effe* on the participants' level of 

motivation, trust, and desire to work together. This is not a criticism of our participatory 

methodology but a confirmation that the open-ended approach used to help foster 

ownership ofthe project must be so. Experience in a practical endeavor now opens the 

way for us to explore a new range of topics such as the discipline o m i n g  and the 

dmelopment of a strategic direction for the cooper~7tive and the hawing project, both of 

which require the skill of reflection, analysis and action 

7. Critical Interpretation 

In phase 1, the means chosen to achieve the goal of integration of disabled 

children was the founding of the mothers' cooperative. How are the two related? A 

system of inquisitive thinking provided the answer. 

Why form a mothers' cooperative? To learn skills related to business. 

Why? To become more economically independent. 

Why? To be able to improve family nutrition, security and education. 

Why? To raise children who can defend themselves in society. 



Why? So tkir children will k able to advance ecammicaUy & educationelly. 

Why? So they are f k d  from sow of the constraints experienced by their parents- 

How does this lead to integration of disabled kids? Improved education and economic 

level gives people more optiom when faced with disabilitr, it is also helpful in terms of 

prevention of primary and secondary disability. 

Constraints identified in achieving the goal of improved education and economic 

level were: 

Disability of the children 

Elderly age of some of the parents 

Poorly developed skills of the parems BOTTLENECK 

A culture that values (to a variable degree) the submission of women 

Insecurity - financial, housing, health BOTTLENECK 

Learning difficulties in the childrm 

Poor fiurctiotling of FANDIC committee 

Social discrimination 

The two constraints labeled BOTTLENECK are the most critical at this moment 

in that failure to address them will lead to incomplete solutions that do not have the 

fiurdamental or sustainable impact desired. That is, the solutions already in 

progress such es admission to school and therapy will not achieve the overall goal of 

integration of the children into the community without dealing first with these two 

constraints. It was therefore appropriate that the Foundation addressed the issues of skill 

training in the mothers and security in terns of housing in phase 1 and is imperative that 

it continues to do so in phase 2. Working through this process wzth the families will help 

us establish strategic direction or to con* the strategic direction outlined below. 

Although learning difficulties in the childrm was not labeled as critical at this 

time, it still is a matter of concern There are dishubing indicators that not all is well with 

the children in school. Om child has filed his first year twice and although the others are 

making progress it is unlikely that they will "catch up" to their peers. It is also of concern 

that they do not appear to be comfortable or 'natural' while in school. Lastly, there seems 



to be some discontent amongst the teachers in the inkgated program with the lack of 

support and direction given by the Specialized Team. The issue of education should be 

explored with the motkrs of the ciiif&en going to scool on an indivtdwl basis. 

There are likely several fators involved in the children's difficulty in leaming. 

Some areas for exploration are: the influence of cerebral palsy on learning, the influence 

of poverty on leaming; the influence of early childhood stimulation and play on learning; 

and the influence of a public system of education that values W n g  information instead 

of creative thinking. The involvement of our children in the integration program of 

disabled children in the regular school system should be evaluated. Learning in children 

with severe disability and living in poverty could become the theme of another research 

project and it is recommended I& the Foundation seek links with universities or NGOs 

who would be interested in working with the community and FANDIC to s t w  this topic 

in depth. 

8. Strategic Direction 

The primary issues that need to be addressed by the Foundation in phase 2 are: 

The employment of the men More stable and better paying jobs would improve the 

economic situation within the f'amily provided that the men are committed to the goal 

of saving. 

Further training of the women in business planning and management. Exercises that 

help the women to analyze the performance of the cooperative and to create solutions 

would help them develop ski1 1s that are transferable to every day life. 

Encowage a culture of saving. It hes been demonstrated that people living in poverty 

can learn to save and that savings help reduce dependency on others in times of 

emergency (Otero, 1990). Savings coupled with small business activity provides a 

vehicle to realizing objectives related to improved nutrition, education, and health 

within the m l y .  

The secondary objectives are: 



a Encourage the development of a social net between parents with disability. 

Investigate the possibility of enhancing skill level in the parents through local training 

courses 

Instruction on the preparation of nutritious food for families with limited resources. 

Investigate the impact of the educational program on the children going to school. 

Action Plan 

Conduct individual i n h e w s  with the mothers to validate and prioritize the list of 

needs, to seek wniimation of motivation, to inquire about the impact of the 

cooperative on the family's economic level, to inquire about the hctioning of the 

cooperative etc. This infiormation would be colJated a d  returned to the participants in 

a group meeting to serve as the h i s  for analysis and to establish a strategic direction 

not only for the cooperative but also for the project as a whole. 

An evaluation of the cooperative assessing issues such as viability, use of earnings, 

location, customer base etc. 

A general meeting to confirm the direction of the cooperative and the housing 

projects, to address the issue of saving and to discuss options for ernploymentlincome 

of the men. 

A talk to the parents on nutrition. 

Investigation of options for enhancing business training of the women. 

Conduct personal interviews with the mothers who have children in school. 

Continue to seek links with universities giving priority to education and health. 
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